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4.4 A-TIPIS

Fig. 117: A-Tipis catalogue cover. This publication
collect stomps in each one of the installations.

contained information

about the project.

The audience were asked to
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EXPOPRO-FORMA
Title:
R-Tipis
Date and location:
June 2005, Oerol Festival - Terschelling (NL)
June / July 2005, Parc de La Villette - Paris (FR)

July 2005, Internationaal

Straattheaterfestival

(BE)
Gent
-

Background information:
This project is the result of a co-production between Victoria
(BE), Forma (UK), Oerol Festival (NL) and Parc de LaVillette (FR)

Fig. 118: A-Tipis computer model by
Rui Martins and Nuno Sacramento

(1ststudy).

with the special support of the Cultuur 2000 programme of the EuropeanUnion.
The producers had met up several times and had drafted a concept according to which
eight artists or artist groups were selected. My participation in the project started in a
document
during
I
Accidentally,
in
Belgium
a
across
which
very a-typical way.
came
a stay
described A-Tipis. Immediately a number of questions were prompted in my mind, as to how
the project would develop, namely in the relation between the concept and the artists'
works.
Mymain concerns were then compiled in a letter sent to Victoria (BE).

Their response to it was positive and required a meeting in which the questions would be
developed further. After several talks we decided to work together.

Someof the questions posed in my letter:
What is the relation between the concept and the artists' work, and how is this visible
to the audience?
How is the group of four producers going to communicate with the eight individuals or
groups of artists?
Is the idea to randomly throw eight artists at a location or is it to try for a dramaturgy
(lay-out of space), which puts forward the concept of placing the audience clearly in
relation to the project's proposition (contemporary nomadism)?
Abstract:
R-Tipisis a public art project involving the fields of visual arts and performing arts (in
equal parts). After leaving the protection provided by the gallery and the theatre, the
artists' installations search out for the audience.
Fig. 119: R-Tipiscomputer model by
As a travelling project (in itself relating to nomad life) RMartins
and Nuno Sacramento
Rui
tipis settles for short periods of time in unexpected places.
(2ndstudydetail).
Audiencemembers are given a 'passport' at the entry
and required to stamp it in every single one of the eight
artists' installations.
After engaging with every single one of the projects (some
interacting with performers, some others just looking at a
piece of work) the visitors are invited to step back into their
.. _ "ý--ý"
own worlds after a rich discursive and sensorial experience.
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Aims/ objectives:
in
balance
between
a
project
equal
contemporary visual
-Do
arts and performing arts.
for
actively
a notion of contemporary nomadism.
-Search
leaving
the
in
their
audience clearly
environment
-Address
behind the protective 'cocoon'
of the gallery and the
theatre.

(car
the
in-between
the
spaces
of
city
parks,
-Colonise
abandonedlots at the edge of the city centre, places at the
frontier of disparate communities etc).

Fig. 120: A- lipis computer model
visualization for Keizerpark, Gent
(1)

in
the
the
a
support
materials
of
exhibition
-Articulate
the
in
to
the
clearly
audience
relation
place
will
way which
concept of the project.
Methods:
the
3D
exposition.
of
computer
model
-The
Starting off by understanding each individual

wkaw"Am
artwork

(through meeting the artists and reading information about fig. 121: A-Tipis computer model
for Keizerpork, Gent
visualization
their work) and the way they intend to address the public
(2)
(through sight or deeper engagement with performers). I set
for
build
that
to
on overall visualization of the project.
allowed
a model
up
The model offered a lay out of the project for each one of the 3 locations, based on
their geographical as well as symbolic landscape. The concept of the exhibition I wrote
based
based
the
this
the
presupposing
presence
as
on
on
model,
as
well
of
viewer
was
the preliminary ideas by the producers. The new concept was my own interpretation of
contemporary nomadism, adopted visually to the metaphor of an airport.
The sequence of the works and route of the viewer were planned according to this previsualization.
blogspot.
(www.
Blog
a-tipis.
com)
-The
This method provides up to date information about the project. The decisions are posted
on-line as they are made. This allows for the four producers, geographically located in
places such as Newcastle, Gent and Paris, to maintain the discussion with the curator
(who is posting). It allows simultaneously for the artists to be kept informed as well as to
contribute to the discussion.
Passport
-The
ThePassportwas meant to be only a part of a wider strategy for addressingthe audience.
It consisted of using the whole exhibition and information design (labels, poster, website,
invigilation) in a 'single voice' in order to connect the audience clearly to the projects'
concept.
Thepassport provided catalogue information and invited the audience to collect stomps.
In this way we made sure that people did not miss any of the projects (some being more
prominent than others, for instance GobSquadaddressingthe audiencethrough a performer/
explorer, while Drup "sits quietly" in the corner waiting for people to visit it). The Passport
created a balance in the project and when fully stamped, it invited people to step bock into
their own worlds.
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(website's
log
book)
Chronicle
-The

The website hosts information about the project, artists
and producers. As part of a more dynamic approach two
included
News
Book.
Log
included:
News
and
elements were
opening and closing times, weather etc., while the Log Book
by
the curator. The Log Book
the
written
chronicles
contained
location.
This was thought to
included
taken
on
photos
also
encourage people who couldn't attend the project to visit it
on-line, as well as to allow people who attended the project
in one of the three locations to accompany the tour virtually
in the other countries.

Fig 122: The model assisted
visualizing the space between the
installations as the operative remit
of the curator.

Evaluation
-The

The evaluation emphasizes the concept rather than the
(production).
how
It
the project
practical
part
examines
more
developed in relation to the premises set up before January
2005.

Methodological development:
discussion
through
concept
with producers and
-Develop
artists.
documentation
the
sites
and
space,
collect
about
-Visit
the programme and the audience.
(represent
computer
model and visual metaphor
-Develop
the concept physically for the audience, develop sequence of
installation and viewer parcours).
-Discussmodel and metaphor with producers and artists
to
(how
the
to
strategy
address
audience
make
-Develop
the metaphor visible to the public in order to prepare them for
the experience they are about to engagewith? )
-Set up project
duration
the
the
of
project observeand register the
-During
audience's reaction to the project as a whole, to the individual
installations and to the visualization of the concept. These
notes, together with photographs, were uploaded daily to the
project's website and were made available to a public which
could only be present via the website (www. atipis. com). My
written register attempted to be descriptive and exploratory,
in ways simulating the visiting experience.

Fig 123: The A-lipis Passport

R6

Context:
Oerol Festival - Terschelling (NL)
Oerol Festival takes place inTerschelling everyJune. The 3500 Fig 124: Project lay-out for
Elvisplok, Lo Villette and
festival
has
by
50
The
island
is
invaded
000.
a Keizerpark.
people
a crowd of
strong emphasis on theatre on location and shows everything
from music to folklore, theatre and performance to visual
arts. It is mainly a popular event which engaged R-Tipis to r oise the stakes conceptually
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and attract a different public.
The project took place in a very remote part of the island
next to a beach, but that did not deter the audiences who
flocked from every corner of the island to see A-Tipis.
www. oerol.nl
Parc de La Nillette - Paris (FR)

The pork is one of the largest public parks of its kind in
Fig 125: Elvisplak location,
the world. It offers a variety of activities which range from Terschelling (NL).
music, cinema, visual arts, and theatre to picnics, orchard
activities and capoeira practice.
A-Tipis took place at the Prairie du CercleNord with the Geodeand Cite de Sciences as
background. The audience ranged from people who heard about the project in the media
to people who often used the park. A study is being currently
compiled about the audience of R-Tipis.
www.villette. com
Internationaal

Straattheater festival - Gent (B)

The Gentse Feesten as it is known, is mainly a street
theatre festival. Similarly to Oerolit has an immenseaudience
visiting the otherwise reasonably quiet city of Gent. It puts
an emphasis on popular forms of culture like circus, street

Fig 126: Proirie du Cercle Nord, Porc
La Villette, Paris (FR)

performance and music.
.
A-Tipis took place in a 'park in progress' at the edge of the
leisure
future
Undergoing
be
in
the
this
to
centre.
a place of
reconstruction,
park promises
for Gent's people. Meanwhile it is an underused peninsula used mainly for dog walks. This
was the closest situation to the one expressed in the premises of A-Tipis: the intention of
colonizing spaces that did not have a clear function in the city (or countryside).
http-//www. istf. be/html/engels/home-eng. html

Outcomes/output:
information
development
the
updated
with
about
of
-Blog
the project.
'flat
installations
the
pack"
allowing
possibility of
-Eight
travelling and of ossembling/disassemblingin new locations.
information
the
catalogue
with
and
possibility of
-Passport
collecting stamps of each installation.
information
the
about
project and individual
with
-Website
artists as well as a web log.
www. atipis. com

}

Fig. 127: Keizerpork, Gent (BE)
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CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT
Thefollowing pages (pp. 365-367) contain the preliminary draft of the concept as
written by the four producers after my involvement in the project.

A-Tipis
CONCEPT
A-Tipis is an outdoor project,

the Oerol Festival at Terschelling
Newcastle (UK).

(NL) and production

With A-tipis we leave the protective

the gallery to engage in a vulnerable

create a mobile "exposition',
different

countries

between the
we will

nomadism,

(B, UK, D, F, NL) and various
Each structure

arts, design).

will

or a performance.

Central to the project is the interaction
urban context,

confrontation

of 8 units, each newly conceived by a

consisting

(visual arts, new media, performing

house an installation

cocoons of the theatre and

and more intimate

artist coming from different

backgrounds

agency Forma from

Starting from the idea of contemporary

public and the artist.

house Victoria (B),

by the Ghent production

initiated

between this nomadic 'element'

aiming to question fixed patterns

from mixed disciplinary

backgrounds

By choosing artists

of perception.

their work in a common

and presenting

frame, we aim to extend the borders of contemporary

performing

a number of relevant questions on how theatre and performing
dialogue with other art forms to interact

and the

with contemporary

arts and to raise

arts can establish a

approaches to artistic

communication.
The eight selected artists are:
Atelier
Wouter

Van Lieshout
Decorte

Gob Squad

(NL}

(B)

(UK/D)

Grand

Magasin

(F)

Aarich

]espers

(B)

David

Neirings

(B)

Sophie

Nys (B).

Private

Thoughts

in Public

The term nomadic refers to travelling

Places

(UKJNL)

and being on the road.

nomad is not defined by a fixed place; his identity

The identity

is formed by a multitude

of the
of
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On the road he picks from different

elements.

ideas and habits and

cultures,

weaves them into his own unique style.

The freedom

into a freedom

by fixed and arbitrary

of thinking,

unhampered

he will develop

time he pitches his tent somewhere

of movement

is translated

distinctions.

new relationships

state - highly relevant

The artists will take this nomadic
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Every

and affinities.

in the new global culture

-

for their creation.

as a point of inspiration

PRESENTATION
In a first phase, A-tipis

in three different

will be presented

(the island of Terschelling,

during the Oerol Festival)

The eight units (the nomadic

Newcastle).
'neutral'

space of the city or island.

'specific'

or'difficult'

entity)

surroundings:

and two urban (Ghent and

will be presented

the space (passers

the project

by, inhabitants

work, to school, tourists,

in advance,

friction,

predictable

so that the 'normal

accidental

visitors

of the festival)

the artists'

and the artists.

users' of

people on their way to

of the neighbourhood,

Ghent, the audiences
structures

in

spaces: public space that is claimed by nobody.

for undefined

The idea is not to announce

and, in the case of Terschelling

will be confronted

with this 'nomadic

and
entity',

They may just pass by, stop and take a

closer look, engage in a conversation

with the artists or witness

live performance

place during the day and the evening.

matter

interventions

trigger

taking

how, they will be confronted

a number

of reactions,

the artists/performers

This particular

increased

festival

No

alien to

structures,

of the site but also
by the interaction

in an urban setting

(both Oerol and Ghent attract

are conceived

over 40,000

of people, even those who normally

of

or in the

visitors)
do not set

institutions.

in such a way, that (like an nomad's

can be taken down and moved in a minimum
support.

one of the many

with the public.

venues or cultural

All of the structures

host

their perception

ideas and reflections,

allows us to reach a large number

technical

of unusual

set up and the choice to present A-tipis

frame of a popular

foot in theatre

with a number

This will not only question

the surroundings.

in a

outdoors,

Rather than to set up the exposition

areas of the city, which would generate

we will be looking

one rural

We aim to organise

city / area, in order to illustrate

tent) they

of time and with a minimum

two interventions
the mobility

of

(of five days each) per

and nomadic

aspect.

This will

.

13:1

also enable interaction
central

and peripheral

interaction

A"tipis

can influence

will be subject

contemporary

the public's

Instead

public in a general

way but the project

to us is the 'naive'

After this arrival,

communication

(sms, email,

the project

to the concept
through

the curiosity

unannounced

of the

in the chosen site.

the use of contemporary

websites

of

the well-

of a wider public with this entity

we will stimulate

mouth-to-mouth,

adapted

we will trigger

will appear

confrontation

city or village.

coverage).

of announcing
event,

how this

of the site.

perception

like any other artistic

known channels,

Important

and will allow us to experience

to a specific way of promotion,

nomadism.

I"

and the public to take place across

with the surroundings
environments

i.

and other media

in their
urban
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R-Tipisfinal concept text

ýi

Written January 2005

(This text was written in an attempt to approximate the conceptof A-Tipis to contemporary
nomadism. It was partially based on the preliminary concept but introduced the passport
between
linking
the installations and between visual arts and
the
element
metaphor, as
performing arts. The text emerged from a close observation of the artists installations
)
in
3D
the
computer model.
articulated

The restless movement comes to a halt. A journey initiated by the visual arts moving
by
from
from
the theatre, convergesin
the
gallery,
and
performing
away
arts
moving
away
a totally new and neutral ground.
After leaving the protective cocoons of the gallery and the theatre, and becoming
"homeless", the entity formed by this artistic experiment is in relentless motion looking
for a territory in which to settle. It seeks everydaycontexts in which life takes its course.
Consistingof eight structures, each an artwork, A-Tipisstarts its life as a new entity that
escapesclassification. With four units developedby visual artists and four by performancebased artists, A-Tipis moves out towards people and their lives, and strives to adapt itself
to each new context.
Foryears, the arts have expected people to step into their "fortresses", and to behave
according to their conventions. R-Tipis travels in the opposite direction to meet people
within their everyday lives and environments offering an opportunity to step outside the
everydayand to view the world from a new vantage point. A-Tipiscreates a kind of immersive
alienation through which the everydaysurroundingscan be viewed afresh.
Duringmoments of pause on itsjourney, R-Tipiswill annex new territories temporarily. On
entry, visitors will obtain a "passport" to this new territory. Inside this "temporary state"
a rich confluence of projects look into aspects such as treatment of humanwaste, natural
catastrophes, attention to the environment, portable housing, through the creation of
maps, routes and explorations.
The installations create environments which surround the viewer creating a new
atmosphere characterised by a rich sensorial experience. Their placement initiates a
sequence and a non-linear narrative creating many alternative routes to be explored by the
viewer. Like an invisible line it is present but not prescriptive.
The structures vary in intention and look. Despite being commissioned and brought
together through the concept of R-Tipis, they maintain an independencethat will transport
the audience into their intimate worlds.
NunoSacramento - Independent curator and dramaturg of A-Tipis
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Blogwww. a-tipis. blogspot. com
(This blog was crucial to the development of A-Tipis because it made the curatorial
thinking available to the participants scatered in different parts of Europe. It allowed a
real time discussionas new ideas for the concept were being put on the table)
Preliminary notes for the concept
Conceptstructure
development
do/mean?
is
it
Why
A-Tipis?
What
to
supposed
of
concept.
-Theoretical
between
between
individual
Inter-relation
the
the
the
works.
concept
and
-Relation
between
works and audience.
works and relationships
(concept
the
of
works
and physical presence)
-Description
left
behind
is
the
when
project
Bonne?
-What's
It seemstome important noting that this project started developingin a quite unorthodox
before
happened
decision
The
the
the
a very specific
manner.
about
concept and
selection
invitation to the curator to work with the "dramaturgy" (lay-out) of the space.
When I started working on the concept it seemed natural to depart from the artists
work, which I became acquainted to in a media presentation of some 7 projects. I then
started to re-write the concept bearing in mind the specificity of these individual projects
and the concept which brought them together.
The premises of R-tips con be identified as:
It
between
in
interface
the
theatre
art.
contemporary
and
project
contemporary
-A
tries to explore its common grounds, limits and relation to the public.
(a(tipis)
foreign
Metaphorically
tent
element
a
as well as something uncanny, a
typical).
between
(nomadism).
Relationship
people
and
place
basis.
An
that
to
the
acclimatizes
entity
surrounded
on
a
constant
With the materials I had in hand I started looking for an "invisible" element that could
unify the projects without creating an enforced and utterly prescriptive coherence.
After studying the projects they were divided them into 2 groups of 4. The first group,
being quite complex in terms of interaction as well as having visual prominence provided a
framework for the "new" concept. The other group provided a very nice flow between with
moments of contemplation, quietness and humour.
All the projects vary a lot in nature. One of the larger ones, that was for me difficult
to figure out from the outset for being such a simple metaphor was the airport. A plastic
airport with over 10 meters seemed hard to hide, or silly to put in a corner. I had to be
embraced!
The airport is in itself a metaphor. The airport terminal with its many shops and amenities
constitutes on interstitial space, for people on the way somewhere.
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It is very much a one way zone after check-in. People get stuck, can't go back, are
frozen in the moment and have to make the most of their time there. It is somehow an
experience of alienation. Somethingthey decided to be subject to. Animmersiveexperience
that only endswhen people get to their destination. It is a kind of purgatory, an in between
space...
It seems interesting to create a similar space in A-Tipis. A space in which the audience
steps in while stepping out of their own lives, for a period of time. A kind of immersive
alienation.
Byembracingthis concept of limbo (between spaces) of the airport it seemsquite natural
to adopt the visual language of the airport too. The question is now how to adopt it without
creating a "functionless" (one might say artistic) apparatus?
I think the only way of doing this is by questioning this language, subverting it and
have
between
We
it
in
to
To
the
wouldn't
airport
places.
adopting
a new situation.
notion of
sign in the middle of a forest or a beach, but quite abstract information materials that
could somehowreflect a state of "in-betweenness".
Theway I see this exhibition is as a kind of airport terminal, in which the amenities are
limbo,
by
idea
is
the
The
the
a space where
substituted
projects.
one of alienation and
main
people can stop, think, shop, laugh etc.
A cordoned off / fenced area with only one way in and out, a place for take off and
landing. A place with a clear distinction from the outside. A ship that lands in town and
allows people to explore it in various and rich ways.
The expo takes port in this "terminal" which has access via the runway. Onarrival people
will receive `a passport which will be stamped on arrival and while visiting the projects. This
passport will contain information about the projects as well as the artists, and function as
a sort of booklet/ map.
The information materials will be: brochure/map/terminal plan, website and postcards
of the non-places.
The 'terminal' can have designated smoking areas, elite lounge, and cafeteria etc.
The `terminal' will be an area separated by the surroundings with physical barriers. It
won't be a physical building, but a sequence of projects emulating the idea of "terminal".
This sequenceis written according to conceptual as well as physical criteria. The places for
the installations will be marked in the floor and remain as a legacy of A-Tipis for the city/
town where it takes place.
Sequenceof works:
Airport > check in desk > fecatotaal > ma cabane > Echelle 2> drup > Route Planner >
kubus > Welcome t0WBwYIM>
check out
Notes

The airport piece will have sound as well as screens.
The trajectory has to be split in order to avoid queuing.
Severalof the projects relate visually and physically with the space out with the
`terminal'.
Tuesday, November 23,2004

November16th, meeting at Victoria to discuss concept, planning and communication
concerning R-Tipis.
For the sake of a clear understanding of the concept I proposedto develop the idea of
look
like
but
The
the feel of it should
project
an
airport,
metaphor.
wouldn't
airport as a
be related to the time, spent at an airport terminal before a trip. Nevertheless, some
misunderstandings took place and the idea of airport was taken as something physical
in
These
than
a meeting with Dirk
conceptual.
corrected
misunderstandings
were
rather
Pauwels.
Concerningthe information materials, and in relation with the airport, an idea was put
forward that the catalogue could take the shape of a kind of passport. Bypassport, I mean,
the abstraction of a document related to traveling and not a document for testifying one's
real identity. Something that could be stamped as the viewer enters and exits the project
and be used as a -memoire" of the attendance at A-Tipis.
According to the first concept I received A-Tipiswas going to be strategically positioned
in areas where people walk by. This would have an effect of a change encounter between
audience and the project. As a result we would have to position it in areas of the city
where people pass by on the way to work or walk their dogs. This areas are usually parks or
streets in between train and metro stations. After a searchwe couldn't find suitable places
that would encompass the above mentioned characteristics. We had to start looking for
spaces, with different characteristics; some were just unused spaces, others were parks
and festival locations. Onecannot say that a visitor encounters them by change, but is sent
there with a clear indication. (a map, a festival invite etc. ) This implies a slide change to
the concept, but opensthe possibility of using this materials in a new and creative way. For
instance, the viewer doesn't have to be send there directly, but finding the place can be
as solving a mystery. Thiswill make the visitor rediscover the place where the installation is
set up, adding a new dimension to the project. (RPG)
As a result of the meeting with Dirk Pauwelswe decided to have as printed materials:
2005-2006Ticket/invite, booklet, website, signage, postcards of non-places (projects),
stamps. Dirk's idea is to combine the project's budget for publication with the budget for
Victoria's booklet, in order to have a better brochure with information about the project.
2007 After the project is completed and there ore texts and images with good quality, a
more luxurious catalogue is going to be made. Thiswill come out from a separate budget.
Another issue discussed, was, whether the project should be fenced/enclosed or open
from oil the sides. Meand Dirk didn't reach an agreement, but both of us seem to agree on
the fact that the project needs an entrance and an exit. Within the space of the project
the trajectories should be decided by the viewer rather than prescribed. What will happen
fenced
be
in and some other times totally
is
that
the
sometimes
practically
project will
exposed, reflecting the adaptability of A-Tipis to the surroundings.

Meeting place
Wefelt the need to create a meeting place where people could hang out, have a coffee
or a beer, and get information about the project. A place to eat or use the toilet, while
getting some distance from the installation. This meeting place could be like a container,
which would be used for storage of the equipment at night. The question is whether to use
two of the installations (airport 72 and Echelle 2) as an information point and a cafe or to
be
for
to
this.
specifically
a
separate
place
used
create
What does A-Tipis need in terms of amenities? Cafeteria, we (x 4) and information
point.
I proposed to give each artist the opportunity to design a stamp, 2.5 x 2.5 cm, to
be stamped in the brochure brought by the viewer. The result of the several stamps will
brochure.
Another thing I proposed was to take pictures of the project
each
personalize
and the individual installations from an hot-air balloon so that people could have a different
view of the project and buy a postcard to take home.
Somequestions: What is the guiding principle for the lay-out? What language should be
used to make the plans?

November 19th and 20th, visit the Locations
Visit and photograph the Gent locations

* Malmar. Oldmetal factory that belongs to the city. Itsjust off the center and close
to the Dampoortstation. The railway line runs next to it. There are plans to convert it into a
park. It's a mixture between an industrial space and a green area. It hasa boulevardof trees
which seems suitable to host A-Tipis. Whenwalking around the Molmarsite, I was trying to
visualize the hundreds of workers, who fifty years ago, worked on the site. Imagining the
soundsof the machines that they worked with. In the case of choosingthis site I would like
to study a bit of its history and to retrieve some photos of the time while industry was still
present. This site is now full of pits, holes and other dangerousspots. In case A-Tipistakes
place there it will hove to be properly fenced and plans send to the city to be approved for
safety and security reasons.
* GroeneVollei. There are plans to convert this green area from a former industry plant
for heavy metal, into a park. It sits by a canal and hasn't got any strong characteristics
that would make it a special site for A-Tipis. It is a bit of green next to a canal that could
be in virtually any place.
Visit and photograph the Paris locations
"I
went to Parcde IaViIlete accompaniedby GrandMagasin.Becauseof the specificity of
their project I thought it would be interesting to hear what they thought of our choices.

Thursday, November 25,2004

November17th to 20th, meetings with the artists

1. Wouter Decorte. DRUP.Wouter's work tries to find solutions for cheap housing.
Someof his adaptable designs are suitable for nomadsor even fugitives. For R-Tipishe will
be showing DRUP,which is a structure that opens and closes with the touch of a button.
He wants it to work like a small umbrella that opens after one pushes a little button. In
be
A-Tipis DRUP
will
constantly in the open position. The opening and closing of DRUP
will be
demonstrated through a video/animation. There is a possibility of creating a soundscape
to be listened to while looking at DRUPfrom a distance. Materials: DRUP'sstructure, tv
and video, headphonesand cd and amplifier. Interactions: sight, sound and possibility of
walking around the piece. Dimensions:6 mts wide circle. Numberof people: 40+.
2. Sophie Nys. MRCABANE.
Sophie's house upside down is the result of a big storm. As
the viewer gets closer to the house he or she realizes that something happened inside it. By
staying at the doorway the visitor can watch a video in which a man runs around in a circle
falling constantly. This video work is called "The fall" and is a loop of a one-minute and
thirty second video with no sound. Materials: The house is built with naval plywood. Video
projector. Interactions: sight. Dimensions:3x3x3,5 approx. Numberof people : 1.

3. Barich Jespers. KUBUS.Rarich's installation has to be visible from a distance and
attract people to approach it. As they get close to the entrance they simply try to open
the door only to be faced with the back wall of the cube, which has meanwhile moved
forward. This simple interaction prevents people from entering the installation. The inside
space of the KUBOSdisappears when the viewer tries to open it. Despite being quite a simple
idea, it has very difficult, technical solutions. The risk of it not working properly or of its
construction being to costly, has made us think about alternatives. The constructor has
proposed to use a number of motors, but this goes against the concept of KUBOS,which
relies on a simple physical interaction. It hasn't been built yet and Rarich is looking for
other solutions that, while respecting the concept, can materialize it in a simpler way.
Materials: metal frame and canvas. Interactions: sight and action of opening. Dimensions:
3x3x3 m. Number of people :5 to 10.
4. David Neirings. AIRPORT72. The airport is to function as a simple symbol, almost
like a logo. Materials: metal and wood structure, covered by canvas. Wooden floors. Two
monitors + to videos and a sound system. Interactions: sight, sound and walk in and around
the installation. Dimensions: 1Ox 4,30x 5 m. Number of people : large number of people (50).
Confirm with David. Notes: the terminal space for the airport can be used as an information
area.
5. Gran Magasin. ECHELLE
2. This installation is a panorama commentte, which demands
a rendez-vous between the performers and the audience. This is not a peep show. This
encounter will happen at fixed times and inside the enlarged tent. Instructions in a board
will be given and the audience will try to follow the events through a massive window. During
the performance the events shown on the board will be related to objects on a camping table.
This instructions will reveal a secret order of things, which will be transposed to a relation
between the board and the outside. It will take around 45 minutes and be performed twice
a day. During the times when the performance is not on, a film program will be shown in the
cafeteria. The cafe, toilets, lights etc. will be according to the 'camping style'. Materials:
tent, video projector, sound, camping materials. Interactions: sight, sound Dimensions:
8,20x10x4,25 m. Number of people: 40. Notes: there is a possibility of including a cafeteria
in the tent, which will be closed during the performance times, but open during all other
times.

There are still 3 projects (Fecatotaal, Route planner and Welcometo our world built with
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you in mind) to see and 3 locations (Terschelling, Stockton and Middlesburgh)to visit and
photograph.

Thursday, January 20,2005
December 14th, meeting in Stockton

In mid DecemberI traveled to Englandwith the intention to see the locations for A-Tipis.
I knew that the situation with Brighton was looking a little bit ropy, but Middlesbughand
Stockton were pretty confirmed.
It wasn't untill I got to Newcastle on the evening of the 13th that I realized that
Midlesburgh wasn't going to take place. We were left with one location in the UK for the
season of 2005. It was Stockton.

Onthe 14th, around lunch time, me and Daviddrove fromNewcastle to Stockton. During
the 1 hour trip we had plenty of time to discuss the concept and direction of A-Tipis. Some
points weren't so clear and needed to be sorted.
At 2pm we met Frank, the director of the RiversideFestival at the local Arts Center. He
seemedenthusiastic about A-Tipis. After a short meeting about the project we went around
the town center looking for suitable sites for A-Tipis. There was plenty of choice, allowed
by the good will of Frank and his technical support.
Thesite we chosewas the carpark behind the swiming pool, off the High-Street and close
to the library. It was a large open area surrounded by flats, public buildings and a pub. A
perfect and stimulating site to add to A-Tipis location portfolio.
Two weeks later came the bad news. Frank hadn't been able to raise the funding. May be
for 2006. We will wait and see...

Victoria's notes / Contextualizing A-Tipis: response to the preliminary notes for the
concept
Thisis a transcription of an e-mail sent by HildeTeuchiesas a comment on the preliminary
notes for the concept, which I presented in a meeting in Gent in November2004.
Shemet with Dirk Pawelsand Mathilde Geensto discuss the direction of the project. Here
are their notes:
"Last week, Dirk and Mathilde and myself had a meeting of which I give you a rapport
below. We are curious to hear your and David's reactions to this:
We talked at lenght about the presentation of A-Tipis in its different locations and your
suggestion to use the terminal metaphor.
Although we think that the proposed metaphor is an interesting one, we felt it was good
to remind ourselves of the initial objective of A-Tipis, which was to present the 8 units
together without imposing a general content-framework.
During the first preparatory period we opted to start from a phenomenon/term

(contemporary nomadism) as a point of inspiration for the artists. We choose to let the
artists develop their work completely independent from one another and without them
knowing what the others were doing.
We also opted for a juxtaposition of the works when presented to the public, without
imposing on explanatory framework.
Wediscussedthese options again and felt that thisjuxtaposition approach is fundamental
to the project..
This means that we think that there is no need for an extra framework or metaphor
function
can
as `binding' factor for the presentation of the work to the public.
which
The unifying element of the presentation is the space itself, the location which the
'units/ installations' share. Together they ore put in the some context. Theunifying element
between the works is the fact that they share the confrontation with the environment, with
each other and with the public. The question of what happensif the public (or passersby in
some locations) is confronted with a 'group' or a number of installations which apparently
have no internal relationship nor any relationship to the physical setting in which they are
presented, is in itself interesting. Some for the question on how the works will start to
relate to one another or not...
Again, but I think you are very well aware of this, we said how important it is to carefully
lay-out
the
plan
of the presentation in function of the space, of its surroundings, of its
access routes etc. This lay-out might differ drastically from one place to another. Also, I
think that we will carry the experiences of the first or following presentations on to the
next ones... So it is important to be relatively flexible in the planning of the different layouts.

Aswe discussedwith you earlier and I think you shared this concern, we are keen to not
`direct' the public too much in the way they should see or experience A-Tipis. There is no
messageor pre-programmed meaning to R-Tipis. A-Tipis generates questions, a multitude
of them and each visitor or looker-on will create his own questions and interpretations.
It will be interesting to register these types of questions, to witness the reactions, to
listen to the meanings that artists and public will come up with throughout the process of
presentation in 5 different locations.
We also agreed that it might be better to not install the meeting and information point
in the Airport unit of David Neirings or in the GrandMagasintenth, as had been suggested
earlier.
We prefer a simple (round ?) information booth (covered) at a strategic place on the
site (preferably where people are apt to start their visit to A-Tipis). Here the audience can
pick up the booklet (guide) and all necessary information (about A-Tipis, about the artists
)
etc. and ask questions. Nearbywe can install a bar and some tables so that the place can
also function as a meeting point. This does not mean that for example GrandMagasincan
not also have a cafe-like element in their installation. We have to talk to them to find out
how they see this. Would this be part of the performances (prior to and/or after? ) or on the
contrary part of the installation itself?
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For the information booth and bar, we will ask Herman(one of the Victoria technicians
few
but
in
is
to
a
proposals,
suggestions are always
who specialised set-making)
make
welcome of course.
Wealso discussedthe communication material. The idea of a giving each visitor a booklet
booklet,
folder,
information
than
This
a
catalogue
or
pure
one.
rather
a
good
would
remains
be a personalised collector's item. Apart from some general information about R-Tipis,
their would be 8 sections in the book. Each artist/unit would receive one section in which
the visitor finds information on the work and the artist (not to extensive), a space for a
R-TipisUnit stamp (created by each of the artists) and a place for the artists' signature.
Goingfrom unit to unit, the visitor con collect the stamps and the signatures himself. As
for photographs of A-Tipis we were brainstorming about different solutions. It would be
location
has
have
in
booklet
the
in
in
the
the
taken
to
which
visitor
pictures
which
are
nice
be
local
drawings
by
to
Polaroid's,
the
added afterwards... To
works.
artists, pictures
seen
be explored.
The question of the signalisation was also brought up again. We still think the idea to
have a kind of billboard (cfr. The information panels in front of a zoo cage) next to every
both
the
basic
is
the
Containing
information
the
of
origin
artist/
unit
good.
work/
about
etc.

I will hovea meeting with Mathilde this Thursdayto continue to discussthe communication
tools to develop.
Meanwhile, we look forward to your reflections on all of this...

RII the best,
Hilde

About the conceptual direction of A-Tipis, ContemporaryTheater and Visual Arts
Oneof the interesting elements arising from this project is the fact that we are bringing
together 2 groups of people that produce 2 very different types of culture. Nevertheless,
being both contemporary it is assumed that communication is clear. In my view it isn't,
and only with a systematic reporting of the discussion can we analyzethe meanings behind
words, understandings as well as mis-understandings.
The intentions of R-Tipis are shared by all involved. Everyonewants it to be a fresh and
challenging project. The way to achieve it might be quite different, for we are bringing
together very different modus operandis. In theater things are done in a certain way, often
different from the visual arts. Altough sometimes dificult, this reunion, under a common
goal, results as an added value to the project.
By bringing the best of the theater methodologies together with the best of the visual
arts one's, A-Tipiswill certainly be the fresh and challenging project everyoneis expecting.
Meanwhilethese two cultural fields, who come out of their cocoons, find themselves in
open air, unprotected.

A CRITICAL
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Represented by 8 units, escaping art historical labelling, these units show us fine
examples of the nomadic character of contemporary artistic practice.

Comments on Victoria's notes / Contextualizing A-Tipis

I receivedVictoria's notes about my concept proposalwhile I was on my way to Newcastle
in
to
think
the
that
It
Stockton.
about
project
starting
were
clear
we
seemed very
and
freedom
the
the
different
there
of
about
some
misunderstandings
were
and
ways,
very
audience.
After arriving in Newcastle, and meeting David Metcalfe in one of the local pubs, we
discussion
brought
to
the
hit
him
discussing
I
the
with many questions, and
project.
started
Victoria's notes on the preliminary concept.
As for as I can understand the main problem was the way I was trying to bring the
Victoria
like
Metaphor.
Terminal
The
was off raid
audience under a clear structure; something
that we were jeopardising the freedom of the audience, by bringing in a clear structure. My
lend
itself
to
be
by
the
joined
that
and
then
David,
rigorous
concept should
was
argument,
disperse
it.
After
than
bring
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all we
rather
everything
a visual structure which could
the
theater
the
the
gallery,
in
or
of
protection
were working public space, and not enjoying
in terms of behaviour and conventions.
We agreed discussing the conceptual direction of A-Tipis, as well as Victoria's notes, on
a meeting in Gent, on the 14th of Jan 2005.

Theseare my first thoughts on Victoria's notes, imediatly after receiving the e-mail.
The notes are not refined, and the decision of leaving them like this, reflects clearly
what was going through my mind.
[VN] Victoria's notes
[NS] Nuno Sacramento

[NS]An interesting contemporary exhibition must be grounded on a strong and rigorous
concept, as well as an efficient articulation of the physical artworks.
The difference between a curated group show placed carefully in a context, and a
"sandwich" of works thrown at a venue is the strict observation of the above mentioned
principles.
The curator/dramoturge must elaborate a concept as the binding element of the
done
to
the
then
text
is
This
press
emanates
a
curatorial
as
which
usually
exhibition.
release, gallery guide and catalogue essay.
As I see it, and with an alternative curatorial model that engages the viewer in a more
then
level,
the
strong
concept
and
and
a
must
write
curator/dramaturge
pre-eminent
translate it to an element that takes physical form. A visual mediation between works and
by
in
the
the
it
this
Like
space,
viewer
wandering
opening the array
will support
audience.
of options he/she has in the encounter with the "group" of works.
Without diminishing the autonomy of individual works the curator must thus, formulate
between
development
the
In
the
interstitial
in
the
works.
spaces
of a
coherent relations
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"navigation" tool, the curator must providethe viewer with more than a written concept of
the exhibition. This must be done with a critical approach to education and interpretation
(gallery
labels,
the
guide,
subsequent materials
of exhibitions, as well as
catalogue and
website, assistance by wardens etc).
In other words the translation between the written (often "encrypted") curatorial text
done
be
by
in
the curator/dramaturge. It should
tool
the
the
"navigation"
should
space
and
degrees
left
be
to
an
audience
with
various
of education, with the hope
randomly
never
that they will be able to elaborate connections and interesting rules of engagement.
The three main elements for the curation of a group exhibition are:
1. Therelation between the works (creation of a sequence)
2. The relation between works and context.
3. The relation between works, context and audience.
Onlyby observing these through critical scrutiny, can we create exciting experimental
exhibitions that transgress traditional boundaries of media and genre.
Concept:
Dowe want a curated show (extra layer) or a juxtaposition of works?
Title:
A-Tipis (Do we need a sub-title to give further information about the nature of the
project? )
Commentsto Hilde's text, Contextualizing A-Tipis:
[VN]We talked at lenght about the presentation of A-Tipis in its different locations and
your suggestion to use the terminal metaphor.
Although we think that the proposedmetaphor is an interesting one, we felt it was good
to remind ourselves of the initial objective of A-Tipis, which was to present the 8 units
together without imposing a general content-framework.
During the first preparatory period we opted to start from a phenomenon/term
(contemporary nomadism) as a point of inspiration for the artists. We choose to let the
artists develop their work completely independent from one another and without them
knowing what the others were doing.

[NS]What is the meaning of this contemporary nomadism?That people move around?
What kind of people? Gipsies, Yuppies, Artists, Refugees, Asylumseekers etc? All these
types of contemporary nomadism are very different. Ourchoice will influence the direction
of the project.
[VN]Wealso opted for ajuxtaposition of the works when presented to the public, without
imposing an explanatory framework.
[NS]I propose an exploratory framework rather than an explanatory one. Allowing people
to follow and to distance themselves from a pre-planned route.
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[VN] We discussed these options again and felt that this juxtaposition approach is
fundamental to the project.
This means that we think that there is no need for an extra framework or metaphor
which can function as `binding' factor for the presentation of the work to the public.
[NS] Can we create a dramaturgy without
approach?

having a script? What is a juxtaposition

[VN]The unifying element of the presentation is the space itself, the location which the
`units/ installations' share. Together they are put in the some context. Theunifying element
between the works is the fact that they share the confrontation with the environment,
with each other and with the public.
[Ns] Space is no unifying element. Evenmore so if we are talking about public space as
location. In the case of a gallery we can talk about architecture as an enclosing element
but I am not so sure about its unifying capabilities.
WhenI talk about a unifying element is to provide a visual grip in the case some members
of the audience are lost. I mean more conceptually the physically. Something that works
more as an added layer than as a clash with artworks.
[VN] The question of what happens if the public (or passers by in some locations) is
confronted with a `group' or a number of installations which apparently have no internal
relationship nor any relationship to the physical setting in which they are presented, is
in itself interesting. Some for the question on how the works will start to relate to one
another or not...
[NS] Do you really think that 8 co-existing units strange to the environment bear no
relation between each other? I find that hard to believe even to an uninformed member of
the audience. The first question is what are they doing there? The second is what is their
relation to each other?
[VN] Again, but I think you are very well aware of this, we said how important it is to
carefully plan the lay-out of the presentation in function of the space, of its surroundings,
of its access routes etc.
[NS]A-Tipis is a group of 8 units brought together loosely around a concept. They relate
to the environment in ways more complex than just a relation to the access routes. I
agree that it must be carefully planned although this in a way goes against what you said
before [Quote VN]"a `group' or a number of installations which apparently have no internal
relationship nor any relationship to the physical setting in which they are presented, is in
itself interesting. "
[VN]This lay-out might differ drastically from one place to another. Also, I think that we
will carry the experiences of the first or following presentations on to the next ones... Soit
is important to be relatively flexible in the planning of the different lay-outs.
[NS]I agree totally.
[VN]Aswe discussedwith you earlier and I think you shared this concern, we are keen to
not `direct' the public too much in the way they should see or experience A-Tipis.
[NS] I insist is a coherent and interesting placement of the works which creates a
sequence. This sequence is there whether we carefully plan the lay-out, or randomly throw
the units in the space. I find interesting to use it to re-enforce our idea. Just directing the

public seems to me to be an over-simplification. We will not interfere with the nature or
aspect of the works, but focus on the interstitial spaces.
[VN] There is no message or pre-programmed meaning to A-Tipis. A-Tipis generates
questions, a multitude of them and each visitor or looker-on will create his own questions
and interpretations.
[NS] What questions? If it is all quite random there is no set of questions or a way of
registering and assessing them? The "in relation to what" is missing.

[VN]It will be interesting to register these types of questions, to witness the reactions,
to listen to the meanings that artists and public will come up with throughout the process
of presentation in 5 different locations.
[NS]We must find a method for this.
[VN]We also agreed that it might be better to not install the meeting and information
point in the Airport unit of David Neirings or in the Grand Magasin tenth, as had been
suggested earlier.
[NS]The artists seemed quite keen to have these things in their units. Maybe an extra
unit can be used as support.
[VN]Weprefer a simple (round ?) information booth (covered) at a strategic place on the
site (preferably where people are apt to start their visit to R-Tipis). Herethe audience can
pick up the booklet (guide) and all necessaryinformation (about A-Tipis, about the artists
)
etc. and ask questions.
[NS] Is there going to be someone there permanently to give out brochures and answer
the questions? If not what is the periodicity of it?
[VN] Nearbywe can install a bar and some tables so that the place can also function as
a meeting point. This does not mean that for example GrandMagasincan not also have a
cafe-like element in their installation. We have to talk to them to find out how they see
this. Wouldthis be part of the performances (prior to and/or after? ) or on the contrary part
of the installation itself?
[NS]All the time apart from the performance times.
[VN]Forthe information booth and bar, we will ask Herman(one of the Victoria technicians
who is specialized in set-making) to make a few proposals, but suggestions are always
welcome of course.
Wealso discussedthe communication material. Theidea of a giving each visitor a booklet
remains a good one. This booklet, rather than a catalogue or pure information folder, would
be a personalised collector's item. Apart from some general information about R-Tipis,
their would be 8 sections in the book. Each artist/unit would receive one section in which
the visitor finds information on the work and the artist (not to extensive), a space for a ATipis Unit stamp (created by each of the artists) and a place for the artists' signature.
I agree with all this but am not so sure about artists signatures. It seemsto be to be like
an autograph and I can't see the relation between this and the project. Thestamp does this
job without carrying the artist into the status of celebrity. If someonewants a signature
they can ask, but I don't agree in making this compulsory. Oneof the things to take into
account is that the artists might not be there the whole time.
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[VN]Goingfrom unit to unit, the visitor can collect the stamps and the signatures himself.
As for photographs of A-Tipiswe were brainstorming about different solutions. It would be
nice to hove pictures in the booklet which are taken in the location in which the visitor has
seen the works. Polaroid's, drawings by local artists, pictures to be added afterwards... To
be explored.
[NS] Where are these coming from? Is there a possibility that if the people do not feel
(expensive)
draw,
Polaroids
to
take
we end up with a brochure without
and
compelled
images?
[VN] The question of the signalization was also brought up again. We still think the idea
to have a kind of billboard (cfr. The information panels in front of a zoo cage) next to every
both
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unit
etc.

[NS] What is the relation between the Zoo cage and A-Tipis? In order to make things
simpler for the viewer shouldn't we create a coherence between the artists pages in the
brochure and these info points?
[NS] Conclusion:
Contemporary Visual Art group shows have internal rules, which are very different from the ones in
theater, I believe. In the case we want to challenge these rules we have to know them profoundly.
These rules must be challenged for a reason. Thinking that we can bypass them by throwing the
works in a public space is no guarantee of a new and interesting level of discussion; it is rather a
random sandwich of works.

We have here 3 proposalsconcerning A-Tipis:
1. A cafe/ info point
2. Booklet with info about concept and artists, stamp and signature
3. Zoo Billboard with info about artist and work
Together with the website these are the interpretation and documentation materials. As it
faces
have
be
they
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thought
In
they
many
of
as
stands
no relation
each other.
should
my opinion
be
the
project
and
used towards a common goal: a clear grasping of the artists works and their
of
relations.

Canwe say that a gathering of a Gipsycaravans is a project about contemporary
nomadism? What is the difference between this and R-Tipis as a sandwich of
artworks?
A-Tipis is a curated show within the context of a park and two festivals.
A-Tipis Concept proposal, for press-release
A-Tipis: Resting between two points
The uncanny entity is constituted by the fusion of two subjects. While escaping their
protective cocoons, these meet half the way. The result is a shifting structure, always in
transit and escaping definition, in on incessant search for a terrain to settle. It is named

mail.

A-Tipis.
First becoming homeless, then metamorphosed,

A-Tipis comes to light as the very

contemporary phenomena of the nomadism of the artistic practice. On one hand the
contemporary visual arts, on the other the theatre and performance. In the center a sense
leaving
become
to
subject to a completely new set of forces
protected
convention
of
a well
in the public areno. In other words, a will to go out and face the audience, as opposed to
just sitting back pushing to the viewer the responsibility of engagement.
A-Tipis is a rare and unusual experiment, taking place at the highest level. Its starting
and ending point converge in a discussion involving two very different ways of making
culture. The visual arts, with their galleries and museums, and the performing arts, with
their theatres and halls, are part of a strictly written history, which for the main part of
the XX Century took place indoors.

In an attempt to move out, and to widen the discussion, A-Tipis intends to be one of
the pioneers of a new streak of highly professional and critical incursions into public space,
looking
predicting new ways of
at arts in the XXI century. It seemsclear that peoplewill not
look for art, if art does not look for people. After failing to bring people to their grounds,
art must now move out and face the audience.
Constituted by 8 installations, done specifically for the public realm, A-Tipis is for from
proposing a straight forward transportation of indoor work to the outdoor context. Aware
despite
difficulties
faced
the
that
these
not
of
outdoors,
artists came up with solutions
being site-specific, take into account the various forces of rural and public space, from
indifference to strong winds.
The engagement in a more vulnerable and intimate confrontation with the viewer, is
by
prompted the collision and amalgamation of the art installations, with the performance
ones, inviting the audience to step in. The first ones unaccompanied, the latter ones with
the mediation of actors and performers create together a new terrain with borders yet to
be defined.
A-Tipis is then the result of the conjunction of the artists proposals with the chosen
sites. Asstated above, even though the works are not site-specific, the exhibition in itself
is, adapting constantly to the conditions offered by the new contexts.
Alien to the surroundings, this cross-over between disciplines, will certainly challenge
peoples indifference. In various degrees and different contexts it will create a dialogue
between artists, the local public, and the local, national and international arts scenes.
Despite all the buzz around it, A-Tipiswill catch a lot of people unaware...
Nuno Sacramento
Independent curator
R-Tipis will be shown mainly in the context of festivals or parks. In 2005 it will be presented
in one rural location, one public and one derelict-turn-public
one. It will be in Terschelling
(OEROL)
in June, then in Paris (Parc de LaVillete), ending its journey in Gent (Gentse Feesten)
at the end of July of 2005.

P

UI

It is a "mobile" exhibition which consists of eight installations by artists from 5
different countries (B, D, F, NL, UK) as well as different backgrounds (visual arts, new
design
performing
arts,
media,
etc).
It has projects by Atelier Van Lieshout (NL), Aarich Jespers (B), David Neirings (B), Gob
Squad (UK/D), Grand Magazin (F), Private Thoughts in Public Places (UK/NL), Sophie Nys (B)
and Wouter Decourte (B).
The curation / dramaturgy of A-Tipis is by Nuno Sacramento following a concept by Dirk
Pawels, David Metcalfe and Nuno Sacramento (... ) with the support of Victoria (B), Forma
(UK), Lo Villette (F) and Oerol (NL).

R-Tipisdesigner's brief
Overallconcept image: The airport terminal metaphor
In order to give the project a clear visual structure we opted to group all the interpretation
elements under the some visual identity. A-Tipis being a project about commutation and
transit, with no fixed basis, the natural decision was to go for something like an "airport
terminal metaphor".
A-Tipis communication and interpretation requirements:
house
two
to
or
structures
one
a cafe and a shop
brochure
-a
-a map
for
the
signs/labels
projects signage
for
(like
invigilators
Identification
a
group
of
museumguards).
All this was consideredas one single element (binding framework) with several presences,
layer
to the exhibition and supporting the public in their interaction with the
a
adding new
works.
Thiswas thought over in fine balance with the installations that provide the content. The
binding framework creates a flow in the interstitial spaces resulting in a fine symbiosis.This
functions
the
concept
of
as a sort of support actor...
materialization
1) Oneoverall A-Tipis image (related to the metaphor of the airport terminal)
2) Cafe / Info point ( airport related - designedVictoria)
3) Poster / Invite: image related to passport.
4) Brochure: 3 brochuresin English, Dutch and French.Abstraction of the idea of passport.
It is important that the viewer becomesaware of the fact that they are in a different state
/ place. This brochure will be stamped with the stamps of each project on the way out. Like
this the viewer is authorized to enter back the real world after experiencing A-Tipis. We
hope that his/her relation to the site is changed in terms of perception as a result of the
interaction with the installations.
5) For each presentation a map will give some information about the configuration of the
installations as well as possible trajectories.
6) Labels/Signs: The individual labels must be done according to the overall concept and

finely tuned with the "passport". They can have the identification of each artist's stamp,
and (for example) information that con only be decoded while placing the "passport" next
to it.

7) The8 invigilators of A-Tipismust be well trained art students which are ready to answer
any questions about the project as well as to keep a close look on the flow of people,
directing them, avoiding large queues etc. They should be identified via an arm band (or
something), similar to the Douaneofficers.
All the elements are designedby Mathilde from Victoria, in collaboration with the artistic
direction of A-Tipis and Victoria.

January 14th, Visit to the Terschelling locations
In mid-January and after a meeting at Victoria for an update of A-Tipis, I traveled to
Terschellingwith Hilde Teuchies. Ouraim was to have a chat with the OerolFestival director
(Joop Mulder)and to have a look at the locations he had in mind for R-Tipis.
The locations were all very nice. The beauty of the island is hard to describe with words.
From all the eight possible locations we looked at, and after some discussions, we chose
the beach location in Pool 8, West aan Zee.
We were looking for a place which was remote, but nevertheless accessible. From the
beggining of the project we've tried to avoid "postcard" locations which were just beautiful.
Wewanted, energy, flow, and definetly to keep a "casual look" for the project.
In Terschelling the task was proving hard, for as I said, the 8 locations were extremely
beautiful. The beach was the one, in our view, that despite being beautiful, helped raising
more questions about the nature and scope of A-Tipis.

Identification
labels

of artists and projects, for R-Tipis catalogue, website and exhibition

Nameof group or individual artist
Date and place of birth
Place of living
Title of work
Materials
Dimensions
Type of installation

January 21st, meetings with the artists
Following the fashion of visiting the artists involved in the project, with a strong desire
to contextualize their proposalsfor R-Tipis, I travelled to Amsterdamto meet the collective
Private Thoughts in Public Places.
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11'i

The meeting went very well. After only a few moments we realized we were talking the
some language, despite the differences of background, in their case performance, in mine
visual arts.
The interest for "a search for relationships between the audience and performance,
other than sitting in rows in the dark looking at a stage" was a common goal for PTPP,for
me and for A-Tipis as a project.
Private Thoughts in Public Places are Deborah Abrahams, Michael Blass and Gary
PLANNER.
The piece is constituted by two main parts: an installation and a
Shepherd. ROUTE
performance.

based
during
is
is
the
times
It
installation
to
the
the
The
of
exhibition.
open
public
on
the cafeterias of petrol stations that one finds along motorways.
based
is
takes
inside
installation
The
the
on a powerpoint
performance
and
place
headphones
lasts
for
day.
It
10
The
3
times
wears
public
while a
presentation.
a
mins,
performer reads a text through a microphone. This text is based on questions PTPPasked
people in petrol stations while travelling. Theyare compelled to talk about "Wherethey are
going".
The performance will have ambient music.
Materials: The installation is built with[... ) TVsets, headphones, 2 tables. Interactions:
sight, sound. Dimensions: 7x3x3.55
m. Number of people : 10 / 12.

Monday, January 24,2005
Sculpture Projects in Munster, 1997 Exhibition catalogue.

Lookingfor models of exhibitions that took place outside the walls of the gallery I came
accross the widely known Sculpture Projects in Munster. The texts by Walter Grasskampand
DanielBuren, published in the exhibition catalogue provide an interesting insight to what it
is to work in public space, from a theoretical to a practical point of view.

R-Tipis exhibition components. A unified convention and a way of situating the viewer
within the project
Installations:
Airport 72
Fecatotaal
Ma Cabane
Panorama commente
Dewdrop
Route Planner

Comein and see, there's nothing to see
Welcometo our world, built with you in mind
Support structures (Airport terminal metaphor):
Cafe

ILIMI
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InvigiIIation/security
Comunication: Posters and marketing.
Interpretationl:
Passport/map
Interpretation2: labels/signalization
Interpretation3: Website

Fencing(Now abandoned)
A-Tipis lands overnight in different locations. Difficult to describe due to its hybrid
condition, this project addresses the audience through eight intriguing and engaging
artist's installations.
But what is it? An abstraction of a circus/nomadic village or an abstraction of an airport
terminal?

Wednesday, April 06,2005
March 30, meeting about La Villette's lay-out

lay-out
had
been
discuss
lay-out.
that
the
to
I
to
Paris
went
ready
-Misunderstandingof
lay-out
by
to
the
David
Fort,
to
of the now
sent
me
and which comprised a similar approach
lay-out
the
Malmar
In
the
the
Malmar
was conditioned
abandonedproject of
site
site.
case of
by a corridor of trees turning it into a stretched rectangle. The space in LoVillette had very
different characteristics and we soon agreed to a layout, which was specific to the Parisian
park.
been
have
talking
I
From
the
the
about
as
an
afterthought.
of
project
outset
-Fencing
whether we should fence it or not, and that this fact would alter the perception of A-Tipis.
In some locations there are natural elements that work as a kind of a barrier while others
are totally open. I have always envisagedthe project with one clear entrance and a way of
directing the public to it. I maintained that the fence should be incorporated in the overall
design and that it couldn't be an afterthought. After seeing what in LaVillette they had
considered for fencing (metallic grid supported on cement bricks) I abandonedthe idea of
fence in favour of a clear indication of the entrance (signage).
LaVillette is the only location where people can arrive from all directions. In Terschelling
and Gent they are naturally led to an entrance.
have
(Paris
Frederic
to
Mazelly
R-Tipis)
I
with
grass:
of
said
would
producer
-Problems
choose between having guards/invigilators or use the grass as a location (the alternative
was to locate the structures around the "folies" on the pavement). The cost of re-vamping
the grass had not been estimated and would send the budget "over the roof".
fighters:
fact
Frederic
the
that guys playing capoeira
also
commented
on
-Capoeira
consider the Prairie du Cercle Nordtheir territory and might feel A-Tipis is an invasion. This
is something that the lay-out must take into consideration (the living park).
for
the
be
ideal
At
the
to
the
end
of
meeting
settled
solution:
we
what
we
consider
-The
ideal solution for A-Tipis in LaVillette (see site specific rationale). The project is now being
scrutinized by the different departments involved in the functioning of LaVillette (security,
garden maintenance, production etc).
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Dramaturgy / Conceptual rider of a-Tipis. Rationale of the lay-out and the unity of all
parts
(Pendingcorrections)
When I started thinking about the articulation of a-tipis in space I have opted for the
creation of an overall sequence, which could then be adapted to each one of the contexts
being
linear
layer,
display.
intention
This
or
with
of
narrative
created
sequence,
no
a
new
of
between
invisible
the artist s installations and the public.
connections
operating
I have aimed to be conceptually rigorous, and to transmit clearly what is my understanding
of A-Tipis; a project related to the nomadism of the visual and performancing arts practice,
which moves away from the protected spaces dedicated to spectacle, and meets the
(composed
itself
in
the
To
this
A-Tipis
structure
as
a
offers
public realm.
audience
effect
of smaller elements), which meets different audiences in different contexts.

Bearing in mind the travelling component of the project, as well as taking into account
different facets of the project related to contemporary travel (Airport, Route Planner), and
for
(Welcome
decided
have
the Airport Terminal
to
to
Echelle
2)
I
go
exploration
our world,
metaphor. Describedby Pierre Augeas a non-place the airport terminal is par excellence the
from
the
transition.
it
is
time
Even
their
space of
while secluded
more,
where people occupy
rest of the world, a space of inbetweenity. Onlyafter showing / stamping their passports
are they authorized to step back into the real world.
This metaphor, in my opinion, provides a perfect framework for a project of this nature
both in conceptual and in practical terms. It brings the projects under a contemporary
conceptual umbrella and it manifests itself visually as a navigation tool for the audience.
Bymoving away from the preliminary concept of A-Tipis(nomadvillage) and by embracing
a new one (terminal metaphor) I have attempted to bring together all aspects of the
exhibition. The artist s installations and the in between interpretation spaces (catalogue,
labels, website, cafe etc) provided by the curator can only work in total unity. Despite the
efforts and goodwill of many curators that expect exhibitions to come together visually
in perfection (fingers crossed) it is important to note that 1) the exhibition is a seamless
visual field and people do not distinguish the installations from the interpretation materials,
and 2) the concept that brings the show together must manifest itself both textually and
physically.
Lay out of A-Tipis

Someinstallations have specific space and orientation requirements while others can be
placed freely in a number of different configurations.
Installations with specific requirements:
Airport 72 (Starting point), Echelle 2 (panorama / several layers of action), Welcome
...
(an explorer close to entry) Fecatotaal (space for audience to gather around the trailer).
Installations with no specific requirements:
Ma Cabanne (nice seen from afar), Drop (foldable architecture),

Route Planner
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(performance inside), Tent.
In addition to these elements one must take into account all the practical aspects of
exhibition design such as the catalogue, the signalisation, the labels, the invigilators and
security men, the fence (where it exists) etc which together with the installations form
the exhibition.
Site-specific rationale
A-Tipis in Terschelling (Elvis Plak), Paris (Prairie du Cercle, Parc De LaVillette), and Gent
(Keizerpark).
Although the project has an overall lay out sequence, it has by its very own nature, to
adapt to the specific contexts of the locations to which it travels.
The choice of the locations dependson a variety of parameters but invariably boils down
to the easiest and cheapest location in practical terms. A-Tipis is a very complex project,
by
technology,
the
of
a
place
visited
overall security
mechanics, and
entailing elements of
hundred's of people a day. Thevisitors have to be informed, in cases directed, assisted etc.
A major operation must be in place for each one of the presentations.
Oneof the most interesting features of R-Tipislies in the fact that each of the locations
has very different characteristics. Terschelling is a rural environment whereas Lavillette
and Keizerpark are urban public spaces. Often these urban spaces are parks and symbolic
landscapes(with the presenceof sculptures, "folies", etc), and conditioned very differently
from rural and unhabited spaces.
Despite the characteristics of the locations one should always be able to have other RTipis structures within visual reach. After establishing visual contact the viewer is compelled
to wander to the next installation.

ElvisPlak
Theconfiguration of A-Tipisin Elvisplakis very straightforward. Theaccess to the location
is done through a small road, which arrives to a dead end and a car pork. The location is an
open space on the left hand side before getting to the end of the road. It is 15 000 m2 and
will allow A-Tipisto occupy a large portion of the landscape.
Prairie du Cercle
In the specific case of La Villette we encounter a very different situation. The space
is much smaller and confined within the limits of a canal and the Cite de Ia Science. The
configuration of A-Tipis is given by the shape of the location (rectangle), as well as by a
number of physical frontiers (paths, road, accesses, trees) as well as the use of the park
for activities such as capoeira (important to note that groups of youths see public space
as their "turf").
NOTA:A funny episode happened last week in La Villette: I was informed of a possible
heavy
location
due
fact
that,
the
installations would cover the
to
the
some
of
change of
gross and prevent it from catching sun light, eventually causing it to die.
No one had foreseen this before and it could cause big transformations to A-Tipis. The
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revamping of the ground was estimated to cost 15 000 Euros and was beyond budget.
Something had to be done about it.
Thischange of location had alternatives. Accordingto the description by the people from
the park, we could display the project in the circle around one of the "folies" by B. Tschumi
have
by
to admit it was almost funny!
Claes
I
Oldenburg.
and squashedagainst a sculpture
The other possibilities encompassed using the mineral, or the pavement around the
greens in which some "folies" are placed.
We agreed to try to cause as little damage to the grass as possible but at the same time
sticking to the overall concept (treating the "folies" with sympathy and moderation).
Keizerpark
Thelocation for the 3rd presence of A-Tipisis a public park on the edge of the city centre
in Gent. It has many accesses either by car, boat, bicycle and walking. It can be viewed
from the motorway, the canal, the streets and even some housesnearby.
It has a new pedestrian/cycling bridge and is undertaking some renovation. Being
surroundedbywater from all sides apart from one, Keizerparkforms triangle shapepeninsula
with a natural entrance.
It has a public sculpture by Atelier Van Lieshout, one of the participants of A-Tipisas well
has
It
as a children's playground.
various types of vegetation and trees.

May 12,13,

site visit to Elvisplaak, Terschelling

Thevisit to Terschelling in mid Maywas the first after the final decision of Elvisplaakas
the context for A-Tipis. The memories from the first visit (Jan 05) were beggining to fade
for Elvisplookwas only one of the nearly ten possible spaces for the project.
In the lost four months many things hove been developed, such as the construction of
the installations and the content development of the performances.
Back in january all we had was a foresight based on quite abstract ideas. Nowwe hove
physical objects with clear performances.
Someproblems:
1) Prior to the visit to Terschelling some issues arouse in relation to the flatness of the
surface in Terschelling. Dueto the fact that Elvisplaakis part of a natural reservewe must
interfere as little as possiblewith the environment. Onlythe minimum degree of flattening
be
allowed.
with
2) GrandMagazinmust have the panorama facing north east to avoid the sunset in front
of the main window.
Problemsresolved:
1) After measuring the whole site with Sunke Puell (Technical manager of Oerol) we
realized it was even bigger than expected. Some170 mx 140 in trapezium shape.
Altought the surface is not as flat as a car park, it is reasonablyflat. The huge dimension
flatter
location
look
for
the
the
to
parts of the terrain.
of
allow us
2) The installation of GrandMagazinwill be, according to the first plans, positioned in
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the opposite extreme of the entrance (Airport) and facing away from the sun. Thepanorama
will incorporate the public of the project and will allow a car to be driven within the field
of vision.
The distance between the entrance and the installation
mts.

on the opposite side is 150

Like in no other location we are able to open up A-Tipis while having everything within
backgroung
have
dunes
the
Furthemore
and 5 minute walk to the
as
a
range of view.
we
sea. The conditions are as rural as it gets and will form a pleasant enrichment to the A-Tipis
concept (as a constant adaptation to very different contexts).
The lay-out of the units is as follows:
Airport 72 > Fecatotaal > Drup > Echelle 2> Route Planner > Come and see... > Ma Cabanne
> Welcome... > cafe > Airport 72

Wednesday, May 18,2005
Documentation of set up

A large part of the project is based on the fact that the installations travel by road,
days
in the
back
in
the
trucks,
packed
of
and are assembled over a period of a couple of
location.
The location is previously chosen by the producer and all the preparations put in place.
The audience is oblivious to this part of A-Tipis... and this is where the interest of the
lies!
project
Onefine day the trucks arrive. There are a few people running around and things start to
take shape. Although it may seem like a circus being set up, soon becomesclear it is not. A
house upside down, and airport tower, a metal structure and a couple of tents.
Booklets are handed out and people start coming in to take part of the installations and
performances.
A few dayslater the units are wrapped up and put on the bock of the trucks and everything
back
to normal. After an hectic week the location goes back to its original shape
goes
retaining only residues of the events which took place.

The documentation of the set up and dismantling of the project provides a rich
insight to a part of the project which is often overlooked. By making it available
to the audience in the website we can engage in a discussionwhich does not only
include the experience of the installations but the reason for bringing all these
artists together as A-Tipis.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Ideas for project (A-Tipis)
Meeting with David Metcalfe (Forma - UK)
Sent 17/10/2003

Rims: To place the viewer in a physical space. To use exhibition technique to bring the
projects together. To use exposition materials in order to convey the overall sense of the
project.
Outcome: Languageof objects and signage. A layer of narrative (pre-defined by curators)
that will be materiolised and convey meaning and coherence to the projects (8 units).
For a number of years I have worked looking for ways to leave the "protective cocoon"
leaving
by
is:
the
The
I
the space of the
time
time
question ask myself
of
gallery.
after
leaving
later
be
I
the
the
Or
I
things
that
gallery, am
convention of
gallery? am creating
will
self-referenced to this space through the way of documentation?
In other words the question could be asked: how can we find new audiences?
We need experimentalism and to renegotiate the perception of our work.
The problem we might be looking at is lack of coherence between the projects (8 from 4
countries).
Myproposal is to work for the overall visual coherence and organization of the project.
The way I see it is as if some sort of exhibition is taking place. For it we have a number
of containers that show different things. The challenge is to make all the projects look port
both
formally
the
same
and rhetorically. Thejourney from one to the other should
of
event,
be done in an almost seamlessway.
The idea is to create a layer of narrative and to juxtapose it to the projects. This layer is
already defined by the project coordinators and my task would be to make it becomevisible
through the uses of exhibition design (based on the RussianConstructivists and Bauhaus
exhibitions and theatre design techniques).
To write this layer of physical narrative I would look into ways of translating the words
of the concept into easier visual communication tools so that the viewer would be placed
clearly within a physical space.
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Hello David,
I havewritten some lines about the project.
Fromwhat I have understood the keywords of the project ore: nomad state, travelling,
languages,
many
etc.
mobile, multitude,
The aim of the project is to transport these signifiers into the public realm, by using 8
containers including artist's works. The containers will be deposited in cities/places and
audiences will be invited to interact with them.

Thesecontainers will create a space in between them where people can gather, defining
be
defined
by
"mood"
the
the general
The
this
city.
of
space will
a micro-space within
by
concept conveyed the totality of the units.
The idea seems fantastic, but has raised a few questions in my mind.
1) The document talks about mutual complementarities of the projects and strength of
the collective. Howdo you plan to achieve this? Is it going to be left open to destiny to find
the correlations between the works or are you guys devising a strategy to tackle it?
2) The units are meant to add value to each other and to generate an idea of totality.
Both you and me know that when you throw a group of artists into a space they will fight
for the best space and conditions like gladiators in an arena. What is the hierarchy created
in the project to negotiate the special problems with the artists?
3) You guys will obviously come up with a more specific overall concept for the project;
some sort of spine that will create coherence of the whole thing. How are you planning to
translate it into the audience realm? Through the use of a distributed written concept?
Using exhibition design?

WhenI come across the project description of A-tipis I had a strange and sudden feeling
of proximity. I have been for 3 years talking about the possibilities of art leaving the
convention of the "white cube gallery" enticing artists to be more experimental and to
relate to people in a non-coded way. For that I started to develop a computer application
help
pre-visualize exhibitions with the clear aim of incorporating the viewer.
which would
When I read the project this seemed like the perfect place to experiment and develop
the application.
Myproposal is to work for the overall visual coherence and organization of the project.
Wehave a number of containers that show different things. The challenge is to make all
the projects look part of the some event, both formally and rhetorically. Thejourney from
one to the other should be done in an almost seamlessway.
1) Place the viewer in a physical space, the one of an exposition.
2) Theapplication (under construction) will help visualizing the mutual complementarities
of the projects in order to create visual correlations that can be then translated into the
field of perception of the viewer.
3) In order to achieve totality, I can function as a neutral agent that discusses the
artist's proposalswith them and finds common grounds throughout the 8 projects.
4) Outcome: Language of objects and signage. A layer of narrative (pre-defined by
curators) will be materialised and convey meaning and coherence to the projects (8 units).
To write this layer of physical narrative I would look into ways of translating the words of
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the concept into easier and more immediate visual communication tools.
5) After achieving a high degree of coherence between the projects one should move
onto the next stage: the adaptation of these projects to the several specific contexts.
The tackling of these problems will generate a system of evaluation. This evaluation will
be used as part of the project's research and will surely help avoiding similar problems in
future projects.
Brief description of computer application:
It is based on IKEA kitchen planner and Unreal Tournament 2003, giving access to two
windows exploring 2D and 3D views respectively. The interface aims at the visualization
design
4
specimens,
exhibition
of main areas:
materials, signage and inter-relations
between objects and the public.

After making visual a series of often invisible processesthis application will enable us
has
is
think
to
the
to
It
one
we
up us choose
with a choice of several possible exhibitions.
more affinities to the concept.
Regards,
Nuno Sacramento
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Rt 12: 05 04/12/2003 +0000, you wrote:

>HelloDavid,
>Howare you? Busyas usual I suppose.
>I am just dropping a quick message with an update of how things ore going. The
few
is
technical problems. I am working on the 3d interface
progressing
after
application
a
keep
in
it
in
Dundee.
I
the
and experimenting
principals
a really small show
will
you
of
posted with the documentation of it.
>Nuno
>PS: Have you got any news from Brussels? Did you write a response to my mail? We have
be
University
I
things
not
coming through
servers
at
and
am
affraid
might
changed mail
properly.

From: David Metcalfe
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Tuesday - 16 December, 2003
Subject: Re: news
Hi Nuno

Sorryto hove been out of touch for so long... we had another Atipis meeting yesterday in
Ghentand we discussedyour role as part of that. The conclusion was that the group is very
interested in working with you, though the extent of what is possible dependsvery much on
budget of course. The next step would be for you to meet with Dirk Pauwels, the Artistic
Director of Victoria to discusswith him the possibilities of collaboration. It would be great
if you could get to Belgiumto do this fairly early in the NewYear. Doyou have any plans to be
there around that period? If not, would you be available to go [Victoria would pay for your
flight if you need to make a special trip]. At the least there is the possibility of involving
you in developing a catalogue for the project, to provide an interpretative/navigational
tool for audiences, but I hope wecon do more than that and utilise your research in a way
that integrates it more fully into the project development. Anyway,you can discuss these
possibilties with Dirk. To arrange that meeting, please contact Marika Ingels.
RII best for Christmasand NewYear,
David

From: Nuno Sacramento
Sent: maandag 8 maart 2004 10: 26
To: Mariko. Ingels

Subject: projekt folow up
Hello Marika,
Howis life in Ghent?
I amjust dropping you a few lines to ask you a favour. I was hoping to receive an e-mail
from you with your thoughts from the meeting we had, as well as from the document I
have sent you. At the moment I am involved in the writing up of my PhDand was thinking
about devoting a chapter to the A-tips. Nowthat the project has been postponed I would
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still like to incorporate as much of it as I can, and obviouslylook at the dates for the
projekt for next year. This is to plan my next year and to start doing now what can already
be done. we could perhaps meet up again in the begining of April. I will then be living in
Utrecht. I would like to go and see one of the shows at Victoria.
Cheers,
Nuno
From: Marika Ingels <Mariko. Ingels>
To: Nuno Sacramento
Dote: Thursday - 11 March, 2004
Subject: RE: projekt folow up

Hello Nuno,
My apologies for not having oswered before, but it has been very busy here, and I was
away for a few days.
BUT:we found it very very interesting, the meeting we had with you, and yes, we would
like to work with you.
The premiere of the project will be Mayor June 2005. Whereis nog sure yet- we are working on that.
It's a good idea to talk further, and the beginning of April would be fine.
Possible dates are 1,2,5 (afternoon), 667 April. What would suit you?

Kind regards,
Marika

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento
CC:wim. clapdorp, Marika. Ingels, ilse. scheers@victoria
Date: Monday - 10 May, 2004

Subject: A-tipis
Hello Nuno,
Here at Victoria we have done a lot of thinking and talking about how a person like
you could contribute to the A-tipis project, taking into consideration your very interesting
qualifications. Wefirst of all wanted to define what it is exactly that the project needs. We
have an idea or two about that, although there remains room for more discussion.
First of all, let me try to explain what we thought the project needs in order to be more
coherent
* as for as the relation between the artists themselves is concerned
* in the relation of A-tipis to the surroundings in which it is presented
* in its relation to the people/audiences that visit/see/encounter it

1. About the first point: from the very beginning the project has been conceived as a
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juxtaposition of a number of artists' productions. They have nothing more in common than
that their starting point is the same (contemporary nomadism) and that their works are
shown together in a number of outdoor spaces. As you know, we have not tried to influence
how the artists have interpreted this 'starting point' nor have we tried to force them to
relate their 'work' to the other artists also involved in the project. If there is a coherence,
or some common line or whatever in the various works presented within A-tipis, it is pure
coincidence or chance. There might be a certain communality that can be distilled from
what they present but that is 'reading' into things afterwards, not before. This means that
during
from
first
'dramaturgy'
the
Now,
the
artists'
process.
starting
we need no
creation
between
'relationship'
the presented artists and their work might
A-tipis,
of
a
presentation
develop. We would like this process to be as natural, as organic as possible, but here MAYBE
communication/exchanges/
some assistance may come in handy. If it was only to ENABLE
by the artists.
collaboration even IF WANTED

2. About the relationship of A-tipis to its physical surroundings.Asyou already pointed out
during our last meeting, the physical way of presenting on art work is an essential element
in its presentation to the viewer. Here, we clearly need to carefully study every different
setting in which R-tipis will be shown. Most likely the presenter will propose or choose the
location (in his city or rural area) that he sees most fit to 'host' A-tipis. Oncethis place is
decided on, the decision about the actual 'lay-out' of A-tipis, ie the positioning of the
different units within the outdoor area and in regards to one another is a major task. It
is not just a technical question (Wim's task) but also a matter of 'dramaturgy' (I use this
word by lack of a better one right now). It is important that one and the some person is
for
this part of the project throughout the 'touring' of A-tipis. He can then
responsible
integrate the experience/ feedback/ learning of the presentation in one place into the
following presentations.
3. The third point finally has to do with the how we 'present' the project to the public.
Wefeel that the project does not need a big theoretical discourse. Mostly, we want to let it
for
itself. The 'unpolished' confrontation of 8 unusual units with a public space and
speak
its users, is part of the objective for doing this project. Nevertheless, some things have
to be written about, if it was only to satisfy the curiosity of those who wont to know a bit
(future)
it:
about
programmers and more interested public. Herewe need someone
more
who can 'translate' our intentions and the intentions of the artists into readable material.
Also, we needwritten information about the individual units, some background information
about the artists and their career.
All of this, is information that we should prepare beforehand, in the form of webannouncements, press-texts, catalogue (whatever).
But there is more. Seeing that the A-tipis project is an 'ongoing' project, different in
everypublic space that itwill be presented in, evolvingno doubt throughout its confrontation
with different settings and different public, we believe it might be very interesting to have
a kind of 'chroniquer', a witness who travels with the project and who registers how it is
set-up, where it is placed, how it is perceived by the public, how it is lived by the artists,
how it evolves from one city to the other etc. etc. The material that this 'chroniquer'
assembles, can have several types of output, for internal use: feedback to the artists
(verbal, informal) and the producers/presenters and for external, public use: a website
journal, a final 'report'.
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To sum up the needs in short:
* an enabler if necessary for communication/ exchanges amongst artists once the
has
started
presentation
*a lay-out personwho directs the physical dramaturgy of A-tipis
*a communication officer
*a chroniquer

What we need to discusswith you on Tuesdaythe 18th of Mayis:
* in which way you con fill these needs or some of them
* which of these tasks we (at Victoria) could take on board
* how you might work to perform the tasks (this is where we can discuss some of the
tools that you suggest) and what the output would be

We realise that what we need is maybe not what you had in mind. We have to discuss
if you would accept a task that maybe is less `wide' than you would have imagined it, or
defined in a rather different way. Wealso hove to discussthe amount of time that you could
invest in this and the time that we can afford to pay you etc.
But first of all, we would like to know if you follow our train of thoughts and in how far
a possibly reduced task is still of interest to you??? Sowaiting for you reply, we send you
our best regards,

Hilde
From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies@pandora. be>
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Wednesday - 25 Rugust, 2004
Subject: Next update!

Hello Nuno,
How are you? I noticed I do not have your telephone number. Couldyou give me a coil or
send it to me by email, so that we con talk. I would like to discusswith you which would be
the best moment to hove our next meeting.
If I recall well, in June we talked about a meeting with the R-tipis producers, to be held
in Paris on either the 6th or the 7th of September. In the meantime however, we at Victoria
have scheduled a meeting to take place in LaVillette/ Paris (about another Victoria project
there) on Thursdaythe 9th and Friday the 10th. My proposal would therefore be that you
come to Paris on Wednesdaythe 8th. We could use that day :
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* for you to visit the location
* meet the Paris presenters again (FrederiqueMazellyespecially who is the person in
charge of this project)
* for you and Dirk and myself to talk more about the contents (artists/presentation)
* if we can get DavidMetcalfe and the Britisch presenters to come, it would be a good
occasion to make a first contact with them (we now that Oerolcannot make it)
* we could also try to make an appointment with the GrandMagasinto talk at more in
depth about their contribution

Shall we call each other tomorrow and see if we can confirm this date?
All the best for now,

Hilde
From: Nuno Sacramento
To: hilde. teuchies@pandora. be
Date: Friday - 27 August, 2004
Subject: Re: Did you get my messages?

Hi Hilde,
I am glad we can confirm the meeting for September.
I need at least a morning or afternoon to go and see the locations, may be a we can have
an afternoon of meetings with David and Dirk, and another morning to meet the artists.
I would like to spend some time in and around the location to observe the people that
live there and who goes to the parks, what kind of rythm of life they have and all. These
"invisible" things take time but can structure a better project.
I can try to get to Paris in the early afternoon and stay there for 2 nights and 3 days.
Tell me what you think.
Regards,
Nuno

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies>
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Friday - 27 August, 2004
Subject: Planning Paris meeting

Hello Nuno,
I have talked to FrederiqueMazilly (of LaVillette) and we have now planned the A-tipis
visit to LaVillette for Wednesday8th September.
Dirk and I will arrive with the Thalys train from Brussels at 12:05 at Paris Nord on the
Wednesday8th.
It would be good if you con arrive around the some time (maybe taking the some train
from Brussels?) or a bit later.
Theidea is to visit the possiblelocations for A-tipis after lunch (someonefrom the Villette
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team will accompany us). The rest of the afternoon and evening we can use to talk about
the content of the individual projects and about A-tipis as a whole. I am trying to make an
appointment with the GrandMagasinfor the Thursdaymorning (or for Wednesdayafternoon
if that fits them better). I have left a messagebut did not get a reply yet. AroundThursday
lunchtime Dirk and I will be joined by 2 Victoria colleagues (Marika and Tom), because we
will take this opportunity to also do some brainstorming about a major project (or series of
project) that LaVillette has asked us to developfor September2006. (Thishas nothing to do
with R-tipis). Wewill stay till around Friday lunchtime.
Since you will be needing more time to 'feel' the space and the people in it, you can
use Thursday and Friday to do that as you think best. We will be around and we can
meet up if we feel this is necessary (to continue also the reflections about A-tipis).
Frederique's assistant will book our hotel rooms in the nearby Ibis hotel (nothing
exciting, but practical). If you let me know how many nights you plan to stay in
Paris, I will let her now on Monday.
I will also talk to Ilse about the mobile phone and the compact flash card.
Do you have any idea by the way, if David could make it to Paris on the 8th?

All the best,
Hilde
From: Wim Clapdorp <wim. clapdorp@victoria >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Monday - 20 September, 2004
Subject: RE: Betr.: photos La Villette
Dear Nuno,

the space looks very small in the pictures Howbig is it? Doyou already have sort of layout
in your head?
I have loads of technical questions but I guess I better go and see myself.
The thing with AVL:
EricKempeneersis the actor that we proposedto Joep. Dirk feels that he would be perfect
for the project. Thing is that he's very ill for the moment (didn't Dirk tell you?).
Rvisit to AVLonly makes sence if the actors can meet and improvise. Endof october we
will evaluate and arrange a meeting at AVL,not sooner.
Wim

From: Nuno Sacramento
To: hilde. teuchies
Date: Saturday -2 October, 2004 10: 51 AM
Subject: meeting with David Metcalfe

Hi Hilde,
I had a good meeting with david Metcalfe which lasted for 4 hours. We discussed the
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project in length and will now try to get together with Dirk. Davidwill be in Utrecht in the
1st of April. I will be there too and would be good if Dirk could make it to so we con work
on the curatorial text. Pleasetransmit this to dirk and get back to me asap.
Regards,
Nuno

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Monday - 11 October, 2004
Subject: Re: grand magazin and flandres
Hi Nuno,
Sorry that I have not gotten back to you. It's been very busy at Victoria and I had a lot of
other things to to take care off before leaving for Australia. And this is where we are now
since Saturday to perform ÜBUNG
at the Melbourne International Arts Festival. But as you see
I am email-available (and even the mobile works). Dirk is also here with us in Melbourne so
hold
in
that
Utrecht
David
I
try
to
cannot
of Dirk
and
you.
get
can
arrange
meeting
with
we
just now but I will get back to you later to tell you whether 1st of November is OKfor him.

Asfor visiting the Flemishartists and GrandMagazin,I think it would be best if you make
the arrangement directly with FrancoisHiffler for the Bordeauxmeeting and that Wim helps
you with the visits in Flanders. It might be a good idea that he drives you around in the car
road
since he knows his way around. Just check with him. Dirk and I will be on the ÜBUNG
again (Chicagothis time for the lost performances) from the 3rd till the 7th of November,
be
around when you come to Ghent.
so we will not
Doyou hove the GrandMagcontacts?
I give Francois' numbers again, just to be sure
I talked to Davidthe other day and he said he is going to meet with the Brighton people
very soon and also that he would have more news about the Stockton and Middlesbrough
situation pretty soon. I really hope so, because it will be important to fix the right dates
asap.
Meanwhile, back in Australia, things are fine. Spring weather, kids are having fun,
efficient welcome. Will start performances tomorrow.
But god I hate jetlags!
Hilde

From: Wim Clapdorp<wim.clapdorp@victoria >
To: NunoSacramento, hilde. teuchies
Date: Monday - 25 October, 2004
komt naar U toe
Subject: FW: FECRTOTRRL
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Hilde, Nuno,
this week Eric, Dirk and I are meeting with Joep and Mia in Rotterdam.
Nuno, I think it's good that Dirk and Joep talk and work for one day before you come in.
I don't want to withold the preparation of Joep but take it as premature since Dirk and Joep
are directing. I'll keep you posted.
Wim

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies>
To: Nuno Sacramento

CC:wim. clapdorp@victoria
Date: Wednesday - 10 November, 2004
Subject: Meeting the Flemish artists

Hello Nuno,
I have been able to make appointments for you with all the Flemishartists on Wednesday
and Thursday.All visits can be done with public transport. The schedule looks as follows
Wednesday: visit to Wouter Decorte (0496 77 83 99)
* train from Gent-St-Pieters to Izegem (via Kortrijk): departure 08: 09 / arrival Kortrijk
8: 44/ departure Kortrijk 8: 48/ arrival Izegem: 08: 59. Wouter will pick you up at the station.
Trains bock to Gent at 11: 14 or 12: 01 or 12: 14

Thursday:
* visit to Sophie Nys. She suggested to do this in the atelier of the man who is
constructing her tilted house, which is in Antwerp. (his name is George Uittenhout: 03 237
80 26). Meeting is scheduled for 10: 30. Address: Verbrande Entrepotstraat, 9 Antwerp. (This
is very close to Muhka, the museum for contemporary arts). Sophie will meet you there. Her
mobile nr = 0485 31 65 56.
* after that you stay in Antwerp to visit Ranch Jespers (03/248 46 70). He lives in
Balansstraat 131,2018 Antwerp, which is a 15' walk from the place of your earlier meeting.
Meeting between 12: 30 and 14: 00.
* then you go back to Gent for a meeting with David Neyrinck at 15: 30. He asks you to
call him on Wednesday so that he can tell you where he wants to meet (he is in the middle
of a move for the moment). His phone nr = 0497 45 78 11

For trains back and forth to Antwerp see the nmbs website: www. b-rail. be

I hope this works for you like that. I will write a mail to all artists and confirm this
schedule with them.
I have not been able to reach GrandMagasinyet but will keep on trying for an appointment
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on the 19th or 20th in Paris.

Attached you find the list of all contact data for the artists.
All the best,
Hilde

From:

Nuno Sacramento

To:

hilde. teuchies

Date:

Monday - 15 November, 2004 3: 04 PM

Subject:

my notes updated...

A-tipis
Conceptstructure
Theoretical development of concept. WhyA-tipis? What is it supposeto do/mean?
Relation between the concept and the individual works. Inter-relation between the
works and relationships between works and audience.
Description of the works (concept and physical presence)
What's left behind when the project leaves?

It seemstome important noting that this project started developingin a quite unorthodox
manner. The decision about the concept and the selection happenedbefore a very specific
invitation to the curator to work with the "dramaturgy" of the space.
Thus it is a very rare opportunity to investigate the relation between a concept, a
selection of artists, and a physical set up of an expo as a "truly" public display.
When I started working on the concept it seemed natural to depart from the artists
work, which I became acquainted to in a media presentation of some 7 projects, and start
to re-write the concept bearing in mind the specificity of these individual projects.

The premises of A-tips can be identified as:
A project in the interface between contemporary theater and contemporary art. Trying
to explore its common grounds, limits and relation to the public.
Metaphorically a tent (tips) as well as something uncanny, a foreign element (atypical).
Relationship between people and place (nomadism).
Rn entity that needs to acclimatize to the surrounded on a constant basis.

After studying the projects we divided them into 2 groups of 4. The first group, being
quite complex in terms of interaction as well as having visual prominence provided a
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framework for the "new" concept. The other group provided a very nice flow between with
moments of contemplation, quietness and humor.

All the projects vary a lot in nature, and one of the bigger ones seem to pose a problem
from the outset for being such a simple metaphor; the airport. A plastic airport with over 10
meters seemed hard to hide, or silly to put in a corner. We decided to embrace it!

Theairport is in itself a metaphor. The airport terminal with its many shopsand amenities
constitutes an interstitial space, for people on the way somewhere. It is very much a one
way zone after check-in. People get stuck, can't go back, are frozen in time and have
to make the most of their time there. It is an experience of alienation. Something they
decided to be subject to. An aversive experience that only ends when people get to their
destination.
It is a kind of purgatory, an in between space...

Likewise in atipis it seems interesting to create a similar space. A space in which the
kind
in
their
A
steps
stepping
out
of
own
spaces.
of imersive alienation.
while
audience
Byembracing this concept of limbo (between spaces) of the airport it seemsquite natural
to adopt the visual language of the airport too.

The question is now how to adopt it without creating a "functionless" (one might say
artistic) apparatus?
I think the only way of doing this is by questioning this language, subverting it and
adopting it to a new situation. To the notion of in between places.

The way I see this exhibition is as a kind of airport terminal, in which the amenities are
substituted by the projects. The main idea is the one of alienation and limbo, a space where
laugh
think,
stop,
shop,
people can
etc.

A cordoned off / fenced area with only 1 way in and out, a place for take off and landing.
A place with a clear distinction from the outside. A ship that lands in town and allows people
to explore it in various and rich ways.

The expo takes part in this "terminal" which has accessvia the runway. Onarrival people
will receive "a passport" which will be stomped on arrival and while visiting the projects.
This passport will contain information about the projects as well as the artists, and function
as a sort of catalogue/ map.
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The information materials will be: catalogue/passport, brochure/mop/terminal plan,
website and postcards of the non-places.
Theterminal can have designated smoking areas, elite lounge, and cafeteria etc.

The terminal will be an area separated by the surroundingswith physical barriers. It will
no be a building as such but a sequence of projects emulating the idea of terminal. This
sequence is written according to conceptual as well as physical criteria. The places for the
installations will be marked in the floor and remain as a legacy of atipis for the city/town
where it takes place.

Sequence of works:

Airport > check in desk > lieshout > house > Magazin> dew drop > Petrol station > cube >
Gobsquad > check out

Notes:
The airport piece will have sound as well as screens.
The trajectory has to be split in order to avoid queuing.
Several of the projects relate visually and physically with the space out with the
"terminal".

From: Nuno Sacramento
To: hilde. teuchies
Date: Monday - 15 November, 2004 3: 13 PM
Subject: tuesday 16th nov meeting

Hi Hilde,
Sorryfor sending the notes so late but I was waiting for feedback from David. He is very
busy and couldn'd send anything yet. I thought I couldn't keep you waiting anymore...
I am quite keen to meet Dirk to discuss the concept. Canyou forward it to him and make
sure we can meet up?
TomorrowI would like to meet you after the meeting privately to talk about the best way
of dealing with travelling costs.
I have sent an e-mail do Ilse to talk about my contract which can be signed these days
but she did not get bock to me yet. Is she around?
All the best and see you tomorrow at 3pm.
Nuno

DoesWim have time on friday to see the Ghent location?
I have to photograph the La Villette new location thouroughly. May be I can do it on
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Saturday morning or after the meeting with GrandMagazin.
Sorryfor the telegraphic language...

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Tuesday - 16 November, 2004
Subject: Re: tuesday 16th nov meeting
Hi Nuno,

Thanks for these notes. I have put them into a document and will send them to Dirk
right now so that he can look at them before the meeting of this afternoon. Lookslike an
interesting proposal but needs to be looked at closer, also from a practical point of view.
After our meeting of this afternoon (which should not last much longer than from 3 to 5
pm) Dirk will be available to discussthis with you, but I guessit will already be discussedat
our first meeting.
I myself cannot stay much longer than 5:45 pm.
YesFridayis OKfor Wim and Dirk to go and explore the Ghent location. YesIlse is around.
I suspect that she will discussyour contract with you today or tomorrow.
All appointments with the artists have been confirmed!
Seeyou later today!
Hilde

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento, joop@oerol
Date: Wednesday - 24 November, 2004
Subject: Bezoek A-Tipis aan Oerol

HelloJoop and Nuno,
After talking to you both, it looks like Nuno's and my visit to Terschelling, which we
wanted to take place asap now will have to be postponed till the beginning of January.
Lookingat the boat time schedules I think that it would be best that Nunoand I arrive in
the evening (with the 17:30 snelboot from Harlingen), thatwe stay one night in Terschelling,
take the next day to visit the different possible locations and discuss things with loop and
that we then take the snelboot back at 16:30.
I propose to arrive on Monday the 10th in the evening and work on Tuesday the 11th of
January. But combinations of 9/10 or 11/12 or12/13 are also possible for me. Canyou let me
know what is good for you two??

Thanks

Hilde

From:Wim Clapdorp
Sent: vrijdag 26 november 2004 19: 52
To: Nuno Saramento

Cc: Hilde Teuchies
Subject: A-tipis
Nuno,
We met Grand Magasin, I really like the way they worked on the live performance. The
videos inbetween performances is your task? I understood that you would help me find the
right camping stuff.

I saw the pilouse at LaVillette. Theyare calculating security without fences for the time
being.
I'm sending you drownings of the structures for you to estimate the size.
David Neirings:
by4,30m
8m
-terminal
by
6m
27m
-londingstroke
height:
tower:
5,20m
2,6m
-overal
Wouter DC:
I trust he gave you a technical drowning isn't it?
diametre:
6,25
maximun
m
height:
2,745m
-

Sophie:see picture attached
upright position, floor: 3by 3m
height walls: 2m
roofsides: 2,5m
Rarich:
by
3m
3by
-3

front
door
distance
in
the
2m
of
on
windshield
PTPP:
ovaal 1:7m

ovool width: 3,5m
height: 3,55m
Gobsquad:
not decided yet, maybe an Iglo with diametre of 8m
RVL:
trailer,
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Length: 7m
width: 2,5m
highest point: 4,5m
GrandMagasin:
8m by 6m
height: 3,4m

Seeyou

From: Hilde Teuchies
To: Nuno Sacramento
CC: mothilde. geens, dirk. pauwels, david metcalfe
Date: Monday -6 December, 2004
Subject: Contextualising A-Tipis

Hello Nuno,
I think you are in the UKat the moment. Hopeyour visits to Stockton/Middlesbrough /
Brighton (?) go well...
Lost week, Dirk and Mathilde and myself had a meeting of which I give you a rapport
below.
We are curious to hear your and David's reactions to this:
We talked at lenght about the presentation of R-Tipisin its different locations and your
suggestion to use the terminal metaphor.
Although we think that the proposed metaphor is an interesting one, we felt it was good
to remind ourselves of the initial objective of A-Tipis, which was to present the 8 units
together without imposing a general content-framework.
During the first preparatory period we opted to start from a phenomenon/term
(contemporary nomadism) as a point of inspiration for the artists. We choose to let the
artists develop their work completely independent from one another and without them
knowing what the others were doing.
We also opted for a juxtaposition of the works when presented to the public, without
imposing an explanatory framework.
Wediscussedthese options again and felt that this juxtaposition approachis fundamental
to the project..
This means that we think that there is no need for an extra framework or metaphor
which can function as 'binding' factor for the presentation of the work to the public.
The unifying element of the presentation is the space itself, the location which the
'units/ installations' share. Together they are put in the some context. The unifying element
between the works is the fact that they share the confrontation with the environment, with
each other and with the public. The question of what happensif the public (or passersby in
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some locations) is confronted with a 'group' or a number of installations which apparently
have no internal relationship nor any relationship to the physical setting in which they are
presented, is in itself interesting. Some for the question on how the works will start to
relate to one another or not...
Again, but I think you are very well aware of this, we said how important it is to carefully
lay-out
function
in
the
the
of
presentation
of the space, of its surroundings, of its
plan
access routes etc. This lay-out might differ drastically from one place to another. Also, I
think that we will carry the experiences of the first or following presentations on to the
different
laybe
flexible
in
it
is
important
the
the
So
to
planning
of
ones...
relatively
next
outs.
As we discussed with you earlier and I think you shared this concern, we are keen to not
'direct' the public too much in the way they should see or experience A-Tipis. There is no
message or pre-programmed meaning to A-Tipis. A-Tipis generates questions, a multitude
looker-on
them
of
and each visitor or
will create his own questions and interpretations.
It will be interesting to register these types of questions, to witness the reactions, to
listen to the meanings that artists and public will come up with throughout the process of
presentation in 5 different locations.

We also agreed that it might be better to not install the meeting and information point
in the Airport unit of DavidNeirings or in the GrandMagasintenth, as had been suggested
earlier.
We prefer a simple (round ?) information booth (covered) at a strategic place on the
site (preferably where people are apt to start their visit to R-Tipis). Herethe audience can
booklet
(guide)
(about
information
the
A-Tipis, about the artists
pick up
and all necessary
etc. ) and ask questions. Nearbywe can install a bar and some tables so that the place can
also function as a meeting point. This does not mean that for example GrandMagasincan
have
also
a cafe-like element in their installation. We have to talk to them to find out
not
how they see this. Wouldthis be part of the performances (prior to and/or after? ) or on the
contrary part of the installation itself?
For the information booth and bar, we will ask Herman(one of the Victoria technicians
who is specialised in set-making) to make a few proposals, but suggestions are always
welcome of course.
Wealso discussedthe communication material. The idea of a giving each visitor a booklet
remains a good one. This booklet, rather than a catalogue or pure information folder, would
be a personalised collector's item. Apart from some general information about R-Tipis,
their would be 8 sections in the book. Each artist/unit would receive one section in which
the visitor finds information on the work and the artist (not to extensive), a space for a
A-Tipis Unit stamp (created by each of the artists) and a place for the artists' signature.
Goingfrom unit to unit, the visitor can collect the stamps and the signatures himself. As
for photographs of A-Tipis we were brainstorming about different solutions. It would be
nice to have pictures in the booklet which are taken in the location in which the visitor has
seen the works. Polaroid's, drawings by local artists, pictures to be added afterwards... To
be explored.

The question of the signalisation was also brought up again. We still think the idea to
have a kind of billboard (cfr. The information panels in front of a zoo cage) next to every
basic
is
Containing
information about the work/ the artist/ the origin of both
good.
unit
etc.
I will havea meeting with Mathilde this Thursdayto continue to discussthe communication
tools to develop. Meanwhile,we look forward to your reflections on all of this...
All the best,
Hilde

From: Nuno Sacramento
Sent: donderdog 9 december 2004 19: 14
To: wim. clapdorp@victoria

Cc: hilde.teuchies@pandora
Subject: Malmarsite
Dear Wim,

I haven't yet received any technical information about the projects so I can have an idea
of the measurements. I have one or two but not all. Onlyafter that I will be able to start
working on the visualizations of the lay-out, and therefore it is now impossible to send
things to the guy from the Gentsefeest.
After receiving the measurements I will need some time to develop it. I am leaving
tomorrow to Englandand will meet Davidand see the Teesidevenues. Will keep you posted.
Nuno
Ps: I had a meeting with Rarich and he showed me a possibility for a new design. It is a

back up plan. Didyou get any news from the constructor?

From: Wim Clapdorp <wim. clapdorp@victoria >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Friday - 10 December, 2004
Subject: RE: Malmar site

I saw Barich and asI undertsand it he very much preferes his new 'tent'. He
wasn't thinking of the cube any more.
Problemis that I don't think the new design is easier to construct. Rarich
is making a model and I need him to check the feasibility very quick.
Wim

From: Hilde Teuchies
To: NunoSacramento, dirk. pouwels, mathilde. geens, wim. clapdorp, joop, Marika.Ingels,
f. mazelly, dm
CC:ilse. scheers
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Date: Monday - 20 December, 2004
Subject: Meeting A-Tipis 13th of January

Hello,
Followinga proposalby David,we havedecided to havea meeting about R-Tipison Thursday
13th of January.Theobjective of the meeting is to discusswhere we stand with the content
preparation of A-Tipis.
*
*
*
*

concept/ presentation text/ update on artists' projects (Nuno)
Presentation of lay-out of exhibition in various locations (Nuno)
Presentation of communication strategy and first proposals(Mathilde)
(Hilde/Wim)
(2005)
general planning of presentations

* plans for presentations in 2006 (Hilde)

The meeting will take place in Victoria from 10:00 till 12:30.
After that, Nunoand I will leavefor Terschellingto meet up with Joopand productionleader
Ada and to look at possible locations on the island.
It might be interesting to arrive on Wednesday evening since we have the premiere of
the newest Victoria production 'HETIS LAM' (in Vooruit, on Wednesday 12th at 20: 00). The
production is a creation of Ben Benaouisse. You are, of course, invited. More info: www.
victoria. be.

For those of you who cannot be present, please let me know. I will give you a complete
update afterwards.
In any case: have a nice end of the year and enjoy the holidays!
Hilde

From: Nuno Sacramento
To: hilde. teuchies
Date: Tuesday - 21 December, 2004 6: 52 PM
Subject: Re: Meeting R-Tipis 13th of January

Hi Hilde,
Howare you?
I amjust draping a quick messageto say it is ok to meet in the 13th of January and then
go up to Terschelling.
In one of the last e-mails I sent you I asked you to get in touch with Lieshout and
Private Thoughts so we would have most of the artists covered by December. I don't know
what hoppend but you did not get back to me. We will have to try to schedule it for after
Terschelling. It would be appropriate to meet between the 15 and the 31st of January.
Wim hasjust sent me a list of works with measurements a couple of days before I went

to Britain therefore I had no time to work on the layout. I will do it over the Christmas
holiday.
Onething which is concerning me and that affects the writing of the concept is the fact
we weren't yet able to establish a common groung about what the exhibition should be in
conceptual terms.
I clearly understoodwhat you want from it, and I think there is a bit of a misunderstanding
becauseI want the some. NeverthelessI have experience of exhibition making and as I said
in our preliminary meetings, I have a big concern for the audience too.
I am preparing a response to the notes you sent me contextualising R-Tipis and have
some questions for you and Dirk.
I hope you hove nice Christmas and New Year,
Nuno

PS:Themeeting in Stockton was good. Wesaw a place which seemsto be perfect for the
project. It is all going to be fenced in though and confirms all my safety concerns. As I said
in the meeting if we have to put fences up, I do not wont them to be an after-thought.
Thoseare the consequencesof leaving the cocoon of the gallery or theater.

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Thursday - 23 December, 2004
Subject: Re: Meeting R-Tipis 13th of January

Hello Nuno,
First of all my apologies for not replying to your messageconcerning meetings with Van
Lieshout and Private Thoughts. I drafted a reply to you and somehow it never got sent.
What I wanted to tell you, is that it seems better to me if you organise these meetings
know
they
in
Rotterdam
Amsterdam
since
ore
yourself,
and
and you
your own agenda and
timetables for travelling and so on. Doyou mind?
Then, I do not know whether David has informed you, but the funding for Stockton did
not come through, so the presentation there is cancelled (with good hopes to do it in
summer 2006). We find a real pity. The artists will not be pleased and it also gives some
complications in regards to our EUdossier (nothing dramatic, but we will have to negotiate
some changes).
As for the development of the concept, I look forward to reading your reactions to my
last remarks. We should be able to come to a mutual ground since our objectives are very
close, don't you think? I will continue to work on and off between X-mas and New Years, so
maybe we can exchange a few emails about this. It would be good if we could have quite a
clear text from you on the concept and a few concrete proposals on the lay-out during our
next meeting on Thursday 13/01.

In the meantime, enjoy your end of the festivities!
Hilde

On 11-01-2005 17: 53, "Nuno Sacramento" wrote:

Hi Hilde,
Howis life? I am ok but very busy.
I am just dropping a quick message about the thursday meeting. I have been thinking
about it for a long time and propose to make a meeting of the artistic direction first (me
lasts
bring
for
the rest of the crew in.
Dirk
David)
30
then
and
which
about
you,
mins and
The reason for this is that last times I felt I had to answer questions in a number of levels
that sometimes deferred from the main topic. Like this we don't avoid the questions but
atribute different times to them.
I really feel we have to decide the nature of the concept with the artistic direction and
once that decision is taken we can work with the more practical part.
Tell me what you think,
Nuno

PS: See you tomorrow at Het is Lam.

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Monday - 17 January, 2005
Subject: FW: Milan Lucic

Hello Nuno,
Before I forget: I'm sending you the contacts of my colleague in Belgrade. He is an
interesting en energetic man, and well aware of all that happensin the art world there.
If you have the chance you should really try to meet him, with my regards of course.
There is still a slight chance that I will be in Belgrade around 18th/ 20th of March. When
were you there?
I enjoyed our trip to Terschelling and the fact that everything is becoming more concrete
now. I am making a report today and will send you it of course.
I have made a copy of my photo's on a CDand will send it to you. Canyou give me your
addressin Utrecht!
Did not succeed in downloading the films however. Haveto ask my computerman...
Best,

Hilde

On 17-01-2005 16: 11, "Nuno Sacramento" wrote:
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Hi hilde,
Really nice trip it was and very productive couple of days. I am back in the office since
Saturday and working away on a concept for the press release. I have written a 1st one
which I am not happywith at all. Nowworking on a secondversion after reading a few more
things and projects.
It is all getting much clearer concerning R-Tipis...
MeanwhileI am sendingyou a document for you to hovea look and to forward to Mathilde.
It is a description of the identity of A-tipis, with a bit more structure.
Pleasehave a look at it.
All the best,
Nuno

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies@pandora. be>
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Monday - 17 January, 2005
Subject: Designers Brief
Hi Nuno,

Thanksfor the brief for designing...
It looks good to me.
Only a few remarks. Concerningpoints:
3) We should also include what kind of information we want in it: a photo of each artist
or artists' collectif/ a short description of their work/ a short description or text about
their A-Tipis contribution/ a space for their A-Tipisstamp. And general information (all very
short): a word about each co-producer: Victoria, Forma, LaVillette, Oerol, yourself
Then I wonder about this sentence: We hope that his/her relation to the site is changed
in terms of perception as a result of the interaction with the installations. Is that really
for,
do
that
they
the
the
I
are
aiming
change
perception
of
site?
what we
not feel that we
are challenging the visitors perception of the beach in Terschelling for example. Wewant to
change a kind of perception of the visitor but this, to my feeling, relates more to how they
perceive objects/interventions/structures in general and more specificially in unexpected
settings. We want to question their perception or at least we wont the installations to
trigger questions about their perception. Something like that?
5) "labels: The labels must be done according to the overall concept and finely tuned
with the "passport". Theycan havethe identification of each artists stamp, and information
that can only be decoded while placing the "passport" next to it. " This last element is
something for Mathilde to explore but should maybe not be imperative?
7) "The installation has a clear entrance, where the visitorswill receive the "passport".
It is indicated by a string all around the project. (airport related - designed by Herman form
Victoria ). "

Instead of entrance I would rather say: beginning
I think that the string around the project should really depend on the site. For example,
for me it would really not be appropriate in the Oerol setting (beach). It would kill the

'II

1'
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fantastic openness and ridicule our `little space in it". The natural border of the dunes
and the 'disciplined' behaviour of the average Oerol visitor will make people come to the
starting point and then 'enter' the virtual space.
This point is really quite important in general when we are thinking about the Rirport
Terminal methaphor. IF you apply it too literally, it becomestoo concrete and ridicule. But
of course, in LaVillette, some kind of indication of a border would be welcome since we are
putting up camp in a much used, public space.
Sofor my few thoughts about this.
It would be could if I could add your brief to my report of Thursday's meeting so that
I do not have to do double work. Do you think you can finish this brief before tomorrow
morning?
Rnd, so sorry, but I seem to be loosing your weblog address all the time. Canyou give it
to me again please?
Thanks!
Hilde

From: Hilde Teuchies
To: Nuno Sacramento, mathilde. geens, ilse. scheers, wim. clapdorp, pauwels.victoria,
f. mazelly, dm
CC:Marika. Ingels
Date: Tuesday - 18 January, 2005
Subject: Report A-Tipis meeting 13/01

Dearall,
Pleasefind enclosed a report of our meeting last Thursdayand at the end of it, a to do
list. I'm also sendingyou a short text written by GrandMagasinabout their performance and
the draft lay-out made by Nunofor the Malmarsite in Ghent.
Will follow soon: a designers brief from Nunoand his concept text.
Nunoand I made a visit to TerschellingandJoopshowedus about 8 different, all wonderfull
locations. Nunoand I were most seduced by the beach location, but the final decision will
be taken after discussion with Dirk.
Wewill keep you posted!
Best,

Hilde

From: Nuno Sacramento

To: hilde.teuchies
Date: Wednesday - 19 January, 2005 8: 38 AM
Subject: Betr.: Designers Brief

Hi Hilde,
Sorryfor taking long to answer but I am immersed in the concept. It has changed quite
considerably after last weeks meeting and the trip to Terschelling.
Concerning the designers brief, I couldn't agree more with your remarks. Please
incorporate your points into it and feel free to use it.
Thoseare all things that we have discussed before and that eventhough I haven't state
them, I think contribute to a much more interesting project. I wasn't planning to have a
string around R-Tipisin Oerol, and to be honest I am trying to get rid of the string in Paris.
If we do, we need on alternative and at the moment we don't have one...
Concerningthe more conceptual point of changing people's perception. It relates to
the fact that whether people want it or not, after A-Tipis they will always see that beach
(for ex.) in a different way. Many installations like panorama commente, enhance this
view. People will concentrate on what they see, and that is the surroundings as well as
the installations afecting the landscape. But I wouldn't worry with that so much in the
designers brief. We shall discuss it in the concept.
I was planning to try to arrange my meetings for this friday. What we can do is try to
friday
I try to go and see RVL,while you return
PTPP
thursday
then
on
afternoon
and
on
meet
to B. This of course dependson their availability but time is getting short. It is quite urgent.
Canyou please try to arrange this meetings?
All the best,
Nuno

From: Nuno Sacramento
To: hilde. teuchies

CC:

dm@forma

Date: Wednesday - 19 January, 2005 7: 32 PM
Subject: Betr.: 2nd version of concept
Attachments : resting between. rtf (8519 bytes)

Hi Hilde,
Here follows the second version of the concept. The first one was just a big lump of
by
inspired
the shores of West Terschelling. I think in this concept, the structure
cheese,
and intention of A-Tipisare more or less exposed.
Pleaselook into the english, and send me some feed bock.
All the best,
Nuno
Please correct and forward to Mathilde.
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From: HildeTeuchies
To: Nuno Sacramento, mathilde. geens, ilse. scheers, wim. clapdorp, pauwels.victoria,
f. mazelly, dm
CC:Marika. Ingels
Date: Wednesday - 19 January, 2005
Subject: Report A-Tipis meeting 13/01

Hello,
This is the short brief written by Nunoafter our meeting, to serve as a little guide for
Mathilde when designing the various communication elements of R-Tipis
Best,

Hilde

From: "ptpp, M. Blass, D. Abrahams" <ptpp >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Thursday - 20 January, 2005
Subject: RE: A-Tipis meeting
Hi Nuno,

How's life? Thingsare going fine with us. Yes, itwill be really good to meet up and update
you on our project. Andyes, I can meet you some time tomorrow.
It would actually be great if you could also meet Deborah,the co-director and my partner.
Unfortunately though, she is getting sick, so maybe won't be available tomorrow! Also she
has some other appointments about the project tomorrow, and I'm not sure when. She is
out of town today, but I'll try to get her on her mobile. CanI mail you later to fix a time and
place? Orphone if it's handier - what's your number?
All the best,
Michael

On 22-01-2005 13: 15, "Nuno Sacramento" wrote:

Hi Hilde,
Hada great meeting with PTPPyesterday in Amsterdam. Theygave me a tape of a former
project and suddenly things are looking much clearer.
We really, really understood each other...
I tried to arrange a meeting with AVLand was told Joep is too busy and to come back in a
couple of months... they must be kidding! I proposeyou try to arrange a meeting with them,
or we can just use the materials we have already receive in order to form on idea of the
project. This is not the way I work, but... in such circumstances might be better.
I have tried to get in touch with Gob Squadvia the mail you gave me and nix. I was
planning to go to Berlin this week to see them but they haven't been back to me.
Doyou have the e-mail or mobile of Miles?

ýmm
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Best regards,
Nuno

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies>
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Saturday - 22 January, 2005
Subject: Re: CDreceived

Hello Nuno,
Gladyou had a good contact with PTPPand that you are getting a good grip on what they
are aiming to do. I am looking forward to your report about that because their project is
one that I am least clear about.
Also, a good relationship with the artists will be important for our work during the coming
months. There are always a number of unexpected problems to solve and if there is a good
from
the start, problem solving becomesmuch easier.
understanding
I will try to contact VanLieshout for you, or someoneelse of RVL
who is closely connected
to the project. Canyou give me your available dates/timing so that I can try to fix this
has
been
to
Dirk
Also,
I
this
He
talk
about
project.
suggest
you
working with the
meeting?
two actors last week and will coach their work for the months ahead. So he can tell you
least
the performance part of fecototal is heading for...
where at
As for GobSquad, did you try SimonWills number?
Ilse and I decided to go to Berlin in the week of 14/02. Ilse needs to speak to them
about the contract and finances and I want to talk to them in general since they are
the ones I know the least. Also we need to talk to some other people in Berlin, so reason
enough for a short hop over. We are aiming for Tuesday15 and Wednesday16 (hoping they
are available then).
Maybewe can see each other there? If you haven't been before of course.
I hove not been able to write a responseto your concept text yet. I need to look at it a
bit closer.
At the moment, I am a bit confused about the status of this text. Of course Mathilde will
use it as a basis for her press material, but how will we use it otherwise? At first glance,
I think it sounds a bit too pretentious, in the sense that, although it A-Tipis is quite an
unusual concept and set up, I am sure it is and was not the only project like this trying to
break some grounds. But as I said, I need to take some time to read it carefully and will get
back to you asap. If you have other comments in the meantime, please send them...
See/ hear/ read you soon,
And enjoy the weekend!
Hilde
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Von: Nuno Sacramento
Verzonden: 24januari 2005 13: 30
Ran: ptpp@xs4all
Onderwerp: PTPPtext

Hi Michael,
Howare yo guys? I really enjoyed our meeting lost week...
I am writing to ask you if you have any succint text (1 page or so)that describes PTPP?
I need to understand what are the aims and objectives, the interests etc of the group. I
have on idea but it would be helpful to get a more consistent view.
All the best,
Nuno
From: "ptpp, M. Blass, D. Abrahams" <ptpp@xs4oII >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Monday - 24 January, 2005
Subject: RE: PTPPtext
Hi Nuno,

Yes, it was really good meeting you again!
Here is a piece of press blurb about PTPPthat might fill you in a little on what you already
know.

RIIthe best,
Michael

From: Gob Squad (Nina Thielicke)
Sent: woensdag 26 jonuari 2005 13: 13
To: Wim Clapdorp

Subject: Gobsquad structure
Hello Wim, well it looks like the search may be over. I have found a man in Totnes in
Devon, England,who make geodesic domes. He has now got all the details for the structure
black
light
for
out
video,
we would need,
weight and transportable, he thinks he can
make us an alloy framed dome for 5 thousand pounds. Which is a fantastic deal. Hereis the
website if you want to take a look, www. albionconvas.co. uk What do you think?
Best wishes,
Sarah.

On 31-01-2005 21: 38, "Nuno Sacramento" wrote:

Hi Hilde,
No news from RVL?

I am leaving to Scotland and Belgrado tomorrow. I will be travelling for a couple of
weeks. We need to sort out some succint texts about the artists. At the moment we have
6/8 which I have met. The other 2 ore quite complex.
I suggest (like in the last e-mail) that we get an R4 page with a project description and
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intentions from the artists. It is important to know where things are at.
Canyou please try to arrange this? It would simplify quite a lot our task...
All the best,
Nuno
PS: I will send you regards to Milan.

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento
CC:mathilde. geens@victoria
Date: Thursday -3 February, 2005
Subject: Re: texts about artists

Hello Nuno,
I am sending you the text that I received from Michael from PTPP:perfect for our
purposes.
I have asked the 4 Flemishartists for a one page text on their contribution.
We already have a description from GrandMagasin(I will contact them to make it more
elaborate).
I will meet GobSquadnext week in Berlin and ask them for material.
Leavesus with AVL:did not get through to him either and will try to get a written
description.
Iwo nt all of this to be in by the end of the month. (seetimetable Mathilde's communication
plan).
Anytexts from you with comments, descriptions, reflexions on the artists' work or their
structure is welcome by then as well.
I still want to send you a mail about the concept text. But I need time to look at it
closely. Will do that asap...
Goodluck in Belgrade!

Hilde

From: Nuno Sacramento
Sent: maondag 21 februori 2005 15: 17
To: mathilde. geens@

Subject: logo huis

HiMathilde,
I am working on the concept and will send it to Davidand Hilde this week. Hopefully next
week is done and dusted.
I still haven't received info on the artists work so I will work with
what I have.
Canyou pplease send me the logo of the house? I did not receive it in the last e-mail.
All the best,

. ýý

. i.

ýý

Nuno

From: Mathilde GEENS
<mathilde. geens@>
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Monday - 21 February, 2005
Subject: RE: logo huis
Hi,
in attch the logo. (I did not receive that mail you're talking of. )

The first pressreleaseis finished - it's now in translation. (in attch the dutch version) I
also briefed the website and checked the com.plan with Paris.
Fromwhom are you expecting info of the artists? I'm gathering all the info (bio, photo,
done
be
the
to
the
texts
the
the
2nd
March.
Are
of
of
of
you
going
update
work
will
artists - since you're talking or have talked to them?
Is everything in the com.plan clear for you?
Regards,
Mathilde

On 21-02-2005 15: 14, "Nuno Sacramento" wrote:

DearHilde,
Howore you doing?
I am ok and spending a lot of time in Scotland these days.
I had a meeting with Davidin Edinburghand it servedto discussthe concept a bit further.
As promised I am reworking the concept into something a bit clearer and more geared
towards the installations of the artists. The 1st concept servedto create a clear backbone,
which now can be enriched.
Davidwas talking about trying to meet at the end of March. I will be available between
the 22nd and the 30th of Marchin the case there is a meeting. Hewas talking about may be
meeting in Paris with LaVillette.
I am leaving to Portugal on the 6th of Marchto Work on the A-Tipislay-outs for Paris and
Terschelling.
There are 2 things I would like to ask you before I do it:
1) How are the artists statements progressing. I have been forwarded all but two of them
(Wouter and PTPP). Do you have more?

2) Canyou confirm the locations for the 3 presentations? Onlyafter that can I put things
in place. Hopefully for our meeting at the end of March I will be able to present the 3 layouts (work in progress till all the pieces are finished).
All the best,
Nuno

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde.teuchies>
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To: Nuno Sacramento

CC:wim. clapdorp@victoria
Date: Tuesday - 22 February, 2005
Subject: Re: a-tipis update feb 05

Hello Nuno,
Sorrythat you have not heard from me for such a long time, but I have been extremely
busywith non-Victoria things and then on the A-Tipis front as well.
First of all about the communication, Mathilde has been advancing well and his now
almost ready with the first press-kit (not very extensive in this stage). Someof the artists
have written new texts (for example PTPPwhich I forward to you here) but some said the
old (or recently updated) texts would do. So Mathilde worked with that material.
For the brochure, we need to get some more and different material. GobSquad, who I
last
week in Berlin, are writing a special text directed at the A-Tipisvisitor. For the
visited
others, we will have to work with a mixture of what you can provide based on the work and
talks to the artists, mixed with more detailed material from them.
It was very goodto talk to GobSquad.Wewent through a lot of practical and organisational
things. At the moment the most urgent thing we need from them is a detailed technical
sheet. Theyare working at that.
I also returned to Terschelling with Wim. We had a long talk with Ada, the production
manager and together with her and Joop, we visited the two most interesting locations
again: the beach and the Elvisplak(you know: the first location we visited, near Oosterend).
In the end, listening to remarks about the technical and circumstantial difficulties
location
to
the
Beach
connected
and taking into account the fact that Elvisplakwill not be
so isolated as we feared (there are 3 other projects/ events taking place nearby (but not
in sight) and seeing that the location will be on the circuit that a lot of festival goers will
here
location.
decided
for
is that the site is more
The
to
the
Elvis
go
advantage
plak
use) we
(physically,
complex
visually) than the more monotonous (although impressive)surroundings
of the beach. It has the access from the road (coming from Oosterend)and the access from
the seaside, from above over the dunes.
Public will have a nice bird's eye view on the total of the A-Tipisvillage from there (Joop
is thinking of putting up a A-Tipisvieuwpoint there). Onthe other side of the parking lot,
there are the dunes and further on the nature reserve. (I will forward you some more
pictures of Elvisplakin another mail).
Theground it self is relatively flat with a mixture of grass and white seasand.Thesurface
is certainly big enough. We have asked Oerol to come up with a detailed plan of the site,
with exact measuresso that you can imagine its lay-out.
I hope you will agree with this choice? I seem to remember that you were also very
location.
happy
by
I
this
am
very
charmed
about it, because it combines both the dunes
land
inland
the
the
and
wild no mans
and
on the other side. And Joop and Ada assured us
that there would be a good crowd passing by and visiting. Asking them for an estimate of
visitor's numbers (to calculate the print run of the brochure) they said they would accept
(!
)
festival
5000
goers to visit A-Tipis. Logistically the Elvisplak is quite a bit easier it
about
seemsso that made Wim and Ada happy.
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Andnow brace yourself: it looks like we are also going to change the site in Gent! Today,
Wim and I had a meeting with Fabien the director of the street theater festival and he
told us he had a lot of problemswith the Malmarsite :a lot of cleaning to do and trees to
cut and protection fences to be placed, but most of all he had his doubts about the city
giving permission to use the site and cut away the bushes and such. He also had problems
with the isolation of the site, it would make it very difficult to make people go there, too
for from the centre, too difficult to explain how to get there and also very little chance
he showed me two
that it would catch the attention of the very few passers- by. HOWEVER,
locations,
both
alternative
of which would really do well: both just outside the city centre,
near poorer, half-industrial living areas of the city. Oneis called the Keizerspork, a bit of a
run down park next to a busy street with trams (and visible and accessible from that side).
A bike and pedestrians bridge over the canal and under the busy ringroad makes for another
bit
big
(platanes),
trees
Quite
access.
a
of
a kind of an rundown youth club nearby. I quite
like it!
The other one is a completely empty, flattened industrial site (called the old Arbed) next
to the canal and to new and old social housing. A bit more difficult to access although very
from
the ringroad. Not knowing that we would go and visit some locations, I did
visible
not have my camera with me and cannot show you any pictures. Also, Wim still has to visit
both locations. He will do that tomorrow and then on Wednesday Fabien has a meeting with
the city to ask for permissions. I guess that the decision of the site will be taken on that
moment.

I will not be around because leaving for a holiday to Italy tomorrow Wednesdayand back
next Wednesday.So I will ask Wim to keep you posted on any decisions that might be taken
in Ghent.
In any case, it would be good if you could come back to Ghent and visit the new location.
Maybethis can be organisedwhen you are on your way to Paris? Rmeeting in LaVillette with
Davidand yourself sounds like a good idea.
In fact I would like to see the site again and talk to the production manager there as
well and I am sure that Wimwould like to come too. For me the dates between the 22nd and
the 30th are fine with the exception of Friday 25 (in meeting all day) and the weekend of
Easter(Saturday 26th till Monday28th). Maybeyou con liaise with Davidto fix a date around
then?
OK.That's it for now. If you need update on the sites (plan of Elvisplak/ decision on site
in Ghent) I suggest you contact Wim, who will have the latest.
Enjoyyour trip to Portugal and looking forward to hear from you soon again!
Hilde

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Nuno Sacramento
hilde. teuchies@pandora. be
Tuesday - 22 February, 2005 8: 10 RM
change sites

Hi Hilde,
Thingschange and that is absolutely fine... Actually is part of the beauty of it.
WhenI first select locations I base myself on the knowledge of the project I have at the
busy
In
the
A-Tipis
things
case
of
moment.
get
and more complex, and new elements are
thrown at the table. Newedecisions have to be made, bearing in mind that we alwayswant
the best for the project.
I would love to do a show in the beach, but was quite worried with the sand and the
technology. Elvis Plok has definetly a charm to it. The charm of not being so direct, and
illustrative of being in-between, of being a-tipis!
...
ConcerningMalmarI am not surprised. WhenI produced the whole thing of 3Dwas to have
a first draft as well as to try to convince the gemeente. If access is denied, then we have
to produce something else.
What I need with some urgency, before I leave to Portugal to work with my designer
lay-outs,
the
are the areas of the spaces. WhenI say areas is to make sure it is
and update
never less then 2000m2. It would be importontont to hove an idea of the configuration too
(if its a square, a circle, a long rectangle, an Lshaped area).
Thanksfor the photos and I hope you enjoy Italy. Sayhello to Claudeand enjoy some nice
wine,
All the best,
Nuno Sacramento

From: Nuno Sacromento
Sent: dinsdog 22 februari 2005 9: 54
To: mathilde. geens@victoria
Subject: logo huis

Hi Mathilde,
All the information of meeting the artists is in my A-Tipis blog
(http: //a-tipis. blogspot. com/). That's all I have for the moment and I am waiting to
receive artists statements from Hilde to build something more comprehensive.
I am working on a concept now that needs to be finito between today and tomorrow
(clearer version of what I sent you).
Cheers,
Nuno
PS:You sent me the Victoria logo. I have that one. I was expecting to receive the mobile

house one which is going to be used for A-Tipis. May be I can include a paragraph in the
concep that relates to that image and makes things clearer.
Nuno Sacramento

From: Mathilde GEENS
<mathilde. geens@victoria >
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To: Nuno Sacramento
CC:hilde. teuchies
Date: Tuesday - 22 February, 2005
Subject: logo huis

Thx, I already have the info from your blog.
Next week I start on finalising the texts of the artist.
I'm collecting everything now and hoped to receive also more info from your hand so I
have enough different materials to work with...
Soif you have anything usefull please sent it to me since the deadlines for texts are the
2nd of March.
(we need to respect these deadlines for timing translations & website+print booklet)
The image you want will be finished on the 4th of March. (see timeline com.plan.)
For now, Ijust have the sketch but that's not the definite image.
Youcan find the sketch in the com.plan. I've send you.
I rewrote the concept-text myself together with Hilde for the pressrelease (more
structurolized S briefly worded) - hope that's ok but I just couldn't wait any longer...
Ciao& regards,
Mathilde
From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies>
To: Nuno Sacramento

CC:wim. clapdorp@victoria
Date: Wednesday - 23 February, 2005
Subject: Re: change sites

Hello Nuno,
About the concrete plans of the sites please get in touch with Wim. I know he is waiting
for the plan of Elvisplok and for Ghent, the decision of the site is still to be made (we need
to check with Dirk and then also see what the city administration of Ghent says about our
proposal). And then Wim can get a detailed plan of the site.
All the best, will contact you as soon as I am back next week...
Hilde

From: "FORT, David" <d. fort@villette >
To: Nuno Sacramento, wim. clapdorp@victoria
CC:i. pirard@villette, m. boasson@villette
Date: Tuesday -1 March, 2005
Subject: Lay-out R-Tipis in Paris (La Villette)

DearMr. Sacramento and Mr. Clapdorp,

Pleasefind enclosed the plan we intend to do for your coming in Paris in June 2005.
If you have any difficulties to read the document, do not hesitate to contact us to
precise the software you are using.

I am confirming you that this implantation does not hove any definitive character but
it integrates the restriction of our legislation in terms of fire safety rules (tipis receiving
public must be separated 8 meters length at least). Onthis aspect, it will be necessarythat
you transmit us all the formal documents relatives to the M2 classification concerning the
tipis.
As soon as you can, we will have to see together the ground anchorage points.
Best regards,
David Fort

From: Nuno Sacramento
Sent: woensdag 2 moart 2005 9: 28
To: wim. clapdorp@victoria
Subject: Re: R-Tipis
Dear Wim,

I think DavidFort used the lay-out from Malmar as on example for the fact that things
need to have some distance. I will be planning a set up for LaVillette next week that takes
into account all the major accesses for pedestrians.
Doyou know what does he mean by 8 meters distance? From unit to unit or from A-Tipis
to the surroundings?
Nuno
PS: Please send me a scanned version of the plans for Gent and Oerol. In most cases
they already have it because the plan has been made in the computer. I will get the paper
versions later on. The digital ones are urgent to take to Portugal on Sunday.

From: Wim Clapdorp <wim. clapdorp@victoria >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Wednesday -2 March, 2005
Subject: RE: R-Tipis

I suppose 8 meters between the structures that can have people inside. In Ghent that
will be the some or even 10 meters.
DavidFort based himself on the technical rider (see attach).
Wim

From: David Metcalfe <dm@forma>
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Thursday -3 March, 2005
Subject: Re: text
Hi Nuno

I did some small amendments to the text - please see attched. I think it works ok as
a general introduction. I will do some more work on it myself particularly in sharpening it
up and perhaps making the motif of the passport more clear throughout. But I won't get a
chance to do any work on it until next week, so if you have any alterations in the meantime,
please mail them over.
Thanks
David

From: Nuno Sacramento
Sent: maandag 7 maart 2005 15: 11
To: wim. clapdorp@victoria
Subject: Re: A-Tipis
Hi Wim,
How are you?

I am ok and in Portugal working with my designer. I have been looking at the technical
rider and cannot find measuremenstfor the unit bar\bookshop. Canyou send me them so I
can digitise it?
Nuno
Any news about plans for ghent and Elvis Plak? I will put the

installations on a grid and then adapt them to the space. It would be usefull to get the
(Lthe
terrain
configuration of
shaped, square, circle etc)
Nuno Sacramento

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento, dm@forma
Date: Monday -7 March, 2005
Subject: Adelaide/ Paris

Hello boys,
First a messageto Davidconcerning his meeting with the people of the AdelaideFestival:
I know that Wim has not replied to you with some estimations on travel costs, but this is
not because we do not fancy such on Australian adventure. Hejust did not have time to
information.
I do not know if the people in
the
all
assemble
calls
and
make
necessaryphone
Adelaideare still interested, but if they want A-Tipis in March 2006, then we need to count

about 1,5 months to get all the stuff there by boat. It also meansthat the people involved
have to be available but that is not necessarily a problem. In any case, bringing A-Tipis to
Australia will be an expensive exercise, but I guessyou have explained that to them. Well,
I look forward to hear about your discussionswith them...
Now, about Ghent and Paris:
I hove planned the two days as follows:
Tuesday 29/03:

* 14:00 Nuno, Wim and Hilde meet at Victoria and leave to the Keizerspark to visit
the A-Tipis site. Fabien (director International Street Theoterfestival in Ghent and local
organiser) will meet us there.
* 16: 00 Nuno and Hilde leave for Brussels
* 17: 10 Thalys train to Paris-Nord (arrival 18: 35)

* we could meet up with David at night, depending on his time of arrival in Paris /I
have
a meeting in the evening as well...
might

Wednesday 30/03:

* 10:00: meeting in La Villette with Marianne Boasson(chargee de production) and
DavidFort (directeur technique adjoint) and visit of the site. I do not know yet if both of
them can be present. I will check with them and let you know.
* lunch with Frederic Mazelly
* 15:55 Thalystrain back to Brusselsand Amsterdam (unless of course, if Nunowants
to stay till the next day, which he suggested he wood)

Canyou let me know if this is OKand whether any of you need assistance for booking a
hotel room? In that case I will ask LaVillette to book again in the nearby IBIS, where we
friend
down town.
last
I
think
I
time.
might stay with a
stayed
Hopeto hear from you soon,
Hilde

From: Mathilde GEENS
<mathilde. geens@victoria >
To: Producers, Nuno Sacramento
Date: Friday - 11 March, 2005
Subject: a-tipis

Dearall,
in ottch you will find the concept image A-Tipis - to use in communication about R-Tipis.
Also in ottch the logos of the A-Tipis producers and coproducers. The logo of the European
Unionwill be sent to you osap by Hilde Teuchies.

MI11
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A cd with the image in different sizes (30cmx4Ocm/60cmx8Ocm/82cmx110cm),
guidelines and the logo's will be sent to you by mail.

the

You can expect the first pressreleasethis afternoon.
Kind regards,
Mathilde Geens

From: Wim Clopdorp<wim.clapdorp@victoria >
To: NunoSacramento, hilde.teuchies
Date: Tuesday - 15 March, 2005
Subject: RE:Some questions...

DearNuno, (Hilde, correct me if I'm wrong)
1: fencing will only be necassary in Paris. I believe your are going there with Hilde on
March 30. David Fort of La Villette suggested 'barriage par 70 potelets de ceremonie'. It
would be good if you check with him what that means. There is no budget for fencing, this
meansthat the organisor should foresee that. I think that LaVillette also has fences, about
one meter high, the kind we know from the 'tour de France'.
2:
be
In
Oerol,
the
entrance
very clear
will
(cycle-)path
is
I
think
In
Ghent,
there
that
throught
the
one
entrance
and
a
park.
runs
that simple signalisation will do. It's kind of a peninsular, the area is very much enclosed.
in
Paris,
I'm
not sure
-

4: 8 attendands (and us); like in the technical rider. Don't count the attendants with the
individual structures. Somemay combine 2 entities, depending on the layout!
5: minimal distances to walk in is 2meters. Minal distance for a fire engine is 10 meters.
Just make sure tents don't block entrances. I can imagine that if the distances are optimal
for the exhibition, safety will be OK.First make your proposals.
6: What's your idea on that?
I was planning to buy about 15 folding tables with each 4 chairs attached
Magasin. (table size 86x66cm, seats 30x28cm).

for Grand

For the meeting point we're not taking anything. It's up to the organisor and exploiter
of the cafe. Just give them restrictions of surface.
and:
It would be nice to have some idea's on the signalisation.
Idea's on the surface needed for the bookshop/cafe.
I'll try to get the plans for Ghent.
have fun in Rfrica,
Wim

. ýý

.

. ý.

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Tuesday - 15 March, 2005
Subject: BOOKLET

Hello Nuno,
I read in your mail to Wim that you will be leaving tot South Amerika, I hope you will
have
because
few
I
online
a
questions to ask.
remain
The most important one:
Mathilde and I are preparing the booklet (the one to give to the visitors of A-Tipis). We
decided to hove an introductory text by Dirk (as the initiator and artistic coach of the
for
(a
bit
like
the
is
the
text
A-Tipis
explanatory
about what
one we use
project), a short
press announcements), but we also need a more indepth text about R-Tipisas a concept, a
project, a challenge, an experience, a process...
If I am right, this is the one that you are working on, is it not?
Conyou confirm this? We need the text quite urgently (22 of March!! preferably) if we
line
).
(translators
in
to
the
stay
etc...
want
with
communication planning
Thetext should not be too long and not too theoretical. Accessibleenough for the larger
public (we are addressingpeople that do not necessarily have a habit of going to museums
and such) but at the some time interesting enough for professionals. Tricky, I know...
Hopeto hear from you soon about this!
Hilde

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento
CC:mathilde. geens, mathilde. geens@victoria
Date: Monday - 28 March, 2005
Subject: Re: text booklet

Hello again Nuno,
Forgot to tell you in my other mail that I like your intro text for the booklet.
I hovejust one remark and that is the `as well as of the arts' in the fifth paragraph. (see
marked in red in the text attached. Soundsmaybe a bit too pretentious that we think we
can change people's perception of the arts just by experiencing A-Tipis?
Maybeyou can find a more subtle way of putting that?
And then I also changed one mistake: inisiates I think you wrote. Shouldbe initiates.
If you could reply by tomorrow morning to this? Then I can send it straight away to
Mathilde who is waiting for it...
See you tomorrow,

Hilde

From:

Nuno Sacramento

To:

hilde. teuchies@pondora.be

Date:

Monday - 28 March, 2005 4: 14 PM

Subject:

text booklet final

Hi Hilde,
Howdoes this sound?
".. as well as prompt a new kind of engagement between audiences and art installations
placed in the public sphere".
Looking forward to see you tomorrow.
Nuno

Ps: I am still waiting for GrandMagazinto confirm the meeting but I think you should
book a second night anyway. I have to go all the way to Utrecht and last time had problems
with trains and had to stay in Brusselsovernight for lack of connections.
From: Hilde Teuchies hilde. teuchies
To: Nuno Sacramento, dm

CC:mathilde. geens
Dote: Wednesday -6 April, 2005
Subject: Booklet/pasport deadline
Hi David and Nuno,

Mathildejust sent you the texts for the booklet in English.Sheis asking you to respondby
next Tuesdayat the latest. But I was thinking that if you could react faster, we would have
more time to insert or react to your suggestions, corrections, comments....
David, can you also take a look at the English and check if the wording is all right. I
sometimes have the feeling that our translator lacks a bit of touch with the now-a-days
wording. But I might be mistaken of course...
Thanksfor getting back to us RSRP,
Hilde

From: Nuno Sacramento
To: hilde. teuchies

CC:dm@forma
Date: Saturday -9 April, 2005 10: 31 RM
Subject: Re: Booklet/pasport deadline

Hi Hilde,
I have arrived a couple of days in sunny Glasgowand am working on a new show opening
next friday. As i said I read the passport texts on the plane here and have some comments
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about it
1) It is very hard for me to assess the brochure with no access to its layout. As you
know it (passport) is quite conceptual and the content has a clear dependenceon the form
(design layout). Pleasesend me the design asap for me to look at.
2) I think the notes on the artists are good and really show what they are up to. The only
homogeneize
is
I
to
the ist paragraph in all statements. In most of
correction would make
them you talk about where the artist is from and in a couple (and out of the blue) you give
CVinformation. Either use CVinfo in all or in none.
3) This is the abstract of a passport that works together with other interpretation
elements. We have to deal with this metaphor inteligently and all the content is in relation
to a passport that isnt a passport. So what is it then? What kind of object-booklet will
people be holding in their hands?
4) The first page is written in a quite paternalistic way. I would avoid prescribing things
like " Don't forget to hove your passport stamped... " I think it is a little bit like talking to
children.
5) Onwhat is A-Tipiswe find a text which is not very clear. Is it a concept text? It takes it
deliberate
from
back
is
indian
It
idea
the
terminal
to
the
obviously
village.
and
airport
away
but I am affraid it will cause confusion. I would take this text out or re-write bearing in
mind the overall coherence of the brochure and show. What is the relation between the
"tipi" and the "passport"?
See what other people say about the texts and get bock to me. I really need to take a
look at the design before it goes out for I feel we need to correct the 1st press release that
was sent out.
All the best,
Nuno

From: Mathilde GEENS
<mothilde. geens@victoria >
To: Nuno Sacramento, dm@forma

CC:hilde.teuchies
Date: Monday - 11 April, 2005
Subject: A-Tipis website
Hi Nuno and David,

Is it possible to take a look at the design of the website as soon as possible?
You can see some html-sheets on http: //a-tipis. 2mpact. com. The texts are not the
definitive ones (for example: on the home page they have used the term `village' - this will
change) but the layout and structure will look like this.
Nuno, on the logbook- page there is room for you to put your texts. If the item (title of
the text) is selected, it will appear in a pop-up.
It will also be possible for you to add pictures to the articles.
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asap.

Kind regards,
Mathilde Geens

Van: Nuno Sacramento
Verzonden: dinsdag 12 april 2005 13: 33
Ran: dm@forma; mathilde. geens@victoria
CC:hilde. teuchies

Onderwerp:Re: R-Tipiswebsite
Hi guys,
I have had a look at the website and have no problems about the way the content is
structured. I think it is quite clear and things evolve naturally into each other.
Concerningthe lay-out I have my doubts; I think it should be finely tuned with all the
other materials (brochure/passport, cafe, invigilators identification etc). for me this things
can only function as one (see text in my blog) and lose strengh if each one element pulls in
lay
different
direction
(no
"umbrella
the
concept"
on
out).
a
Mycomment is to try to tune it with all the other supporting materials for the exhibition
as one "identity". All must come together for the sake of contextuolizing the audience in
the project.
Please keep me updated,
Nuno

From: Mathilde GEENS
<mathilde. geens >
To: Nuno Sacramento, dm@forma

CC:hilde. teuchies
Date: Tuesday - 12 April, 2005
Subject: RE: A-Tipis website
Hi Nuno,

Thanksfor responding.
I agree totally and that's the whole idea.
The passport, the website, the posters, the signs and labels, the t-shirts and the cafe
will all have the some identity.
After choosen the concept image we had to start with the design of the website first
(deadline-reasons: it goes online in 4 weeks) - when the texts are finalised I start designing
the passport (will be in two weeks) and the signs.
The overall style and image is chosen. So the design of the website is already a result of
this style. All other communication will be in the some identity.
Coloris a very big factor in this and will also be a large element of the design of all the
other A-Tipis communication elements.
Kind regards,
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Mathilde

From: Hilde Teuchies <hilde. teuchies >
To: Nuno Sacramento, dm

CC:mathilde. geens
Date: Tuesday - 12 April, 2005
Subject: Booklet 2nd version

Hello Nunoand David,
I am sending you the second version of the booklet, corrected and ammendedfollowing
your suggestions, where possible.
Canyou please take another look at it and let us know your final remarks?
Thisversion has also been sent to the artists, asking for their approval/remarks...
All the best,
Hilde
From: HildeTeuchies <hilde.teuchies >
To: dm
CC:mathilde. geens, Nuno Sacramento
Date: Monday - 18 April, 2005
Subject: Re: atipis text + web

Hello David,
I am replying to you in stead of Mathilde because she's in the middle of something else
for Victoria, fighting against a deadline.

Thankyou for your suggestions on the booklet. I think they make a lot of sense, especially
in the perspective of it being used to present A-Tipisto people outside the performing arts.
Wewill make the necessary changes, following your suggestions.
I will also ask Oeroland LaVillette to look at their texts and add a paragraph about their
engagement in A-Tipis.
Asfor the website, it's lay-out and colours are a consequenceof the choice that Mathilde
made for the image. We do not see any opposition between the concept (and the texts
about A-Tipis as presented in the website) and the lay-out of the website. The passport
is one emanation of the concept (one way to make it physical when visiting A-Tipis) but
the passport is not the concept as such. The concept of A-Tipis is, as you also soy 'less
descriptive and more open'. Therefore, we do not feel it is necessaryto have the passportidea present in the lay-out of the A-tipis website. It will be there in the texts no doubt and
in other ways maybe (pictures/ stamps... ), but not as an all imperative format.
There will be a coherence in the 'communication look' of A-tipis in the sense that the
(which
back
in
the
passport
colours will come
will have the form of a passport but not the

'II

'1'

11''

brownish colour) and also in the extra R-tipis booth that Hermanis making for the bar/
bookshop.
I hope you can follow this way of thinking. As agreed in January, we commissionedthe
lay-out work to Mathilde and so this is her choice. Of course, we can discuss things with her
and she is open to all sorts of comments and reactions, but once the go-ahead is given, as
it was, she takes full responsibility in it and developsthe work accordingly.
SoI suggest, we keep on giving feedback on the content and the way that will developon
the website (very important, I feel) but accept the design choices made by Mathilde.

All the best,

Hilde

From: Hilde Teuchies<hilde.teuchies >
From: WinnClapdorp <wim. clapdorp@victoria >
To: Nuno Sacramento

CC:hilde.teuchies
Date: Wednesday -4 May, 2005
Subject: Grand Magasin tent! Urgent
Nuno,
thanks for the layout. Tuesday (tomorrow and Friday are Holiday! ) I'm going there and I'll
get back to you.

I have an other urgent matter for you.
Couldthe tent of Grandmagasin be switched (with Rarich) or placed somewhere else in
LaVillette?
The GMwere here today and we concluded that the sun can not be directly into the big
window. This means that the window faces best North-East (or Noth). Just the opposite
from the direction it is now. Maybewe could make the terrace next to the canal?
This question is very urgent since in Paris they need to know where we want to make holes
(important for theur drainage and watering system). Theywould also prepare the electric
cabling. I promissedthem the information by Monday9 Mai, next monday!
What do you think?
Wim

From: "grand magasin" <grandmagasin >
To: Nuno Sacramento
Date: Thursday -5 May, 2005
Subject: From Grand Magasin
Bonjour Nuno

We are just back from Gandwhere we saw the tent which is almost finished.
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Weare now also working at the performance in/outside and here are a few remarks about

(main
because
bay
be
facing
The
tent
North-East
the
of
our
should
of
sun
window)
backwards.
This is very important.
which must stay
like
drive
during
(several
it
to
We
the
tent,
the
a
car
and
park
near
show
would
meters)
on a place which will be visible from the window. The view should so include a way, a trail or
at least a ground on which a motor vehicle will be allowed to stay and move.

big
(scale
like
for
from
(scale
the
2)
to
the
1)
We
tent
on
one
also
set
small
not
would
a place which will be visible from the window.
Wim showed us the map of the Parc de la Villette and it seems that the site you planned
for our tent may not allow oil these points.
Maybe we could move down to the canal so that we could look to the bridge ( east) and
use the road.
What do you think of this ?
Seeyou soon
Pascale, Bettina, Francois

From: Wim Clapdorp <wim. clapdorp@victoria >
To: Nuno Sacramento
CC:chris. lievens, hilde. teuchies
Date: Tuesday - 10 May, 2005
Subject: Layout Keizerspark.
Dear Nuno,

here
to
the
Keizerspark;
we went
some remarks:
in general it's possible to place the structures more or less the way you suggest.
However:

the
Panorama
Gob
Squad:
would
switch
position
of
planner
or
with
route
-I
If GMis like you suggest and the front towards PTPP,the panorama is facing the water
and bridge whitch is probably not intresting for the performance.
Consideringthe direction of the Panoramicwindow for the sun. Consideringthat it would
be nice to see the front of the tent from the ringway.
To have both is more or less contradictory unless we move GrandMagasin more to the
back underneath the trees (PTPPon the map). The panorama facing a bit noth west and the
terrace on the gras next to the turn in the path.
fecatotool
Gob
Squad:
with
would
switch
-I

GSneed more circulation for intervieuws. Fecatotaal needs open space to adress on
audience. Onthe spot you suggest for Fecatotaal I think the pile of soil is in the way. This
is not so much a problem for GobSquad.
Maybethe drop is too for from the action!
Becauseof the trees, from the ringway you can only see the space on both sides of the
bridge. Also Route Planner but no Fecatotaal.
Anyway, let's take some time on the 23rd on the site.
Goodto know: the actual entrance for the GrandMagasintent will probably be on the
side, oposite to the panoramic window and not the entrance as usually. Also the tables and
be
(facing
that
the front of the tent; right hand side is the window,
seats would
on
side.
left hand side is the entrance and terrace. )
Wim
PS:forgot to tell you; the original little tent of Grand Magasin should be placed somewhere

visible in the window. Francoiswill write you about that.

From: Nuno Sacramento

To: hilde.teuchies, wim. clapdorp
Date: Wednesday - 11 May, 2005 9: 16 AM
Subject: terschelling

DearHilde and Wim,
I am back in Hollandsince yesterday.
I have received Wim's comments about the Keizerporkand am now looking into them.
Tomorrowmorning I leave for Terschelling (5 hours away!)and will meet Sunketo do the
look
by
have
friday
irregularities
the
terrain.
Hopefully
the
at
of
and
we
will
measurements
lay
for
final
Oerol.
a
out
Looking forward to see you guys in a couple of weeks time,
Nuno

From: Nuno Sacramento
To: hilde. teuchies
Date: Wednesday - 18 May, 2005 2: 56 PM
Subject: Terschelling in May

Hi Hilde,
I have updated the blog with my visit to Terschelling.
I have tlked to Wim on the phone and he told me the airport is going to be ready on
day
in Gent so I can get a clear idea of how it looks like as
I
stay
an
extra
wednesday. will
well as to visit Keizerparkwith Wim again.
All the best,
Nuno

From: HildeTeuchies<hilde.teuchies >
To: dm@formo
CC:Nuno Sacramento
Date: Monday - 30 May, 2005
Subject: Planning A-Tipis 2006!
Hi David,

This is a copy of the messageI sent to RobynArcher in Liverpool.To keep you posted on
my contacts with her about R-Tipis.
How will we proceed with Stockton. Will you invite them to A-Tipis this summer, or do
you want me to do it? I guess they will also be informed about it through their In Situ
network?
As for the other contacts for the 2006 A-Tipis tour: as you know, the presentation in
Göteborgis confirmed (and I hope for Stockton it is too). We are also negotiating with the
following organisations who have shown a strong interest:
* Tanzquartier Vienna (for June)

* Stockholm Festival (a new one in the summer)
* ZurcherTheaterspektakel
* RomaEuropa(as you know)

Other organisations that we are talking to are: AarhusFestival (DK), Liverpool08, Wiener
Festwochen, Steirischer Herbst (Graz), Belluard Boiwerk Festival (CH),Festival de Marseille,
Festival in TrondheimN.
Nunoalso promised to contact a number of Portuguese programmers-I am waiting for
his list of contacts there.
Did you approach anybody else? Maybeyou could also give us some ideas for contacts in
the field of the visual arts?
Of course we will only be able to do a limited number of presentations of A-Tipis in 2006
because the period of presentation is relatively long and the time for moving to one place
to another and the setting up period have to be calculated to.
I think ideally, we could hove 4, max. 5 locations....
In the meantime, things are speeding up here. Lot's of practical stuff to deal with, but
in general everything looking good.
All the best,
Hilde

Van: Nuno Sacramento
Verzonden: moandag 30 mei 2005 12: 43

Ran: hilde. teuchies mothilde. geens@victoria

Onderwerp:plans for map
Hi Mathilde,

Here are the 3 plans to make the map for A-Tipis. I like the idea of abstracting the
instalations into little icons. I did not want to cramp these drawingswith information, for
in the cases of Paris and Gent things are very straightforward.
In the case of Terschelling, the tilted rectangle on the right handside is the carpark
and the sea/beach is to the top. This should be enough for the audience to navigate the
project.
All the best,
N.

PROCESS
DOCUMENTATION
The following pages (pp. 461-473) contain development documents of A-Tipis. The
following digital drawings refer to preliminary 3Dsketches of A-tipis and the photographs
display the building of the units and the research for the location.
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fig. 129: A-Tipis model. Dramaturgy and narrative (1).
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Fig. 130: R-Tipis model. Dramaturgy and narrative (2).
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Fig. 134: Transport of Von Lieshout's Fecatotoal.
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Fig. 139: R-Tipis Kiosk (1).

Fig. 140: R-Tipis Kiosk (2).
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Fig. 141: Plan of Keizerpark, Gent.
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Fig. 145: A-Tipis installation

lay out, Elvisplook (1).
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CHRONICLES
The chronicles on the following pages were written during the exhibition of A-Tipis.
My responsability was not only to curate the project but to accompany its development
(photograph it) and reflect upon some of its most interesting moments. The chronicles
(www.
in
the
website
were published
atipis. com) to make the project available to a wider
audience over the Internet.
<I:: JGetting

http. //

.

atipis. com/
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All the 4-ApUS

er t ak

summer

units

are wrapped

up and put away

safe for winter

but we don ' t

stop working' At this moment we're working very hard to prepare a second
tour. We plan to leave in June 2006. The exact dates and places will be on
thi ss ite f rom May 2006 on.
®
A-Tlpk 2005: a sueoast
Ladies and Gentlemen, A"Tlpts has ended. At least for this season. Next year
however, we visit new sites In, amongst others Sweden, the UK and France

for

a new series

of presentations.

This summer,

over

10. D00 visitors

visited

A-Tipis In three very different locations and always changing weather
conditions. Audiences were curious, Intrigued, amused and their reactions
added largely to the satisfaction
team will organise
an evaluation

The A-Tipis
of both organlsors
and artists.
in September
to exchange
experiences
and

Impressions on this unusual adventure of confronting performing and visual
arts

in the

public

space.

You will

webslte beginning of October.

find

a report

of this

evaluation

on this
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A-TipisTerschelling
The Netherlonds
13/06/05
Yesterday I spent the whole day thinking about machines. Strange thing concerning
we are staying in an extremely rural environment, and that when I am in the city, I never
think about machines.

Tractors. Tractors prompted it. Big, fat, noisy and smoky tractors with little guys on
top. Maybe not.
I kept thinking about machines, but they were machines for unlearning.
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In such goal oriented society I am not sure if the word unlearn even exists. I do not
mean by it, the act of forgetting, but the fact of challenging what one has learnt. During
most of my life I have learnt things, and now, without forgetting them, I am unlearning
them. Howto "behave properly" is one of them. To challenge and question what is
imposed upon me as the right way of doing things is now my main activity.
Nowthink of a trailer with all kinds of toilets on top. R sort of MadMax meets
lemonade. The toilets are designed for incinerating, generating gas, feeding pigs etc.
Noneof them work, so they must be sculptures.
An installation made of brightly coloured toilets/sculptures part of a big film set. A
lime
like
orange,
green,
with
people
world of plastic,
you, me, uncle Tristan and the
Queenof England.In front of the installation there is a strangely dressedcouple. He
smokes a cigar while she, wearing high heels and pink tights, poses in front of a toilet
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ladder. Theytalk shit, lots of it.

Hesays they've escaped a boring life while she describes the functioning of the toilets.
Eachtoilet is a different machine for processing crap. All crap, even the one they are
talking... Verbohrreia, sex, sky holidays, Japanesepeople and Germancars.
In front of a market stall, they are trying to sell a new lifestyle, one in which shit is
absorbed back to the system rather than wasted.
A tangent could take us now to ecological discourse, but that is just not going to
happen (for more info on ecological discourse go to www. greenpeace.com).
The toilet/sculptures are machines for unlearning. Theyforce us to look at the world
in a different way, and become the main actors performing silently in front of a group
of people. Theyspit concepts and an abstract vision of the world. Theyseparate the
audience in two groups, the oneswho can only read the world in a formalist and figurative
look
the
that
way and
ones
can
at it in a more abstract way.

A toilet that is a sculpture. Or a sculpture that is a toilet.
It is really not up to me to decide what is what. I have unlearned how to do that.

Size doesn't matter.
19/6/05

Sie doesn't

matter.

by Grand Magazin in A-Tipis
As the name indicates, Echelle 2, the installation/tent
is bigger than the usual tent. It is twice as bigger, which means 8x the volume. It is
made accurately from a standard sized tent. The small tent functions as a model, in
based
the
to
their
similar
small
clay
models
on
sculptors
ways
which
many
renaissance
big monuments. The big tent is transitory in terms of function, and oscillates between
follie
and architecture. The size of the tent makes it unavoidable in the
sculpture,
landscape of A-Tipis, but the question remains whether the size is related to any kind of
function the tent might have, as an aesthetical, pluri-functional or even architectural
object. The answer lies in its role as shelter for the performance.

The tent protects the performers and the audience from the weather conditions, from
the rain and wind to the burning sun. The performance, PanoramaCommente(Panorama
front
in
takes
place
of an audience of 30 to 40 people, all sitting inside
comments)
with
the tent, and looking to a screen as well as through a very large window.
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The screen and the window, through which the audience looks, are the main elements
fact,
As
the work would still exist, with or without the presence
this
a
matter
of
of
work.
long
the
tent,
as
of
as the audience, the screen and the window were present. The tent
is decor, and in a formalist way, the point of contact with the preliminary concept of
R-Tipis(nomad village). What happens between the 4 actors and the audience is for
more interesting than the place in which it takes place. Usingtechnology as well as an
experienced eye the 4 performers comment the activity in the landscape of Terschelling.
The audience follows carefully an explanation involving objects on a table, and their
relation to a possible invisible under-lying structure.

Theyare then instructed to look out of the window and synchronize the objects
named on the screen with the objects and actions located in the landscape. Thewhole
view out of the window becomes under scrutiny as 40 pairs of eyes scan every inch of
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the landscape. Whenfinally the object on the screen is synchronizedwith the one in the
landscape the reaction from the audience is only one: laughter.
While watching the Grand Magazin performance in Terschelling I couldn't help but to
thing of another performance I had seen in Ljubljana in 2001. It was a work by the artist
Pawel Althamer called Script Outline. After being given a leaflet advertising "The Film"
at a certain time in the afternoon, I headed to a busy plaza in the city. As I got there a
busker started playing some music, probably indicating the start of the live film. In front
of me, and as indicated in the leaflet, a number of actions where described, such as "a
tourist with a camera walks around the square", or "a policeman walks up to a homeless
person".

The normality of actions, combined with the busy activity in the plaza, mode me
concentrate in the search of the moment in which the action coincided with my script.
Everytime it did I felt rewarded and freed from tension, laughed at the whole thing.
The performance lasted for a while, and at the end I felt I really knew the place,
as well as the people in it. Although it happenedyears ago I feel that if I would see
them again I would probably recognize a couple of them. In all their differences the
performance of GrandMagazinand the project of Pawel Rlthamer arejoined by more than
a passing resemblance. They both indicate a need to look at the world from a viewpoint,
outside which, all goes according to normality.
They create a tension between everyday life and staged actions that make us question
the world around us. REALITYand FICTIONbecome unavoidable words as we try to discern
what was part of the panorama and what was placed there by some external force.

It makes us think whether or not we are only characters on someoneelse's tableaux.
In 1999 the artist Job Koelewijn showed his project "Film Stil - PermanenteVoorstelling",
which consists of a container placed in the landscape, with only one door. After entering
it, the viewer looks out through a window on the opposite side to the entrance. All one
can see is what was happening in that landscape, live and framed by the window.
Whether staged or by chance, it seems that the world is being affect by new ways of
looking, a service provided by contemporary artists. GrandMagazinprovide in A-Tipis a
unique relationship to the surroundings. In that tent, and during the performance, the
audience practices new ways of looking which can then be implemented in their doily
lives. Theview from the bus window, the market stall, the petrol station, the airport, etc
become sites under scrutiny.
Coll it Big Brother society, if you wont...

A-Tipisin Terschelling
It has been a long physicaljourney to Terschelling. The feeling is of isolation and the
from
has
fresh.
idea to space and has anexed a beautiful part of the
is
A-Tipis
moved
air
world in the first of its incarnations. The move away from the gallery and the theatre

seems even bigger than the physical one. The events and
performances within the 8
installations will definitely transport the
visitor into a new territory. All of this right next
to a huge sandy beach! Welcometo A-Tipis in Oerol.

...

Overviewof R-Tipisin Terschelling

SHADOW
CURATING:A CRITICALPORTFOLIO
/ A-TIPIS

481

Inside out Route Planner

Oneof Billy Connolly'sjokes takes place 2000 years ago. Duringone of many miraclemaking days and while walking one of the disciples turns to Jesusand asks: where are we
Jesus?Jesusreplies: I don't know, we will have to look for an explorer and ask him.
The feeling of isolation is overwhelming in Elvisplaak, the location that A-Tipis has
annexed in the Isle of Terschelling, one of the 5 consecutive islands off the Dutch
northern coast. It just feels like no matter how long one would wait, the explorer would
never show up.
It is a large open space with constant wind. There are no buildings and the only people
there are either farmers or the visitors to the project. Nopassersby.

A-Tipis is an outdoor project in constant adaptation to new contexts. It is a cosmos
constituted by smaller worlds, autonomous installations where performances or events
take place.

7
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In Route Planner, one cannot avoid the tension between
inside/outside. Duringthe visit
to this installation the feeling is of
alienation.
The rhetoric of petrol station cafeteria takes
over, in a kind of Venturi's Learningfrom
LasVegas, where the main symbols
and smells of motorway stop-points get abstracted
and thrown into an environment; 12 headphonesets, 6
screens, a coffee machine and 2
plants. Theselast 2 elements (the only green and alive things) look displaced
in this world
of monochromatic plastic. A woman comes in...

I get myself a terrible cup of coffee and think straight away I should have gone for
tea. The screens show different images and I am forced to look around making sure I am
not missing anything.
The woman, who speaks in 4 different languages, becomes just a voice. A voice totally
synchronized with the images, altogether transporting us to someone's intimate world.
She talks about normal things, and suddenly you are really talking to someone in a petrol
station. Talking about routes and stops and all kinds of metaphors for taking decisions
and planning lives.

Aswith the woman's voice, which becomes only a voice, this place becomes a petrol
station cafeteria. Then the door opens and the wind hits you right in the face. A few
metres away, in an open field, five cows munch grass oblivious to your presence.
The atmosphere of isolation, plus this overtly artificial environment magnify one's
sensorial experience, and seem intentionally articulated by someonehiding behind the
creation of this object.

"It got me thinking... "
12/06/05
The weather cannot get much worse than yesterday, and is now turning into a kind of
obsession. During the last week I have watched more TVweather forecasts than in the last
10 years together.

The ever-changing scenario of wind, cloud and rain has changed into one of continuous
showers. But surprisingly, the flow of people going to see R-Tipisis even more persistent
than the rain.
Havingapproached A-Tipisfrom the only road, people zoom in from a group of scattered
objects in a large field into a house upside down. I always thought that the vision of this
housewould set people in the right frame of mind to experience the project.
Thewind makes it plausible, for it could have been the result of a catastrophe in
Terschelling that no one has heard of.

The house in line with the "grey tent" and a structure for portable housing, constitute
an axel of installations for people to look at. In a perpendicular to this, the projects with
level
of engagement are positioned in sequence. The airport, the
a more performative
place to check in and out stretches the project towards one side while the big tent of
GrandMogasinpulls it in the opposite direction.
Fromthe airport to the big tent there is a distance of over 100 metres, a space
by
populated a petrol station inspired structure and a technology crammed igloo. The big
tent, the furthest point of A-Tipishas a huge window that works as a screen framing the
landscape. In it people are forced to look back on A-Tipis.
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As I see it A-Tipisis not only a project for people to look at. It is articulated spatially
according to the actions and performances, providing a sequencewith several possible
diversions. It is braced together by the passport, which people receive on entry, and that
gets personalizedby the stomps that the visitor can collect in each one of the works. It
functions as a witness, a document that confirms the presence in this annexed territory,
lives.
into
their
that
signals
people's
re-entry
normal
and
A-Tipis is a project crying for active engagement with many layers and around 2 hours
worth of visit. It transports people from subject to subject, from world to world, turning
this temporary physical and mental state into an open experience. "It got me thinking... "
said a visitor "it is not something you expect to find by chance in a small island in the
north of Holland."

A project with no walls
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A-Tipis is a project with no walls. The setting is ever changing depending on the
weather, and the wind passesthrough indiscreetly. Onone side, a dune separates ATipis from the sandy beach. Onthe other sides cows chew grass, birds nest and the many
bicycles and the (not so many) cars get dumped in what seems to be the end of the line.
A-Tipis is a project with no ceiling either. The sun comes in, and the rain finds no
obstacle. The light is the some in the project and in the farm next to it. Interesting to see
art being affected by the some forces as everything else. No special treatment.
But for the sake of discourse let's imagine we could programme the walls of the
galleries and theatres to be ever-changing landscapes, and the lights in their ceilings to
be as varied as the sun. It would still not be the some, would it?
Art gets down from the pedestal to find people. People leave their everydaylives behind
to encounter art. For a moment, and indifferent from the sometimes treacherous weather
conditions, art undressesand gives itself to the viewer. Unprotected it commits to a new
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two-woy relationship with the audience, who seems to be caught unaware.
Duringthe afternoon a mix of cloud and wind dominated the picture. A transition
between a morning of heavy rain and an eveningwith a beautiful, almost warm sunset.
Nomatter how the weather was like, it did not seem to deter the over 1000 people that
wandered to Elvisplakto see A-Tipis.

R-Tipis Paris
France
A-Tipis in Paris photographic novel
03/07/05

It looks like a horizontal NewYork, but it is
not. It is A-Tipis at LaVillete. Everyoneis
assleep apart from the guardians of the park, with their timid but
ferocious
nevertheless
dogs.

Inside de Cite des Sciences, a young
couple tries to find their home in the aerial
map
Paris.
They
of
can spend easily 3 hours looking for it due to the fact that they
tiny
own
a
studio flat.

Haveyou ever been behind the helix
of a submarine? I have and this is the proof of it so
the whole world knows I am not lying.
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The Geodeis an immersive cinema. In it I
saw the compelling story of an old lion who
got kicked out of its territory by a younger
one. It is amazing how high technology is often
associated to a monstrous lack of content. The
thing about the film was that it
only
good
did not have a happy ending!
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During most of my time in Paris the
weather was either too hot, or raining. Yesterday
was an exception. Maybe Godwanting clear
views over the live 8 concerts. People in the
park looked very happy.
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Thevery Parisian accueil of ATipis.Verrrrry
stylish!
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Sophieconcentrates before launching her balloon
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Standing on a red cross a girl shows fine
a
example of the French inquisitive mind.
In order to test the GrandMagazin's Digitable this
young lady interferes with the
performance of the group. As she stand on the cross the
(stand on cross) gets
sign
highlighted in the screen. The
machine is fine tuned by the operator B. Attola.
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Whoneeds security guardswith Alexia the Kung
FuSheriff of A-Tipis.
as
Better behave...

Silent four
A-Tipis as exhibition was layed out bearing in
the inner narratives of the
mind
work, and
has always strived for an honest
relation to the surroundings.
The installations that do not host
performances served here as a strategy to
negotiate
the use of the interstitial spaces,
as well as a natural flow of the audience
the
exploring
project.
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Airport 72 by DavidNeiringsis a crucial element in the whole display, becauseit constitutes
a way in and a way out of the project. This installation is not so much of a literal entrance
(1) to the project but a place where people can receive a passport and information about
the overall project (not only the airport). It is an interesting cooperation between the work
of the artist and the curatorial activity, on artwork and a service to the audience.
141
ý..t
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Comeand see, there is nothing to see is the contribution of Rarichvespers and consists
of a very simple, albeit anecdotic action. A tent that closes as soon as someone tries to
open it. It plays with the idea of showing and hiding, of unveiling and covering. This work
seemsto be an all time favourite for the 1st time goer of R-Tipiswho doesn't know what to
expect of such a "strange combination of objects".

Equallysimple in terms of form, Wouter Decourte's
DewDrophas quite utopian ambitions.
A full-scale prototype of a collapsible house
sits quietly on the park's lawn. This spider
looking object is a work in progress,
which investigates the possibilities of portable housing.
It folds and unfolds like an umbrella in
only 30 minutes and can be covered by a variety of
materials depending on the context where it is set
up. It becomes camouflaged under the
indigenous materials of a certain location.

Thelast one of the 4 installations that do
not host performances is MaCabanneby Sophie
Nys.Rsimple house, similar to a child's drawing,
stands upside down. Whatever happenedto
it leaves no space for ambiguity, for it
must have been the result of a natural catastrophe.
Asone looks inside through the door,
one sees a video projection of a man, smartly dressed,
running in circles and constantly falling.
The force of the wind must have turned this house
upside down, while the centrifugous
movement of the man prevents him from standing. The
feeling is of cristallized
overall
dizzinessand makes me wonder: Couldthis be
the sensation of constant
nomadism?
[1] Airport 72 doesn't constitute literal
a
entrance because in the exceptional case La
of

Villette the audience are free to enter from
all sides.
Dessins
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The sleeping beauty
Yesterday A-Tipis had a day off. After busy
a
weekend everyone deserveda break and all
the structures remained closed like
some sort of phantom haunting the Prairie du Cercle
Nord. I wasn't busy so decided to
spend a couple of hours looking at the installations.
I felt sod. It was like looking at a dead
project, despite my awareness that everyone
needed a day resting. The day before A-Tipis had been thriving
with hundreds of people
collecting passports, stamps, visiting the units
and watching the performances.
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The feeling yesterday was as if someone had extracted all life from the project. It was
excruciating. After the time we had spent preparing and presenting it, R-Tipisseemed to
have suddenly died. Ormay be it was just asleep.
While I was there many things crossed my mind. Questions about the added value of
curated projects, about points of contact with the audience, the catalogue, labels and
invigilators.

1. For me it is clear that group exhibitions ought to have an element (curatorial concept)
that brings a series of works together. The curatorial concept is the underlying order of the
things presented, and is the reason for a specific selection of work. Most curators would
but
are the members of the audience aware of this element? Should they
agree with me,
be aware of it?
2. The difference between an exhibition and a curated exhibition is the presence of a
be
An
concept.
exhibition
can
curatorial
as simple as a selection of works without criteria
and its presentation to a public. A curated exhibition has always a conceptual layer that
brings the objects together, creating a context, a viewpoint from where the work is best
seen.
3. Logically an exhibition without curatorial concept is still an exhibition. In it, people
can and will still enjoy themselves, as they are confronted with the artistic projects. The
difference is that, in the curated exhibition, the spaces between the works are also taken
by
a personthat, payingequal respect to all artworks, creates the contextualization
care of,
like
Written
this it all looks quite abstract. Asan example of the curatorial
the
of
spectator.
concept one can find the exhibition text written by the curator, the press release, the
labels, the briefing of the invigilators, the collection of books and catalogues in the
information room, the video about the exhibition, and all the spatial and architectural
(room,
lighting,
colours etc). The use of these materials has been the current
apparatuses
practice of curated exhibitions.
4. In a curated and contextualized exhibition the spaces in between the works assumea
greater importance. Theyare spaceswhere the curatorial narrative takes place, invisibly or
visibly. Thespace used by the artists is in tension with the space used by the curator. In the
White Cube, the space of the curator is characterized by pseudo-neutrality. It is a space
labels
by
and information panels, clean, white, anti septic, a place of silence
populated
and respect.
5. Exhibitions can have concepts or not. When they do have concepts, these can be
(White
little
Cube)
textual
and
show
very
visual interference with the artist's
merely
(curatorial
sculpture) creating a visual tension with the artworks.
works, or material
The materialization of the concept opposes the isolation of the object transforming the
exhibition into a seamless aesthetical environment. In this immersive atmosphere, one
work melts into the next through the spatial and sensorial manipulation of the in between
spaces.
6. The materialization of the concept must be open ended. It cannot be an illustration
of the idea put forward by the curator. It must be precisely done using the same degree

111
be
Afterol
this
the
themselves.
will
a supportive structure, which
artworks
of subtlety as
frame
help
in
the
a
specific
placing
audience
of mind, preparing them to receive the
will
work.
Goingback to A-Tipis, and to the time I spent looking at it, as a curated exhibition and
notjust an agglomeration of structures, I must say that only part of the materialization of
the concept was achieved.
The spaces between the works aren't here the white walls of the gallery. A-Tipis doesn't
have a building around it, which proposesits unity. It doesn't have a specific parcours, and
entrance or an exit. Thereis no mid point. It is place amongst other symbolsin a public pork.
In between the installations all kinds of activities take place. The space of the concept,
bring
diluted
by
intends
to
together
is
all the things which take place in
everything
which
and around the project.
For that some reason, all the elements that support the exhibition should speak on one
booklet/
A-Tipis.
The
the
the
concept,
placing
of
poster,
about
people
context
voice
within
back
being
labels,
is
invigilation,
up
what
conveyed in
cafe should all
passport, website,
the concept.

Looking at R-Tipis I realize that all the supporting elements, being well designed, talk
in different, random languages. Only the passport (and the collection of stamps), stand
for
for
R-Tipis,
the
the materialization of the very reason
the
of
of
whole
unity
resiliently
that brought all these installations together.
This is bad news for a curator who wants to place clearly the audience in a conceptual
environment. The good news is that today A-Tipis is well awoke.
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The convergence of two (or more) worlds
Parc de La Villette is a public and symbolic landscape. It was designed as a place of
gathering and leisure for the peoples of Paris. It comprises tracks, circuits, children's
parks, music, cinemas, theatre, circus and all kinds of outdoor activities.
It is populated by a number of icons such as Claes Oldenburg's sunken bicycle, the Geode,
the follies designed by B. Tschumi, the Argonaut etc. These elements being the context
that will absorb (or expel) A-Tipis.

A-Tipis can be seen too as a symbolic landscape, with its tents, the house upside down,
the functionless toilets, the airport etc. For the duration of the show one can say that
these two sets of objects intersect each other. A-Tipis finds a space in between all the
icons of the park, creating points of tension between what arrived and what was already
there, between what belongs to the place, and what was juxtaposed temporarily.

To make matters more complicated (and interesting), and in parallel to these two sets
of objects there is the human dimension of the pork. Onthe one hand the people who are
there to see A-Tipis, and on the other the people who normally use the park independently
of all activities programmed by the curators.
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Within the clearly delineated perimeter of the project (Prairie du Cercle Nord) many
activities take place. The fruition of art is only one amongst capoeira, football, Frisbee,
wedding pic nics or couples in romantic afternoons. A site in which art is in competition with
entertainment.

A varied set of narratives take place in the same physical space, but in general bear no
literal
functional
The
to
the
each
other.
phenomenological
sites
coexist
with
relation
and
ones but in parallel spheres. A group of people come to see the project as tourists to their
own city, while another group gets on with life, avoiding the structures as if they were big
lifeless objects dumped in the park's lawn.
The existence of these two disparate worlds is the starting point for a new discussion.
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As a result of Welcome to our world, built with you in mind, by GobSquad, these two
between
find
duration
intersection.
the
For
the
of
a
conversation,
spheres
a point of
explorer and a member of the audience the worlds of the project and of the people oblivious
to it come together.
The explorer is sent out on a mission. The reason behind this mission isn't totally clear
for it doesn't fit in any anthropological, sociological, urban or cultural research. Heholds a
balloon with a camera and roams the park asking people: Where do they come from? What
do they consider to be their home?What do they think about this place?

A for asylum seeker, B for border, C for
can you find me a job, I desperately
need to
feed my family and have
no work, D for demarcation, E for European Constitution, F for
freedom fighter, ore
some of the words used by the explorer to
confirm the spelling of the
person's name. On the other side of the walkie-talkie,
a cartographer listens carefully and
translates the information into
a model.

Adapting his language to different
places (like A-Tipis) the explorer tries to isolate an
abstraction, which is highly individual and personal to the
person interviewed. They talk
about more than physical places, they chat about
emotions and relations. Theytalk about
an immaterial place where Algeria, Guadalupe,France, Martinique
etc converge.

As the conversation gets refined
and more personal, descriptions and comments
are
by
the cartographer into little islands
rendered
of
Geography,
polystyrene.
politics,
humanism all gather in
a pool of water, where the worlds of Mohamed, Jan, Betina
and
Wouter constitute a beautiful
map of never ending flux.
A-Tipis set up crew

A-Tipis crew from left to right: Joost, Chris, Wim,
Hermann, Kurt, Frederico
and Michel.

Plan of A-Tipis a La Vii!ette

A-Tipis is exposed and the people
off guard
Different context, different audience.
Last time I saw A-Tipis it was on
a remote field, separated from the nearest village by 1.5 Km
of
sand dunes. It was in Terschelling, and part of Oerol, festival
a
with
an
emphasis
on site-specific
theatre.
At this very moment A-Tipis is being
setup in the Parc de LaVillette, in the Paris'
arrondissement
19. Not only the space looks different, but the
the park seemsto be inhabited in
context
of
different way.
a quite

If in Terschelling we were in the "middle of nowhere" and people, often tourists to the festival,
had to go to the location with the specific intention of seeing A-Tipis, in Paris we have landed in a
heavily populated park, with every inch of A-Tipis invading a space that would be, most probably,
flirting
for
football,
something
else;
sunbathing,
etc.
used
capoeira, pic-nic,
People go to LaVillette to relax. Becausethere are so manyvisitors, and to avoid excesses, the
Parc is heavily regulated and secured. People are free to do the above-mentioned activities, and
compelled not to disturb anyone else.
A-Tipisarrives into this context and tries to find a place for itself, by negotiating with the users
of the space of LaVillette. It is important to note that the activities that take place in the Parc,
diverge greatly from the ones which take place in the gallery or the theatre. If in the gallery or
theatre people are in a quiet mood, willing to receive a piece of work, here people are indulging in
leisure, and in a very different frame of mind (considering we are talking about the some audience).
Onecould say that in gallery the eye operates over everything else, whereas in the pork, the whole
body is involved. And this is a duality that shouldn't be underestimated.
After overcoming the protective walls of the gallery and the theatre, A-Tipis moves in the
direction of the audience, which is totally caught off guard.
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Concerningthe encounter of the audience with A-Tipis, and in the way of documenting how were
lines
by
little
be
done.
I write are intended to register some of
it,
These
very
people affected
can
these encounters, in a very light-hearted way. Nevertheless I feel the need for more consistent
criteria according to each, the experience of the audience in R-Tipis, can be qualified.
In P-Tipis people are more than sheer numbers. To count the visitors is somewhat of a funding
exercise. A report (of success) will be written to confirm how many people visited the project, but
I insist this is only half the work done.
What I am concerned about is how did people enjoy it? Howwere they affected? Did it raise any
questions? Wasit an interesting experience, different from the ones they are accustomed to?
In short, I feel the need for a methodology to address these questions that goes beyond the
interview and the questionnaire, in which people feel the pressure to "behave smart".
Only after finding some parameters according to which art experiences, in and out of galleries
and theatres can be qualified, we are ready as curators and culture makers to say why, how and for
whom are we doing projects.

A-Tipis Ghent
Belgium

A-Tipis 2005, Last tour is digital

Dependingfrom which side
you arrive at Keizerpark you will have the choice of
3 entrances/exits. On the side
of the peninsula that is connected to the land you
will find Brusselsteenweg, the main entrance. If
you are cycling from the outskirts
to the centre you will come from
under the Brusselsteenwegand will use the new
"fietsbrug".

Enteringvia the main pedestrian entrance
you will find the Airport 72. This is where
you will get your passport as well as the information
about the project such as the
timetables for the performances. You
will be given a map by one of our friendly

invigillators, and informed you
must collect stamps (passport) in all 8 installations.
There are information panels as
well as invigilators next to all the installations.

,_ý

You are now officially inside A-Tipis
and possessthe information maximize your
exploration.
aý-ý.

Asyou walk out of the airport you will
come across MaCabanne.Lookinside through
the door of this upside down house.

Following MaCabanneyou have the
choice of going to the left and seeing Welcome
to OurWorld Built with Youin Mind, to the
or
right to Echelle2. If you choosethe right
side you will come across two similar tents, one double the
scale of the other.
Dependingon the time you might find that
a performance is about to start. Join
the group of people waiting outside
and enter the tent.
tý

From the inside of the big tent
you will be able to see several things. Oneof them
is the installation you would have
encountered if taking a left instead of a right.
Outside it an explorer is ready to
ask you some questions. Inside the result of this
questions is processed into models and the islands
released. After talking to the
explorer enter the tent.
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Nowyou are ready to turn back and look for a grey tent (Comein and see, There is
nothing to see), this time in a triangular shape. Pull the handle in front in order to
open it.

After you have done it follow the
path past the children's park and you will come
across a white oval structure. Step in and you will find 12
sets of headphones. Get
a cup of tea or coffee and place one of these headphones
over
Get
your
ears.
out
thro', !ýt!
! w i(i ;i o[pw, ite to the
entrance.

Now that you are out, take a
right turn towards the furthest away point of the
Keizerpark. Onyour right hand
side you will see an aluminium structure. A structure
for a portable house has been
placed in a quiet place.
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As you walk back take the
route on the right side of the children's play park
towards a colourful trailer, where times this two
at
women will be waiting for you.
Theyare ready to propose to you totally
a
new lifestyle.

Walk back in the direction of the Airport 72.

This is only one of the many possible
routes. Theproject is free and "built with you
in mind".
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You con now chill out in the nice kiosk. You
are about to re-enter your world. We
hope you take something the
of
project with you.
Did you know that?
22/07/2005
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Did you know that the Gentse Feesten
started over 200 years ago, as weekend
feasts scattered in several
of the city's quartiers? In these weekend parties the
workers drank large quantities of alcohol and often did
not show up for work on the
Mondaymorning.

Did you know that at some point in the
old days and in order to fight the alcohol
problemsthat affected workers on a regular basis, the
the factory owners
mayor
and
decided to abolish these feasts
and to concentrate the "fun" in two weekends in
July? Duringthe 2 weekends a variety
of free street shows were on offer. I REPEAT,
these measureswere put in place to
avoid the alcohol over usage.

Did you know that now, in
one of the biggest street festivals in Europe, thousands
of people take time off and party around the
clock getting drunk every night during
10 days?

Yes, I am talking about GentseFeesten
be back at square 1. May
and
to
we
seem
be the authorities could think
about measures to decrease the amount of
alcohol
consumedin the festival and focus their attention in
a more profound and demanding
cultural offer.

Missingpresent

The third incarnation of A-Tipis takes
place in a small park (Keizerpark) in the
Belgiuncity of Gent. The park is
situated on the edge of the city centre and is
usually
deserted due to its peninsular
shape. There is little else to do there other than to
jog, or to walk in the company
of man's best friend.

A newly built bridge offers the
possibility to cycle through the park avoiding the
street traffic, turning the place into a passagefrom the
centre to the outskirts.
A-Tipis seems to have reached here
a middle point here in comparison to the two
previous locations. In Terschelling the project was set
up in a field on the for end
of the island, a green used to keep farm animals. All
one can hear are the wind, the
waves and the sounds of the birds. In Paris, on the other hand, R-Tipis
took
in
place
a heavily populated public park, wedging into a site full
of activity, from football to
picnics and capoeira.

In the first case A-Tipis transformed the landscape by
adding something to it. In
the second, A-Tipisadded something too, but hardly
as extreme. It coexisted with a
number of symbols and attractions in what seemed to be
more of a symbiosis.

The third set up of R-Tipis is in
many ways the closer to its preliminary concept.
The project was meant to "colonize"
a space with an ambiguous function, a place
in between functions, a "problematic"
site as for as the minds of the city planners
go.

WhenI first received the plans for the development
of the set up I became aware
of the transitory status of Keizerpark. Oneof the
had Keizerpark as it
plans
to
used
be in the past, while the
other had its plans for the future. WhenI asked for
a
map
how
the site at present I was confronted
of
with the answer: "we don't have it! ".
Despite of the difficulty of doing lay
a
out based on a few photographs and brief
memories of a visit, I nevertheless found the
episode interesting. It was certainly
atypical.

The question of spacewas
now substituted by a question of time. Howlong would
it be between the old plans
and the new ones? Howlong does it take to "resuscitate"
a park, and to reinvent its activities?
Between past and future, we find
a present that denies its existence. The park's
metamorphosis is taking an indefinite time. Onething is
the
certain,
park wants to
be something else; cleaner,
greener, more colourful and certainly inhabited.

In this frozen moment of time A-Tipis
sets in, and temporarily proposes all kinds
of engaging and uncanny experiences.
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4.5 Synthesisof projects: Curatorial Programma.
The following pages display my Curatorial Programms. As a synthesis of my curatorial
and research practices I present a website (www.perspexenvelope.org) with my work, the
curatorial statement 'The Method' and 'Open Letter' sent to Anke Bangmawith questions
concerning two of whom I consider, are amongst the most interesting contemporary
curatorial positions nowadays.
Thesethree strategies offer different possibilities of presenting myself as an independent
curator engaged in exchangeswith curators, artists and audience. Theycon also be seen as
possible contributions to Curatorial Handbooks(see Contextual Review), which in this case
become complemented by the processesthat led to them.

Fig. 152: Perspexenvelope.org, website screenshot (1).

4.6 WWW.PERSPEXENVELOPE.
ORG
I have assembledin this website all the projects that shapeddirectly my current curatorial
lay-out
The
of the website took into consideration some of my ideas about space
practice.
flat,
followed
than
3D
textual 2D one. Duringthe research
a
and
a
exploratory route rather
of curators' websites I mainly found sites which were generated around text. I found that
be
a representation of my way of curating and therefore related to space
should
mywebsite
and enviroment. This website was the result of a collaboration with the artist Rui Martins.
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Entering the site is like entering a 3Dspace.. Theviewer has multiple choices which will
.
lead to different parts of the website. For instance, if one chooses Projects, one is led to
a 'room' with the names of the Projects. After clicking B-sides, for example, one is taken
to a page with conceptual and photographic information about the project.
The following pages are a selection of stills captured from the website to give and idea
of its structure and lay-out.

Fig. 153: Perspexenvelope.org, website screenshot (2).

Fig. 154: Perspexenvelope.org,

website screenshot (3).

Fig. 155: Perspexenvelope.
org, website screenshot (4).
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Fig. 156: Perspexenvelope.org, website screenshot (5).
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Fig. 157: Perspexenvelope.org, website screenshot (6).
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Fig. 159: Perspexenvelope.org, website screenshot (8).
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Fig. 160: Perspexenvelope.org, website screenshot (9).
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Fig. 162: Perspexenvelope.org, website screenshot (11).

Fig. 163: Perspexenvelope.org, website screenshot (12).

4.7 THEMETHOD
This short text is a synthesis of the ideas behind my curatorial approach. It is not a
theoretical text but an abstraction of some practical reflections. I developed the projects
and isolated some of the characteristics which I found most interesting and idiosyncratic.
These ideas were then compiled into the text I currently use as a statement of practice. As
it was written in 2004, some notions are starting to change. It is interesting to track this
progression as part of my practice-led research in curation.
The Method
find ova ntage position-point within the duality of everyday
Contemporaryart curation MUST
life imagery (mass media and commercial art in the American sense) and the autonomous
sphere of avant-garde, de-constructive art. At this moment it is mainly grounded on the
second of the two. After the re-positioning takes place a new discipline will emerge; postcontemporary art curation.
The current way of 'hanging' contemporary art (known as white cube) derives from
models such as A. Barr's diagram Cubism and Abstract Art, 1939 and H. Bayer's Diagram of
360 Degrees Field of Vision, 1935, amongst others. These models, seven decades old, are
consequently outdated. It is urgent to find alternatives for contemporary arts presentation,
based on the research of new models.

It is time to suspend our discussions about themes and concepts of exhibitions and
concentrate momentarily on the physical space where artwork and viewer meet, and on the
peculiarities of this encounter.
Exhibitions are physical spaceswith x, y, z coordinates and one or more material works,
separated from a wider group of objects through the exhibitions concept of selection.
Whendisplayedin a group, in a physical space, these works becomepart of an environment.
It is the role (and choice) of the curator as to what this environment (interface) is going to
look like. The characteristics of this environment will give the audience (visually) the clues
for how to behavewithin it. It will `propose' the rules of engagement between viewer and
the displayed object.
The current ubiquitous display environment (white cube) proposes an engagement
between the work and the viewer, which is 'barely mediated' and based on a quosi-religious
respect and silent contemplation from the audience's part.
The lack of mediation coupled with the removal of the artwork from everyday life (now
displayed in seclusion), are the main reasons for the dissociation between society and art.
This situation must be reversed.
The first logical step is to abolish the isolated object, on white background, supported
by labels, invigilators and lighting from above.
Proposedadvance towards new display alternatives:

till '
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Curatorial endeavor within the physical space of the exhibition must become more
prominent. Instead of a-critically replicating outmoded methods of 'hanging' based on
apparent neutrality, curators must manifest the concept visually and spatially amongst the
works.
Curators ought to focus on the interstitial spacesof the exhibition, the spacesin between
the works, the 'curatorial spaces' so to say, which are waiting to be seized.
Together with the artworks, within the architectural space of the exhibition, these
`curatorial spaces' provide the phenomenological platform in which the viewer stands while
experiencing the exhibition objects.

Within this 'curatorial space', a materialized, abstract element, as subtle as the work
shown, must constitute the visual presence of the concept in the exhibition. It must go
beyond the de-materialized text, labels, plinths, catalogues etc and all the heritage of an
academic and educational approach to art.
In the field of curation and in a moment of deep crisis and self-reflection conserning the
decrease in audience numbers, a new possibility emerges: the activation of the audience
through a visible usageof the curatorial concept. A new approachto staging permeations and
inter-relations between the works, is not something which demands a total re-structuring
of the subject of curation, but rather a disruption and re-organization of some of the
principles upon which it works.
The de-construction of the exhibition space simply defines the position and importance
attributed to the triangle of elements that formulate it: artist (artwork), curator (mediation)
and viewer (fruition).
The artist should stay where he is. The curator must come a bit to the front and the
audience should rotate until finding the best position.
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4.8 OPENLETTER
This letter was prompted by the statements of the curators CharlesEscheand Maria Lind
in several curatorial Handbooks.It was written to Anke Bangma(Visual Arts Postgraduate
director of Piet Zwart Institute in Rotterdam) and not directly to the authors because, after
a short discussion, she showed interest in being a possible mediator of this discussion.

Utrecht, 21st November 2005
Anke Bangma
Piet Zwart Institute

Subject: Openletter on dedicated art spaces
Dear Anke,

Thepurposeof this letter is to further an enquiry concerning the future possibilities
dedicated
of
art spaces.
For the last five years I have been working as an independent curator and doctoral
researcher in the subject of the death of the white cube through the reviewing of
my curatorial process.
It is clear for me, as it is form anyothers, that the recession(or evendisappearance)
of the white cube is just a matter of time. It might take ten years or one year;
no one is quite sure. The crucial thing, in my view, is to anticipate what type of
environment/s will succeed it, and which agendaswill follow suit.
According to different hypothesis the gallery's function might range from lounge
to library, to office (Relational Aesthetics), or is even maintain similarities to what
is now while inviting a much stronger presence of the market (Art Fairs / Modern
Institute). One thing is undeniable; the gallery's function is called into question!
We are living an interesting time at the transition of one paradigm to another. The
gallery is `open' for experimentation.
For years I have been looking at curatorial writings, which maintain a mixture of
theory and practice, of curation and research. The texts I have collected range from
the 1920's to now.

This time I would like to look at the writings of Maria Lind and of CharlesEsche.
Both Maria and Charlesare well known to you and both share with me a `Glasgow
but
is
Their
in fact proposes
not
only
extremely
of
writing
connection'.
way
clear
discursive
into
that
transform
places, where experimental democracy
ways
galleries
be
can coupled with aesthetics.
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The texts in question here are the ones published in the book Stopping the process
(1997) and on the website www. republicort. net (2004). Although published in 1997
by
both authors, seem to maintain a character of statements of
2004
the
texts
and
intent.
In the chapter 19 (Stopping my Process: a Statement) Maria lind says "the art
public are increasingly perceived as phenomenological `experiencers' of events,
instead of observers of pictures". In the same book in chapter 21 (Curating and
Collaborating: A Scottish Account) CharlesEschetackles the issues of accessibility
by revisiting a text published in Artforum 1980 in which Vito Acconci talks to Scott
Burton. Vito Acconci presents the gallery as "a peopled space, a community meeting
be
formed,
be
where
a
community
could
place, a place where a community could
called to order, called to a particular purpose". Scott Burton adds that public art
is not "necessarily located in public spaces" but that its content "is more than
the private history of the maker". He continues by saying that "visual art is moving
less
from
hermetic
towards
the
self important relations with social
more civic,
away
history".
CharlesEscheconcludes that "galleries could function far more as social spaces
fought
be
be
ideas
and the normal rules of
where
can
exchanged, arguments can
engagement are subtly altered".
Theshift from an object-centered paradigmto an experience-based one, proposed
by these two curators, is one that questions the foundations of contemporary art
(according
body
is "not present" in the white cube,
the
to
O'Doherty
Brion
galleries
only the eye is). It denotes pressurefrom governmentsto increase audience numbers,
(something
function
that in the words of Roberto
and also proposes a new social
Ungershould be ascribed to architecture and city planning).
Eight years after these statements were published the overall situation has
remained the some. In October 2004 a text by Maria lind called Actualisation of
Space: TheCaseof OdaProjesi shows a subtle movement away from the gallery space
into social engaged forms of Public Art. A plausible transition that opens a dialogue
between the institution and the public sphere.
Shementions the problems between boards of directors and curators raised by the
support of activities that take place outside the gallery, relying on the argument
that if you have a space you must use it.
Lindis interested in looking for possibilities outside the artistic circle, and in areas
in which the artist takes a `peopled context' as a starting point. Describingthe work
but
denominator
"Activities
Oda
Projesi
Lind
is that they
vary,
states:
a
common
of
are not about showing or exhibiting a work of art but about using art as a means
for creating and recreating relations between people through diverse investigations
and shaping of both private and public space. " This De Certeauan use of space is
by
Lind to the Relational Aesthetics of Nicolas Bourriaud, in which
approximated
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"basic materials ore human relations, stressing of social change, communication
processesand interaction with the spectator".
In a way there is a gap between the problem/question, which lies in the gallery
space, and the answer that is proposed elsewhere in the social arena. These two
elements do not yet overlap, and Lind is unable to provide us with a convincing
argument for keeping our galleries open. Shedoes nevertheless provide an interesting
for
Public Art.
case
In a text published in the some website as Lind's a few months before, Esche asks
the unambiguous question: What is the Point of Art Centres Anyway? - Possibility, Art
and Democratic Deviance.

Instead of looking for answersoutside the artistic realm Escheis adamant about the
gallery as a space to `think and experiment'. Hetalks of "experimental institutions,
using the broad field of contemporary art to be a permissive and imaginative space
for expressing individual and collective desires that could not be accommodated,
discourses.
" Hesays the "art institution
though
or even
of, within current political
must define its constituent social actors in more complex waysthan artists, curators
between
forms
imagine
them. "
to
new
of exchange
and viewers and
In one of the rare museum statements addressing this problem, Esche points
out; "Now, the term `art' might be starting to describe that space in society for
experimentation, questioning and discovery that religion, science and philosophy
have occupied sporadically in former times. It has become an active space rather
than one of passive observation. Therefore the institutions to foster it have to
be part community centre, part laboratory, part academy, with less need for the
function.
"
established showroom
As I stated above, and despite the efforts of the likes of Lind and Esche, the
has
not changed much. If in The Netherlands, Scandinavia, Austria etc
situation
we find spaces where this discussion is taking shape, elsewhere we seem to still be
living on a grounded object-centered paradigm gravitating towards the market.
In the texts of lind and Esche, and despite the number of examples given, I am
not yet able to encounter on answer to the problem of functionality of art spaces.
Together with the writings of Hilde Hein, Claire Bishop and Roberto Unger I am able
to provide a clear framework for why the spaces need to change; I even have some
intuitions concerning what they will change into (something we can discuss in the
future).
To complicate things further I have realized that both Lind and Esche have left the
being
(Kunstverein
this
Muenchen and Rooseum)
undertaken
enquiry was
places where
to take jobs at IASPIS and Van Abbe Museum. If at IRSPIS I can see this mission being
(a
traditional repository of artworks) I find it much harder
van
Abbe
plausible, at
to comprehend. The logical question that follows is: have they left because of the
incapacity to find answers to test the gallery? Have they given up on their proposed
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mission? I would like to think this is not the reason.
What I lack here (and I admit the problem might lie in my incapacity of becoming
acquainted with their last writings and propositions) is a practice-based research in
findings
they
their
which
communicate
while making the research processvisible. And
I believe you hold more information that I do on the subject, hence the questions:
1) Haveyou detected practical solutions to the problem in the recent works of
Lind and Esche(and indeed of anyone else)?
2) Doyou know of any projects that they are currently developing in relation to
the new role of galleries and museums? If yes through which channels are these
processes and findings being disseminated?
3) Haveyou in your research found anything worth analyzing? Maybe in the work
(institutions)
of any other curators
you know?
I thank you in anticipation for reading and replying to this open letter. Fell free to
forward it to other people, such as Charlesand Maria.Their first person accounts, if
possible, would be extremely useful.
Best,
Nuno Sacramento

PS: I am interested in mapping continuously the network of arts dedicated
infrastructures, and their exercises in terms of usability. I have in the last years
assembled a body of data ranging from theoretical texts to pragmatic project
examples. This panorama looks at Constructivism, Surrealism, Environments,
Happenings, Installation Art etc.
While developing my own curatorial practice I strive to provide a 'viewing of the
discuss
it with others who are tackling the some questions. It is my
to
process' and
conviction that only an open and accountable research and practice allows others to
pick up parts that would otherwise go unnoticed.
The communication and exchange between those who share the conviction that
art institutions hold constructive potential for social space with the ones who want
to keep them as bastions of object culture, already promulgates the gallery as an
agent in the development of experimental democracy.
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(PART2 EXCLUDED
4.9 CRITICALPORTFOLIO
PROJECTS)
The projects in this section are a small selection from a larger number of projects which,
having been developed in the framework of the research, do not relate directly to the
research questions and hence were excluded. Their presence here is symbolic, representing
the choices one is forced to make to keep the research congruent. These projects, despite
their exclusion, are of great importance because they helped forming the ideas for the
research outcome.

Fig. 164: Table of Excluded Projects. Most of the Excluded projects are not represented on this thesis apart from the
ones in bold (Veräo, Fistula and Gran Pacman).
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VERRO
Veräowas a project that attempted to push the boundaries in terms of events taking
place within contemporary art galleries; the gallery is defined by the curator Rntonio Cerveira
Pinto as studio and seminar room. Veräoattempts to de-construct the gallery as the locus
for an avant-garde characterized by ideological puritanism.

Concept of Antonio Cerveira Pinto
www. goleriaquadrum. com
xxx
"VERRO"-a galeria como atelier e semindrio
23 de Junho a 31 de Julho de 2001
Inauguracäo: Säbado, 23 de Junho, 15h00
Sessöes especiais: 29/6 e 6/7, Sextas Feiras, 23h00 - 02h00
Acacia Thiele
Amandine Tomaselli
Ana Teresa Antunes
RK47
Antonio Carvalho
Antonio Cerveira Pinto
Joao Braganca
Luis Herberto
Nuno Sacramento
Rodrigo Vilhena

Descricoo:

`Veräo' insere-se numa rotina de des-construcdo da galeria de orte e em
lugares
da
difusäo
dos
institucionais
artistica, exauridos por um seculo
geral
de boos intencöes. Devidoa prolongada quarentena de integracäo ideologica
foram
iconoclasts
submetidas, as vanguardas culturais
que
a
e puritanismo
deixando-se
ficar
irremediavelmente
ultrapassadas
anemicas,
acabaram por
pela cultura urbang e tecnolögica.
Camposque eram seus, como o da especulacäo iconologica, ou como o da
imaginacäo erotica foram perdidos pars os rebeldes do `graffiti', para a mode
de
(rock-n'-roll,
todos
MTV,
os
comerciais
quadrantes
radical, pare os artistas
),
publicidade, videojogos, etc. pare os media, pare a Net, e pare a indüstria
pornografica...

IMENIMRts94614
211.111110
(#FA#:
(Oklj6411 1
IM1,1101.130

Durante a incubacdo de 'Veräo' - um atelier, um semindrio, uma mesa e
digitais,
ideias,
tinta,
mdquinas
quatro cadeiras,
modelos,
computadores online, etc.
de
Antonio
Carvalho
mostrar
as
suss
maquinas
o
propös-se
sexo,
-,
de
um texto par mim publicado em Madrid
vindo acidentolmente ao encontro
em Fevereiro deste ano [hiper_Rrte_memo2kl 1.

Daqui acabaria por nascer o principal `leit-motiv' de `Veräo': a pornografia!
A jovem estudante de Belas Artes AmandineTomaselli, em Lisboaao abrigo
duma balsa Erasmus,fez-se modelo das `sex machines' do Antonio Carvalho, e
assim comecaram os dias quentes deste Verdo...
Depois do Antonio Carvalho, o Rodrigo Vilhena, a proposito do rumo que
dirigi
falou-me
do
Antunes,
tomar
Teresa
Ana
as coisas estavam a
a quern
o
da
bauhausiano
Galeria Quadrum.0
convite para produzir um porno no espaco
Joao Braganca, tambem do covil das Coldas, surgiu corn um trabalho sobre o
(muito
da
dos
diante
imaginärio
televisäo
oportuno em
comportamento
ratos
epoca de `reality shows'). 0 Luis Herberto decidiu-se a mostrar um Oleo aindo
fresco (-- tematica zoo --). 0 RodrigoVilhena apresenta uma instalag6o video
centrado no tema da representoc o hipocrita do corpo. Eo NunoSacramento
tenciona levor a cabo mültiplas entrevistas corn os protagonistas dente
project o.
Ea coisa näo pode considerar-se encerrada... pelo contrdrio, `Veräo' e isso
mesmo: a transformacäo da galeria de orte num atelier e num seminario...
Muitos artistas criam ocasionalmente obras pornogrdficas, que näo mostrom.
`Verdo' pode ser a oportunidade pars um pequeno recenseamento dessas
obras.
A-CP
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FISTULA- PHILIPE HUYGHE

Fistula was a solo show by the Flemish artist Philip Huyghe.Havingmet the gallery that
represents Philip at an art fair, I was invited to develop the set up concept for a show of
over a hundred artworks at the MUHKA
museum building in Antwerp. The scale of the event
was massive and raised questions concerning the articulation of artworks and the idea of
narrative.
MUHKR(Museum of Contemporary Art of Rntwerp), November 2001
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Fig. 168: Fistula, Philip Huyghe (4)
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Fig. 170: Fistula, Philip Huyghe (6)
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GRANPACMAN
Gran Pacman was a video shown on a screen in a Brussels cafe. It consisted of the
placement of an artwork in a place that is not dedicated to that purpose, raising questions
decided
the
I
to accept
the
that
artwork.
object
as
of
perception
about whether
affects
for
development
(with
because
it
the
Rui
invitation
allowed
an
with such a simple premise
Martins) of the preliminary sketches of www. perspexenvelope.org.
Recicl'art,

Brussels, October 2003

Fig 171 Gran Pocmnn video still
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Fig. 173: Gran Pacman exhibition in Brussels
cafe (2)
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5. Conclusion
In the Introduction of this thesis I proposed Shadow Curating: A Critical Portfolio as a
new format of curatorial methodological exchange. As my personal account it indicated a
position as artist and curator at the beginning of the PhD, and looked forward to a number
of projects that would advance this position into unpredictable territories. This trajectory is
documented in the body of the thesis (Chapter 4) according to parameters and approaches
described in the Chapters 1,2 and 3.

It is now time to look back at these five years of work, and to assessits development.
The Conclusionis the natural place for this to happen. Nevertheless, following a critical
and inquisitive approach in all aspects of my work (practical and reflective) I would like to
between
from
the
the
practice and
relationships
elaborate on some of
compromisesarising
reflection. Together with the Preface of this thesis, these considerations will help place my
research-through-practice in the wider fields of Curation and Academia.
In the essay TheCulture of Academic Rigour: DoesDesignResearchReally NeedIt? Wood
(2000) develops the notion of an uneasy liaison between the "Mediaeval Monastic" (Book)
and the "Crafts Guilds" (Studio) traditions. Although his essay is geared towards the field
of Designresearch, I feel it encompassesperfectly the paradoxes present in undertaking
practice-based PhD study and its subsequent representation of visual material within
classical thesis format.
Woodrefers to the Monastic tradition as truth-oriented knowledge, which is text-based
and aims at fortifying belief. On the other hand, the Crafts guild tradition is one that
facilitates actions and judgements. The first develops from hypothesis to theory (thesis >
leading
information
"source-remote"
through
the
>
anti-thesis synthesis),
articulation of
to a new text. Thesecond developsin practice, through tacit processes, leading to specific
end results but often losing the large amount of information concerning the processesthat
led to that end result.
The solution, for wood, is the development of an alternative way of writing for arts and
design research, based on a compromise between the two above-mentioned traditions. He
fictive,
heuristic
developed
it
is
thinking,
through
which
calls
approachessuch as notative,
aphoristic and diaristic.
In the specific case of this PhD, and as indicated in the ShadowCurating Visual Model,
there is a constant dialogue between doing (curoting) and writing (reflecting). This dialogue
has naturally affected the format of the thesis and the way it was "written". Shadow
Curating:A Critical Portfolio thus might suffer from some of the shortfalls prompted by such
but
denotes
it
time
the
at
same
possibilities that are not available to theses'
compromise,
situated in traditional academic contexts.
Someof the strengths of this new way of heuristic thinking and writing, present in the
from
the assumption that the practitioner is the best-qualified
thesis
emanate
current
(p.
document
his
her
/
57). To this I might odd that the format of the
to
practice
person
thesis is based on the relation between similar amounts of text and images (p.41) reflected
double
is
informed at an early stage that Landscape
The
the
reader
possibility
of
reading.
on

view relates to practice (Portfolio) while Portrait view relates to writing (reflection). It
is almost as if these two parts could be separated from each other and then reassembled
(p. 66). Onelast point I would like to make in relation to the attempts to create new writing
and documenting possibilities, refers to the development of the Critical Portfolio Template
(p. 65) presented below.
Going back to the paradox created by the convergence of writing (Book and Monastic
tradition) and practice (Crafts Guild tradition) I would like to introduce the possibility of
developing this conclusion in two directions. One being retrospective and in writing, looking
at the development and documentation of the projects between 2001 and 2006, and the
(Impromptu
being
happening
the
in
through
media
of
exhibitions
space
other
practical and
Curatorial Experiment, 2006).

CurriculumVitae
The first direction of the conclusion refers to the development of my CurriculumVitae
from 1 to 2. The CurriculumVitae 1 presented at the outset of this thesis on p. xi establishes
my practice in mid 2001. The Curriculum Vitae 2 (below) establishes my practice at the
current moment. TheCVhas obviouslydeveloped and grown in terms of quantity of projects,
but there is one thing that remains invisible. There is an amount of projects which are left
out of any CV.Theseore considered of lesser importance and in this case did not make it to
the final version of CurriculumVitae 2 (I shall develop this further).

CURRICULUM
VITAE 2
Nuno Sacramento

Independent curator and artist
Between 1973 and 1999
Born in Maputo, Mozambique, 1973.
Moved to Lisbon aged 5 due to Civil War. Grew up in a Lisbon suburb playing football for local
(FBA-UL),
Design
In
1992
School
to
Graphic
Art
while in the evenings
entered
study
clubs.
trained to be a Protestant Minister (FMT). It was approximately at this time that visited an
Art Gallery for the first time. In 1997 did an exchange with Edinburgh College of Art. Finished
Art School with a degree (MFA)in Sculpture in 1999.
Between 1999 and 2001

1999 - Curated 'Baliza' Project. A number of large format slides inside a cigarette machine
of a small Lisboncafe challenging the notions of art, publicity and context.
2000- Participated as artist in '0 Carteiro Bate Sempre Duos Vezes', an exhibition curated
byJuergen Bock, which displayed a permanent 'limbo', awaiting the arrival of artworks by
Gregory Green and Slavoj Zizek.

2001- Participated as artist in 'Disseminacöes', an exhibition curated by PedroLdpa, which
attempted to identify new tendencies in portuguese contemporary art at the turn of the
millenium.
2001 - Co-curated 'In The Meantime' at the DeAppel Foundation, Amsterdam, as the
culmination of the Curatorial Training Programme. An exhibition concentrating on the
relation between artists and the world as seen through their constant mobility. Accents,
body
issues
the
the
of
some
addressed.
were
and
shelter,
noise,
war,
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Between 2001 and 2006
2001 - Moved from Amsterdam to Dundee and started the PhD by Practice 'Shadow
Curating: A Critical Portfolio'. This project-based PhD relied heavily on the development of
the projects '4th Year Expo' (Dundee), 'B-Sides' (Dundee / Glasgow), 'Art Cup' (Lisbon /
Belgrade /Helsinki / Huntly) and 'A-Tipis' (Terschelling / Paris / Gent), which are explored in
depth in the thesis. For more information check: www. perspexenvelope. org.
Moved back to Scotland in September 2006, after two and a half years in Utrecht, The
Netherlands. Has since worked as 'Shadow Curator' at Deveron Arts in Huntly, Aberdeenshire
and Six Cities Design Festival Co-ordinator in Aberdeen. Curated 'Speakers Corner' in Lisbon,
December 2006, 'The George MacDonald of Huntly' Festival in Huntly, March 2007 and is
currently working on the book 'Shadow Curator at Deveron Arts'.

Any development in terms of CVpoints at a number of choices of what to include and
what to exclude. All CVsshow an expanding sequence of projects or artworks. The relation
between these projects and the ideas that underline them, when put in sequence, lead to
a specific artistic approach, in this case a specific curatorial programma (agenda). The
inclusion of certain projects in a CVis seen as a way of strengthening and supporting the
ideas behind the curatorial programma. On the contrary, certain projects are excluded
because of their inadequacy in supporting the curator's or artist's agenda.
In this case, the inclusion of the projects 4th Year Expo, B-Sides, Art Cup and A-Tipis
how
defines
I present
in
It
curating,
and
of
my
way
results
my curatorial programma.
left
because
Gran
PacMan
they
In
Veröo,
Fistula
to
the
out
are
and
myself others.
some way
do not contribute positively to this curatorial agenda. What appears in the CVin a synthetic
depth
is
is
in
throughout this thesis. The thesis aims to go a step
what
presented
manner
further by presenting projects which were developed, but cannot be added to the CV,and to
explain the reasonsfor doing this. This sort of information is usually invisible to others, but
in this case, and by showing it, I aim at starting a conversation around the development of
specific programmas by curators.
Putting the questions concerning CVsaside I would also like to state that the relationship
beween practice (from idea to exhibition) and research (methodological visibility) assume,
in this part of the conclusion, a position of extreme importance. It is widely agreed that
the ultimate aim of a PhDis to "make an explicit argument leading to a valid claim to new
knowledge" (Biggs 2005), the conclusion being a synthesis of the claims generated through
the research evidence.
As a succinct statement, the conclusion provides an explicit account of what has been
changed in the course of the research and what will possibly change after it; who will
benefit from it, in what context, and continually keeping a critical eye concerning the
methods that led to this transformation in the `landscape'.
As I have stated before, it is not enough to develop a practice and call it research. On
the other hand, research such as the one developed here is not possible without practice.
Moreover,the practice is central, sine qua non, and the research is driven by it in a special
(creator)
is also the researcher. In order to establish this
in
the
practitioner
situation which
point I looked at Schön's TheReflective Practitioner
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When someone reflects-in-ac t, cn, he becomes a researcher in the practice context. He is not dependent on the categories
of established theory and technique, but constructs a new theory of the unique case. His enquiry is not limited to a
deliberation about means which depends on a prior agreement about ends. He does not keep means and ends separate, but
defines them interactively as he frames the problematic situation. He does not separate thinking from doing, ratiocinating
his way to a decision which he must later convert to action. Because his experimenting is a kind of action, implementation
is built into the enquiry. (Schön 1991, p68)

Hencemy work did not consist in writing about something or researching into practice to
use Dallow's definition (referring to Frayling's trilogy in Dallow 2003, p5l). Rather, it was
a case of researching through practice, of using the projects developed as evidence for a
claim to new knowledge.
The articulation of the projects in the research was done according to creative methods
that become explicit in the thesis and that were assembled as methodology for the sole
(2005)
I affirmed the importance of using
this
Quoting
Coumans
purpose of
research.
"methods and criteria based on the characteristics of the discipline" (2005, p45). The
reason for this is that in such a formative period of practice-led research, we must stick to
our guns and employ methods that we have used in the practice of our discipline, and not
to disfigure it under the guise of pseudo-scientific rigour.
The other potential problem facing this PhDwas related to all possible directions and
data
have
been
developed
the
the
through
that
use
of
some
and
multiple outcomes
could
evidence. Onlythrough constantly reminding myself of the research questions (processesof
selection and display in arts curation) and of the target audience group (contemporary art
kept
I
to
the
on the right track. In the words
curators), was able make sure
research was
(2005),
Biggs
the focus of the research dependsmore on "the design of the project than
of
on the subject matter itself". To maintain a clear focal point, the project design must be
structured according to key components (Biggs 2005, p138):
-Target audience/context
-Conclusion or contribution
-Argument
-Data or evidence
-Method
literary
or
review
-Contextuolization
-Research questions
To round off these considerations, and before entering the next step of the conclusion
(my personal account), I would like to revisit two key concepts that construct the framework
for the following pages. First is the notion of "charting something of the doing" (Dallow
2003) as the basis for the methodology employed, and second the notion of 'exposition'
denoting that
Explicitness about criteria for evaluating research findingsargument- is an essential feature. (GRAYANDMALINS2004)

especially art / design work produced as port of a research

Finally, and alerting us to the balance that must be established between our individual
(own
interests)
and the utility of our research in a wider context (conferring
position
its validity), Dallow mentions the "fine line between purely individual experience and
doesn't
diminish
knowledge
it
in
that
the
the validity and freshness of
way
communicable

the approach". He goes on to say
In a dialogical approach, one is neither exclusively subjectifyingly inside one's own creative experience,
looking in from outside the field of territory of work. (Dallow 2003, p61).

nor objectifyingly

The search for this equilibrium puts the artist-researcher in a unique intermediary
position. The result of the research is not a monolithic, static, rigid witness to knowledge
but rather a 'working tool' helping the understanding of a discipline through the work of one
of its practitioners. In this specific case, it is important to note that the research has not
drawn to a halt but that it is in a momentary period of suspension, in a reflection upon five
years of practice. A practice that is still in motion through the development of projects,
contacts with other curators, educational activities and participation in conferences, and
which has been highly transformed by research.
The research like the practice, has not stopped. This reflective pause is a stage of its
development.

5.1 Revisiting the aims and objectives
In short, the retrospective look at the last years of research can be summarised as
follows:
In the first twelve months of the PhD I was able to identify clearly the research questions
and as a result restate its aims and objectives. The questions (concerning the methods of
selection and display in contemporary arts curation) were latent in my own artistic practice
between the years 1999-2001, as testified in the Introduction.

During the first year of the PhD I attempted to establish a relationship between my
specific preoccupations, in terms of these questions and the ones of other curators. The
questions of selection and display are at the heart of any curatorial practice and it was my
conviction that the development of a format that allowed the scrutiny of these methods,
would benefit a number of people; from the artists involved to the curators and ultimately
the audience.
Finding this point of contact between my curatorial activity and the activities of other
curators was crucial to establish the importance of the research. During the development
of the many projects, as well as the research attached to it, I constantly positioned myself
in the `shoes' of fellow curators, thinking about alternative ways to addressthese issues.
At the end I clearly stated the way the questions had been addressed; through the
development of a new format entitled Critical Portfolio. This new format, intended to be
document
to
the
tool,
in
need
critically and then
a working
resolved what
my case was
disseminate the idiosyncratic ways in which I deal with the methods of selection and display.
A format that did not previously exist and the logical result of an evolving methodology.
Shadow Curoting: A Critical Portfolio consists of the critical documentation of my
curatorial practice between 2001 and 2005, in terms of methodology and conceptual
lead
decisions.
how
to
these
curatorial
can
processes, showing evidence of

5.2 The claim to new knowledge
The conclusion of this doctorate is thus not only a written claim, supported by large
numbers of references from theoreticians and academics in the area. As a contemporary
arts based PhD, it emphasizes ideas and concepts, which are then verified through a number
of media beyond text. Shadow Curating: A Critical Portfolio does not attempt to situate
itself within the context of curatorial theoretical writings, but attempts to introduce a
(presented
in the Chapter 2- Contextual
format
to
Handbook
the
Curatorial
variation
of a
Review).

Curatorial methodologies are seldom documented, as testified in the two to four pages
attributed to each curator in the Curatorial Handbook.
Taking for example the methodology developed in the Curatorial Training Programme
(CTP)at the DePppelFoundation one might ask where is this methodology documented?
Where is the register of it? It is widely known that the course is practice-led, but there are
hardly any formats to support its methodology. The knowledge becomes tacit, employed
for the development of a project and then is lost, leaving no possibility for discussion or
exchange.
The closest I got to finding the remit of the CTP'smethodology, which I acquired 'tacitly'
found
(www.
be
the
DeRppel's
institution
time
the
at
website
can
as curator spending
with
deappel.nl).
In the website one con read that
The aim of this course is to bridge the huge gap between the day to day practice of making exhibitions and the theoretical
background that is offered during academic art history studies. It ranges from the development of an idea, to inviting
artists, producing new work, installing a show and making a publication.

Asan art centre of long-standing reputation, DeAppel provides a perfect opportunity for the participants of the course to
be in close contact with all aspects of realising exhibitions and related activities. (DeAppelFoundation)

Here one can notice the similarities the course has, in terms of definition, to many UK
practice-led research projects in contemporary arts. Thewebsite continues by referring to
the importance, in terms of process, of bringing together people of different nationalities,
of different cultural backgrounds and with different experiences for such an intense period
of work, consisting of
large number of artists, curators, critics and other professionals from the Netherlands and
to
opportunity
meet
a
-The
abroad in a very condensed period of time, and having the chance to exchange ideas with them, often in a very informal
way

in
differ:
Europe.
destinations
to
During
these
trips
the
short
excursions
make
several
possibility
each
of
programme
-The
this depends on the international exhibitions that are worth visiting, the interests of the participants of the course and
the relevance of the journey with regards to the final project of that course
for instance in the form of an exhibition. The parameters given are:
to
as
a
group,
a
presentation
opportunity
realise
-The
a specified budget and the requirement that the presentation reflects the group's / participants' view on developments
in contemporary art. Considering the quality of the proposals presented, one or a combination are chosen to be realised.
(DeAppel Foundation)

It is clear to me that the DeRppelbelieves in the above-mentioned strategy in order to
have
impact
field.
in
the
These parameters were the
a
positive
will
curators
who
produce
by
became
developments
then synthesized providing
curators
professional
which
result of

insight into a new teaching approach. It is surely a result of, and conducive to best proctice.
It is not up to me, at this stage, to state whether this methodology is best when compared
to others, put forward by similar curatorial courses. It is up to me though to ask questions
such as:
from?
did
it?
based
Whose
Who
it
this
wrote
come
work
was
methodology
upon?
-Where
Looking for these answers is not the crucial point here. What is crucial is to understand
that this methodology is at the heart of my curatorial work, documented critically in the
course of the PhD.Some of the subjects listed in the DeRppel'swebsite are still central
to my preoccupations while others fall outside the scope of this research (see Chapter 3
Methodology).
different
positions of artists within the world of contemporary art
-The
-The work of art within the changing perspective on authorship and unicity
different
contexts in which art is presented
-The

-The role of the curator
-Management aspects

for
institutions,
projects and exhibitions
-Fundraising
low
budget situation
in
and
publicity
a
-Press
for,
and education of visitors
-Information
(DeAppel Foundation)

Theshort methodological description abovehighlights the lack of depth in the discussion
field
by
for
It
is
still
concentrates
a
which
of
of methods employed curators.
symptomatic
more on the outcomes (exhibition, seminar, performance etc) than on the processes that
led to them.
The claim to new knowledge put forward by this piece of research intends to alter this
format
by
that enables curators
Portfolio
Critical
a
as
proposing
situation significantly,
to critically document their processeswhile curating the projects. Rather than describing
the Critical Portfolio, I decided to show its function relative to my practice, as a working
tool derived from the processesI deploy (Fig. 172: PhDdevelopment Diagram. Claim to new
knowledge: Critical Portfolio. )
The essence of Critical Portfolio is presented in Chapter 4 in relation to four projects
developed
in the course of the research: 4thyear Expo, B-Sides, TheSculpture
originated and
Show, Art Cupand A-tipis.
The structure of Critical Portfolio (Project Identification Image, Exhibition Proforma,
Concept Development, Portfolio Images, Correspondencebetween Curator and Artists, and
ProcessDocumentation) does not intend to be universal. It was drawn from my practice for
the specific purpose of documenting it. I am therefore interested in discussing it in the
by
the
this
PhD,
allows
which
scrutiny
as
a
mechanism
of
of
work
my
my peers. At
realm
developing,
level
keen
for
I
Critical Portfolios
other
on
with
curators,
am
structures
another
document
their specific practices.
to
which are useful
The end result of the PhD is not on end but a starting point for new possibilities of
described
Capital
in
Cultural
the
and points the way for post-doctoral
such
as
one
exchange
study.

Chapter 1
Researchq:iestions:
Visibilityof CuratonalProcesses 1Methods
Selectionand Display

Chapter 2
Context Review:
Gap in CuratorialDiscussion
concerningMethodobgy anal
Process

Format
CuratorialHandbook

Chapter 3
A4ethodabgy:
ShadowCurat»g
CriticalDocumentationof my Curatorial Practice(Methodologyand
Process)between2001 and 2005.

Chapter 5
Reflectionabout PhD development

Chapter 4
Claim to new knowledge:
CriticalPortfo o
Project tdentibcationImage, Exhibition Proforma,Conceit Development PortfolioImages, Corre ponde?tce betweenCurator and Artists,
and ProcessDocumentation.

spec11callymorning methodobgies
MethodologicAExchangebetween
(Vators

Futire ProjectsCapitalCuJtrxal

Fig. 175: PhDdevelopment Diagram. Claimto new knowledge: Critical Portfolio
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5.3 DiagramShadowCurating VisualModel: Three levels
of practice-led research
AsI mentioned before, the methodology underlyingmy practice-led research encompasses
three sub-methodology levels. The first level is composed of the creative curatorial
(Practice),
by
documentation
(Research)
the
the
methodology
methodology
second
and the
third by the 'threading and display' methodology that led to the outcome thesis/critical
portfolio (Practice-led Research).

Figure 176: Shadow Curating Visual Model

Goingback to the diagram (Fig. 176), and using it as a guide, I will now reflect upon the
experience of attaching research to a curatorial practice; according to visible research
lead
to new projects.
that
a
context,
a
methodology
and
an
outcome
will
questions,
As a reflective practitioner in the field of curation, not as a writer, I am interested in
comparing methodologies and ways of doing. Mywork consists of exhibitions, but instead
final
their
comparing
results, I am interested in comparing the processes and methods
of
that led to them.
For the last five years I have been working in 'relative isolation'. I say relative because
be
undertaken in isolation. Despite the extensive hours reading the
no research can
bibliography,
I opted to concentrate on my curatorial
and
practice-led
research
curation
help
focus
this
I
thought
strategy
would
me
on what were already the methods
experience.
I employed (later reflecting upon them) rather than attempting to improve them without
knowing precisely what they consisted of. It was my conviction that only after mapping my
honest
in
and rigorous way could I assessit as a whole and then improve it
an
methodology
and expose the research processes.

The PhDprovedto be a very difficult exercise, even harder than expected. I put myself in
a position where I was about to undertake a gargantuan task; the inherent difficulty of the
PhDwas underlined by the fact that the subject was curation and that, instead of a studio
practice in which I could have control over the situation, I was now having to manage the
schedules of dozensof artists. It is worth remembering that curatorial work comprises an
immense quantity of variables concerning the curator, the institutions and venues, the
artists and ultimately the audience. To complicate things further I decided to undertake
the PhDin Englishwhich is not my first language.
As a practising independent curator my media of choice are exhibitions. As a researcher
I find ways of documenting the processes that led to them. The common denominator of
these two tasks is a thesis/Critical Portfolio that can be stored on the University's library
future.
be
in
the
to
shelves and of use curators and researchers
Logically, exhibitions do not fit within the University's library shelves and in most cases
do not necessarily reflect the processes that led to them. My solution was to articulate
the process of documentation that led to them in an attempt to translate my thinking and
methodology into the Critical Portfolio.
These templates (Critical Portfolio and Expo Pro-Forma) arise from the need to collect
similar types of information across different projects allowing possibilities of comparison.
One of the achievements of this PhDwas the capacity to archive pieces of information
(as
to
the
thinking
otherwise
which
would
prior
process and methodology,
curatorial
relative
to the PhD)be lost forever. With the archive in place one can articulate the information
according to specific needs. In this specific case the result of the articulation of my
for
developed
the
Portfolio
is
Critical
information
each
one
of
projects
a
process-based
for
show
my practice.
which
relevance
Concerningmy curatorial practice, and through the use of the methods described in each
Expo Proforma, I achieved a clear articulation between 4t" YearExpo, B-sides, Art Cupand
A-Tipis and the questions of selection and display. It is within the realm of research (Plan
Beta) that this relationship becomes clear. I introduce what now is a much better organized
database of my own writings, reflections and notes and a series of e-mails testifying
the conceptualization of the projects. The realm of Practice-Led Research(Plan Gamma)
led
documentation
that
the
the
the
to
the
processes
creation of
projects and
of
assembles
them in a portable and exchangeable format. It articulates the moment of creation and its
documentation into a Critical Portfolio, which can be accessed by curators and researchers
alike, giving an insight into what is now my new reflective practice.

5.4 How Shadow Curating: A Critical Portfolio affected
its
impact
my practice, and
potential
on other
Experiment.
Curatorial
Impromptu
practices.
The second direction of the Conclusiondevelops from practice and as follows:
The PhD'send is marked by an impromptu Curatorial Experiment happening in Glasgowin
April 2006. Whilewriting the retrospective ConclusionI felt the urge of organizing a project
which would help me reflect through an exhibition, rather than only through words. It was
equally important to make sure that the project was still going on at the time of this writing
and that my thoughts and reflections were being driven by something 'alive'.
I feel strongly that this show (named provisionally impromptu curatorial experiment
n. 1) represents my present curatorial approach and that it is the culmination of the many
projects developedover the last years. In a way the show itself is port of the Conclusionof
the work; an exhibition rounds off a PhDconsisting of exhibitions.
Theinformation made available in the thesis is the documentation of exhibitions that took
place in three-dimensional space. It has been organized into a Critical Portfolio (this PhD's
claim to new knowledge) in order to present procedural and methodological information,
which I consider to be the cornerstone of a new curatorial dialogue.
Then, the emphasis on process rather than outcome is crucial. It is my conviction that
(finished
final
important
than
pieces) is to compare critically the
results
more
comparing
detailed
in
PhD,
the
the
led
this
the
In
that
to
those
processes
of
case
processes
results.
critical portfolio give evidence to a very idiosyncratic way of curating. In a way the results
(exhibitions) are illuminated by the presence of several process-related documents that
kept
lesser
thus
importance,
away or seen as superfluous.
until now were considered of
Some examples of this ore the correspondence between curator and artist, the concept
development notes and the curatorial diagrams (the elements that came to constitute the
exhibition Proforma).

Critical Portfolio (Chapter 4) documented a series of projects whose questions concerned
issuesof selection and display (Chapter 1- Introduction). It did this in relation to an existing
landscape of curatorial writings known as Curatorial Handbooks(Chapter 2 -Contextual
Review) and according to a specifically developed methodology which I called Shadow
Curating (Chapter 3- Methodology).
Each individual project addressed the questions of selection and display in a specific
manner, as described in each of the exhibition Proformas.
Themain concern in 4thYearExpowas to develop a structure that would accommodate the
(Animation,
different
Illustration and Time BasedArt) and that would
three
courses
work of
different
(rather
dialogue
between
that segregate them).
works
with
very
natures
create a
In B-sides, The Sculpture Show the interest lay on testing the way the artworks relate to
boundaries
to
the
pushing
as
well
as
context
of exhibition design, namely
an architectural
in
the
the physical exhibition (labels, concept
is
the
curator
of
remit
considered
what
text, invigilators' approach). In Art Cup, my main concern was how artists get selected for
twist
to
the
to
I
a
very subjective selection process and together
add
wanted
exhibitions.

developed
I
the
Roddy
Buchanan,
a concept according to which artists are
with
artist
selected for an exhibition based on the artistic quality of the work and on their football
ability (50/50%). A-Tipiswas the final of exhibitions central to this PhDand consisted of the
approximation of the fields of visual arts and of performing arts. The project took place in
three different public and rural venuesand consisted of eight installations and performances
displayed in sequence.Theway the installations affected each other, the context and what
impact this had on the viewer, were issues reflected upon through the use of a computer 3D
model of the exhibition. After placing the units in their respective places several sequences
based on the context of presentation were created. The curatorial concept of A-Tipis was
developed in close observation of the sequences generated by the computer model.
The ideas and preoccupations referred to above gave way to my curatorial statement,
be
(Chapter
in
This
the position
The
Method
4).
what
my
view
should
synthesis reflects
named
of the curator of contemporary arts in relation to the audience and the artist.
Going back to the Impromptu Curatorial Experiment (pages 564-568) which concludes
this PhD, I would like to reflect upon some of its peculiarities and on how these affect my
immediate curatorial practice, with an emphasison process rather than outcome.
The project has no name. The starting point is a deep attention to the creative methods
dialogue
by
The
in
to
certain
goals.
achieve
order
strategies
specific
artists
and
employed
between the curator and artists is developed according to the artists' interests rather
than the curators' ones. Onecan describe it as artist-led curation or even art-led curation
(rather than ideas-led curation).
The artists involved in the project are Steff Norwoodand GeorgeGrayand the venue is
the Old East EndJail in Glasgow.I function as the curator but not in the traditional sense.
By this I mean that, instead of coming up with a curatorial concept to which the artists
and the artworks hove to respond, I will enter the space together with the artists with no
for
based
ideas.
In
this
the
an
exhibition
on objects
possibility
opens
preconceived
my view,
and constructions rather than ideas and intentions.
The work of the two chosen artists encompasses the possibilities of transforming
architectural space; Steff is a Sculptor and George is an Environmental artist. My only
guarantee is that despite the direction the project might take (we have no idea at this
moment), we will end up with a 'mutated' space. Myattention and engagement goes then
to the decisions concerning the alterations of space, token simultaneously throughout
the construction process. Engagedin the construction, I (the curator, and a Sculpture
have
longer
direction
but
the
the
sole
no
of
project
share the responsibility with
graduate)
the artists involved.
The methodology leading to this exhibition is highly contingent and based on
improvisation. Wedevelopedsome drawings while `combing' the OldEast EndJail for possible
found
We
mirrors, wood, paint, different types of lighting and on
construction materials.
old motorbike.
The project has no funding (it is nearly impossible to find money for a project of this
for
from
materials
our own pockets. With a beautiful old
nature) so we provide money

building, materials and tools, several drawings and three sets of hands we start working.
We decide that we should work from the opening backwards and start distributing
homemade flyers handwritten in beer mats. We set up the date for an opening party and
commit all our time to the project. After approximately one week the show is ready.
Whenthe exhibition opened people entered the space unaware of what was expected of
them. Alarge installation derivedfrom a Mondrianpainting and another large dimensionmirror
piece were surroundedby smaller abstract sculptures and interventions, the confluence of
labels,
design
There
no curatorial text, no invigilators, none
no
art,
and architecture.
were
of the elements that usually support the audience in a traditional exhibition.
Noneof the things that represent the remit of the curator in the exhibition are there and
do not seem to be missed. No one asks for a text or press release to make sense out of the
project. Thesematerials are not needed because the work of the curator is an intrinsic part
for
leaves
the
the
space
words. One of the
no
construction and
constructive approach
of
for
(David
there
Shrigley)
that
explanations and that the work
was
no
need
mentions
visitors
has a physical presence well beyondthe words that could be used to describe it.
This statement assumesthat there is a difference in remit between artist and curator
when developing an exhibition. It assumestoo that, in the traditional sense, the curator's
define
to.
is
the
that
the
to
artists
and
artworks
will
respond
a
concept
remit
In this exhibition I have attempted to turn this upside down and to ditch the traditional
done
between
through positing the curator in a
This
was
artist and curator.
relationship
fragile position, with no access to the materials that usually support the role (such as a
labels,
invigilators).
well-rounded concept,
Thequestion that emergesas a consequenceis whether there still is a curator? Ordid the
become
on artist? Is it possible that the curator is still a curator, while maintaining
curator
few
him
traditionally?
the
that
of
peculiarities
characterize
very
In my mind these interrogations boil down to the question of method. Traditionally,
(Introduction)
forms,
in
in
the
the
of
words
of
work
realm
while
artists
work
realm
curators
objects, space, words etc. Everyexhibition that takes place in a physical space is shaped
by the way three-dimensionality is addressed.
If curators work through words and artists through objects, words and relationships,
then the artists seem to be in possession of a methodology which is much closer to the
between
three-dimensional
The
traditional
the curator and
event.
as
a
relation
exhibition
the artist seemsto be somehowfragmented (existing solely as intention). Onecan point to
the connections between the curatorial text and the artistic work, but they will exist mainly
discourse
discourse
this
is
argue
con
whether
and
one
of interest to the audience.
within
My main intention in the Impromptu Curatorial Experiment was to liberate the project
from the curatorial 'weight' in the traditional sense and to try to re-invent the role of
the curator of contemporary art. Moreover, the intention was to liberate art from all the
(a
it
to
things
that
posteriori), putting the emphasis on the
are attached
superfluous

artworks rather than on the curatorial concept.
The result of this is a project led by the artists and the artworks. The artists employ
creative methods that deal directly with space and enter a dialogue with the curator
(dialogue between equals and along the same lines), characterized by the use of the some
methods.
The curator is thus forced to re-invent his practice. He needs to develop something he
is not prepared for and that, at this stage, no one quite knows what it is. Something that
requires a hands-on approach, an empty mind, improvisation and a quick response. The
curator together with the artists developsthe impromptu dramaturgy of the exhibition.
As a consequence the curatorial task is totally modified. From someone who leads the
exhibition conceptually through the use of text, to someone who works with the artists
according to their own tools, methods, and creative strategies. The curator is still in a
between
dilemma
being
the
artists is reached.
a
orbiter when
position of resolving, of
The difference here lies in the fact that the curator now considers the relations between
artworks and between the artworks and the building in consultation with the artists who
created them.
How does the relation between this experimental project and the PhD(ShadowCurating
the
importance
Critical
Portfolio)
the
of
method?
reveal
The project points to a set of methods used by artists to transform space and to a
dialogue
in
to
that
text
engage
with artists in artistic
curatorial methodology
aside
puts
terms. The role of the curator is on the one hand to discuss and build the exhibition with
the artists (negotiating the different artistic positions) and on the other to observe and
document critically the processesthat led to the outcome.
Using the metaphor of the iceberg we can then consider the tip as the end result
(outcome) and the large portion under water as what sustains it (process). Despite being
the only visible thing, the tip of the iceberg does not sustain itself. In order to 'grasp it' we
must dive and disclose what is under it, what sustains it.
It is my conviction that much of the discussion concerning arts curation (even art in
discussion
focuses
iceberg'.
This
is
the
the
'tip
concerned
outcome
and
of
general)
with
on
from
it
the field of practice into the field of letters (arts criticism, critical studies
removes
etc). What we need, in my opinion, is to change the focus and place it back on practice,
looking for possibilities to document artistic and curatorial thinking. We need to document
mental processesrather than to write about things.
The methodologies for this are not yet in place and as practice-led researcherswe have
the possibility to develop them. In a varied field such as art we can move for beyondwords
and text to achieve this.
This was the main achievement of this PhD.By attaching to my practice a methodology
that documented the processeswhich led to exhibitions, I was able to 'open a window'
to my own way of curating. I cannot say that this methodology is general enough to
be adequate to satisfy every curator's work (a claim that could be made in a PhDwith
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a scientific profile) but I can certainly say that it encompasses some of the questions
curators will ask themselves while documenting their practices. It is thus a starting point
from which curators can depart from and which will certainly contribute to a more rigorous
landscape.
depth
in
and
curatorial methodological
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5.5 Critical Portfolio Template and Expo Pro-Forma
The following Pro- forma Template (Fig. 177: Shadow Curating - Critical Portfolio
template pro forma) is based on Critical Portfolio and will provide curators and artists with
a methodological starting point for developing a critical documentation of their practices.
It is at the heart of the project Cultural Capital (described below) and attempts to shift the
(this
discussion
from
PhD)
to
the
and exchange around the
practice
attention
my specific
practices of other contemporary art curators and artists.

Critical Portfolio
Project Identification Image

Exhibition Pro- forma
Title, Date and Location, Background information,
Context, Outcomes/Output.

Abstract, Aims/Objectives, Methods,

Concept Development

Portfolio Images

Correspondence between Curator and Artists

Process Documentation

Fig. 177: ShadowCurating- Critical Portfolio template pro forma.
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5.6 Future Projects
While it is impossible to assess the success of this thesis in terms of comparison with
(see
feel
Review),
Contextual
I
theses
the
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taking
same
approach
other
format
for
has
its
it
that
a
as
new
curatorial methodological
objective
say
achieved
main
documenting
been
has
It
as
a
way
of
and displaying the prouseful
exchange.
certainly
cesses underlying my curation.

Thetime has arrived to start using ShadowCurating:A Critical Portfolio as a starting point
for methodological exchanges with other curators, artists and museum directors. I see it
as 'adaptable and adoptable', with minimum effort, to the practices of other professionals.
Two of the projects I am currently developing show some promising results as new platforms for dialogue in the field of curatorial methodological exchange: ShadowCurator at
DeveronArts, Huntly, UKand Cultural Capital, Algarve, Portugal.

Sh ow
C

ShadowCurator

Alternative formats for curatorial methodological exchange.
The opposition Party appoints an MP to 'shadow' each of the members of the Cabinet. In this way the opposition can make sure that it looks at every part of the Government and can question them thoroughly. '1

The 'Shadow cabinet is often called Her Majesty's LoyalOpposition. The adjective 'loyal' is used because,
while there are policy differences, everyoneacknowledges the role of the opposition in the system. '2

The role of the Shadow MPs during their mandate is clear: to scrutinise the function of
the MPs (Members of Parliament) in power and to propose appropriate alternative policies.
Nevertheless it is crucial to note that although there might exist policy differences, the
opposition works from within rather than from outwith the system.

ShadowCurator is a proposition for the creation of a dialogical space involving curators,
artists and other cultural producers. Similarly to the ShadowMP,the ShadowCurator scrutinises the function of the appointed Curator concerning specific projects, either by posing
(not
necessaralternative
considering
approaches
questions, proposing comments or even
ily antagonistic ones). As a result this newly emerged critical dialogue positions itself in a
shared symbolic space.
The work of the Shadow Curator in collaboration with the appointed Curator (Figure 178)
is to be seen by the audience as a possibility. It functions as 'a model of otherwise' rather
than an attack on a particular curatorial practice. It is the co-existence, in a chosen format and within the same ideological space, of multiple possibilities of engagement with
the artistic projects as well as the context.
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Thecreation of an alternative to the appointed Curator's view (its shadow), which emergdifferently,
from
imagine
to
things
the
creates a climate of paradox in which
necessity
es
the audience is forced to reflect, compare and analyze the premises of a specific project.
As a result the audience is caught up in perpetual motion between the proposals and comher/his
devised
by
ShadowCurator.
Curator
the
and
appointed
ments
Theformat of dissemination of the ShadowCurator's proposal can vary, depending on the
context and the institution. TheShadowCurator, together with the Appointed Curator must
look for the most appropriate formats to communicate their process-based exchange.
1 www. porliament. uk/glossory/glossory.cfm_ref=shadowc_2303(accessed 19th July 2006)
2 www. answers.com/topic/shadow-cabinet (FromWikipedia, accessed 19th July 2006)
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sketch of Capitol Cultural new building.

CULTURAL
CAPITAL
CENTRE
FORCURAluriL i\LjLHR ;
Cultural Capital will be a research centre ocused or,
recording andanalysingcontemporary art curatorial processes.
Based in the mountains of the Algarve, one of the sunniest
and gastronomically rich regions of Europe, CCwill host a
handbooks,
of
curatorial
a
a publishing
residency, repository
house and a facility for the production of exhibitions.
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This international resource for curatorial studies will focus
(exhibitions,
its
to
outcome
relation
and
on methodology
).
As a natural progression of my
etc.
publications, seminars,
Doctorate, CCwill rely on exchanges between people involved
in the curation of projects and document/discuss their idiosyncrasies. Using the Critical
Portfolio developed in my PhD as the point of departure, I will develop documentation
individual
documents
the
These
to
of
each
curator.
work
adapted
strategies
will then be
Press.
Capital
Cultural
through
made available

The main elements of CCare:
leave
daily
their
to
tasks
Invite
aside
curators
-Residency.
and take on a residency emphasizingthe reflective port of the
curatorial process. Instead of actively pursuing an outcome
curators will be invited to record their work processes
(particularly in relation to the methods of selection and
display).
keep
books
library
Host
and
an
of curatorial
a
-Archive.
latest
developments
the
/contextual
review of
updated archive
in curation of contemporary art.
distribute
the
Will
House
/
Press.
publish
and
-Publishing
Cadernos de Curadoria (CuratorialAlmanacs) recording critically
the methodologies of contemporary curators who do the
residency.
-Production
art introducing
of the Algarve.
to an informed

Focility. Curote exhibitions of contemporary
national and international artists to the public
Develop experimental projects and contribute
curatorial debate.

Someof the names proposedfor this initiative:
Roddy Buchanan (artist UK), Charles Esche (Director of Van
Abbe Museum, NL), Maria Lind (Director of IASPIS), Rebecca
Gordon-Nesbit (NIFCA), David Shrigley (artist UK), Jeremy Dellen
(artist, UK), Claire Bishop (Art Historian, UK), David Harding
(Curator and educationalist,
UK), Jean-Marc Huiterel (Art
Critic, FR), Mika Hanulla (Curator and educationalist,
DT e
Fin), Larys Frogier (director of La Criee, FR), Laurence Gateau
(Director of FRACPays de La Loire, FR), B-sides (artist group, UK
e DT),Norbert Duffort (Director of DRACNantes, FR), Neal Beggs
(artist FR), Manifesta Foundation (organization NL), DeAppel
(organization NL), Curating Degree Ter(
(organization NL), CASCO
(Archive), Royal College of Art (Artschool UK)etc. In addition:
the Portuguese art spaces and individuals are encouraqý d to
h(Ive nn r1(tivv iný; ýlvriný ni in Capitol CuHurol.
(Ili till ul h1j i(ul oliv ut u (: )up¬ lion with Vektor, European
(http:
//www. vektor. at)
network of contemporary art archives

rcnderj
o'
Capital project (1,2.3,4,5).
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GLOSSARY
Thread-through - The term thread-through is widely used in contemporary arts curation.
It refers to an element (idea, colour, object) usually devised by the curator, common
to all artworks in a show and which functions as a binding structure justifying a specific
have
I
attempted to adopt this strategy in my PhD thesis in order
selection of pieces.
to clarify the selection and the exclusion of projects (Part 1 and Part 2). In this case
the binding element is the relation between the projects and the research questions
(Selection and Display).

Curatorial Programms- Everycurator (and institution) has its curatorial idiossyncrasies.
Theseusually emerge from specific interests which ore then addressedin the form of
projects. Theway the projects develop, both in terms of process and outcome, into an
agenda characteristic of a particular approaach is what I've decided to call Curatorial
Programms. I find this concept important especially for independent curators as the
be
to
/
critical
points
notions of authorship and of curator artist emerge as crucial
discussed.
White Cube- This expression refers to Art Galleries and Museumswhich are based on a
purely retinal experience of art. In these spaces, the body has no presence, and people
are subdued to the importance of the artworks. Oneshould not talk, laugh, run, eat etc
but observe a quasi-religious relationship to the works. For more information on the notion
of White Cubesee Brian Doherty's book Inside the White Cube.
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CURATING
DVD
2. SHADOW
disk,
insert
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Please
is
DVD
This
open the DVDplayer and
playable only on computer.
from
the Menu.
clip
choose a

1. Questions About Art, 2003 (Video 17m: 31 s)
2. Bsides - The Sculpture Show, 2005

Audio Labels by Derek Lodge (Audio 9m: 34s)
3. Art Cup Lisbon, 2004 (Video 17m: 08s)
4. Art Cup Belgrade, 2005 (Video 1h: 00: 45s)
5. Gran Pacman, 2003 (Video 1m:26s)

